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This courseis one of several subcourses that makeup,
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f the entire Army dorresptddence course 011.v/heeled vehicle maintenance.
The subcourse is designed to provide the student with;.infOrmlition
about the operation, malfunction ,diagnosis, Meintenance,'and_repair--,--;- -of wheeled vehicle' steering systems.- It provides the basic theory,
.,
.

v-,

.
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objectives', text, task assignments; a1d review exercises. Answeks for
the exercises are provided 'after the final lesson, along with an
examination and application task test.-This subcourse is designed for
-student self-study,,but could be used in ,small group learning
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Lesson 5, Page 5-30, Para 10d, Line 1.
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EXERCISE RESPONSE LIST
,Page 1, Response Number 123.
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Page 12, Response Number 502.
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Course DesVription:

,

---.---

This course is'one of several subcourses that make up the qptire correspondence cour9
on wheeled vehicle maintenance. The dubcourse is designed to provide the student with
information about:the operation, malfunction diagnosis, maintenance, and repair of
wheeled vehicle steering systems.
TV provides the basic theory, and also includes
on-the-job task assignments.

,

f

The subcoullse is divided into five lessons with objectives,'task assignments, and
review "exervises.

.

\

-

Fundamentals of Hydraulics. A study of basic principles of fluids
under pressure, the means by which hydraulics can be used to,multiply force,
and die construction and operation of hydraulic system components.

I,e;:;ih 1

Lesson 2 - Introduction to Wheeled Vehicle'Steering Systems. An explation of,
the construction and operation of mechanical and power steering gears and steering
linkages; also, the principles of steering geometry.
o

Lesson 3 - Miti.ntenance of Mechanical Steering Gear Assemblies. A description of
the procedures used for the inspeCtion, testing, adjustment, arid repair of
mechanical steering gears; the removal and installation of assemblies; and
the replacement of repair parts.

Lesson 4
Maintenance of Power Steering Gears. The inspection, testing, adjustment,
and repair of power steering gears and their associated hydraulic equipmen
removal and installation of assemblies"; and the replacement of repair paerd.
Lesson 5.- Maintenance of Steering Linkages. the inspection,' testing, adjustment,
and repair of steering linkage components; the replacepent of repair parts;
11-0-mt;_wh4e1 alinement procedures; and troubleshooting steering systems.

.

This subcourse is designed for student self-stay, but could be eEfectiVe.in small,
,group learning situations.
Each lesson con
ns objectives, text, and review
exercises.
Answers for the exercises
provided after the final lesson, along
with an examination'and applicatio
ask test.
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FUNDAMENTALS OF HYDRAULICS
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IMPORTANT

'Num

rruoir gnus

44.4,, tin dosinann
Your cooperation in follow1pg these instructions will
-

7

a

-eitable yon to make the maximum rating commensurate with your ability.
--help us to process yoUr lessons promptly and effialentiy.
A

dart the CHE6KLIST OF TEXTS AND MATERIALS FURNISHED.
Scan. the INTRODUCTION to the subc our se.

Atearden
- -Beginning with Lesson 1, scan the LESSON ASSIGNMENT SHEET. It lists the

lemon title, lesson objective, credit hours required, texts required, and
suggestions.
- -When the words STUDY TEXT follow the lop sson Aisignmeni Sheet, the infor-

mation you must digest is found in a textis), memorandum, pamphlet, and/or
other separate.matelial(s),

s

-.-When the words STUDY .GUIDE.ANIV.TTACHED MEMORANDUM follow the

LessoiCAssignment Sheet, the infdrmation you mustVigest is either
--found in texts and in this subcourse booklet, or
--found entirely in his booklet.
--When you are referred to a paragraph or ,an illustration in a manual,' turn to the 1,
specified paragraph at once and scan or stucly the text assignment as directed.
Continue this procedure until you reach the LESSON EXERCISE.
..v
- -Study and answer eackquestion.
,

--CAUTION: Check to insure that all questions have been answered.
--Your answers MUST be based on subcourse materials,
y
°
or opinions.
p

AiialeMsaa
A

experience

O
7.

4

.

If you require explanation or clarification of subcourse materials or qUesti6ar write
to 'the U. S. Army Ordn'ance Center and School, ATTN: Departrnent of Army Wide
*.Training Suppcirt., Conitructive comments are,appreciated.
r

Idh lude NAM And! SOC4L SECURITY ACCOUNT NUMBER on all correspondence.

-14

LESSON EXERCISE QUESTIONS

Instructionfor use of the answer sheet:
1.
The procedure by which `you will answer the exercise questions in this subcourse is probalijy
new to you. The information is presented in a programed instruction format where you i'mmediately know whether or not .you have answered the questions correctly, If you have selected an
incorrect answer, you will be directed to a portion of the study text that will provide you with
additional information.
.

2.

To use this system proceed as ftillows:

a.
Arrange this subcourse bookletand your answer sheet (on reverse side of response list
cover) so that they are convenient. Each, exercise question has three choices lettered a, b, and c.
Your answer sheet has threeroups pf numbers for questions 1 through 200. .The numbers
indicated for each question represent the a, b, or c choices.
'

b. Read the first exercise question and select the choice you think answers the question
correctly. Go to the question 1 area of your answer sheet and circle the 3-digit number that
corresponds with the choice you selected.
.
.

.

,

c.

After you have identified the 3-digit number, locate it in the exercise response list.
If you selected the right choice, the first word of the response will be "CORRECT." This tells
you that you have answered the question correctly. Read the rest of the response which tells
why your choice was correct and then go to the next question.
'0

, ..,' 4

,-

.:-- -.

).

4. If the.Word "CORRECT"-is NOT the first word of the response, you have selected the
wrong-answer. Read the response and then turn to the area in your study text that is mentioned.
There you will find the information necessary for you to make another choice. Line out the
incorrect 3-digit response on yout answer sheet.
e. After you have reread the reference, select another answer and circle the 3-digit' response
for that choice. Again check the number of this second choice with the response list to see if your
choke is now correct and to obtain more information about your choice. If your second choice
is still not coriect, line out the 3-digit response on the answer sheet and continue-until the correct
Sayer is selected. When,you have answered all of the questions in an exercise, count the number
of lined out responses and see how well you did.
,
f.
You will notice that the lesson exercisequesfion numbers continue consecutively from
lesson to lemon. This allows you to use one answer sheet for the entire subcourse.

O
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DIRECTIONS FOR THE STUDENT

1'.
Con atillatiOns. You are.starting a new and different type of selftraining subcobise called a correspondence/OJT subcourse. It, is different
from regular subcourses because it has tasks to be practiced on the job in
addition to the usual lessiins to be studied. This way, you can learn both
the job skills and.the job knoWledge and become completely qualified in the
. subcourse matter.

2. Of course, you miist be able to get to the equipment to practice
these tasks. Some of you may not be Able to do this. This is why you
were asked to.pick one of two options, or ways, that you wanted to take the.
subcourse.
,

)

a. If you are enrolled in th e correspondence only option, you
will study thg lessons but yott will not practice the tasks on the equipment.
This means you will learn only the job knowledge of the subcourse. You
will have to practice the job tasks sometime later when you can get to the
equipment iii order to learn the job skills. You will test yourself after
eacii lesson by answering the41esson exercise queslions using your answersheet. Then,you will be test d at the end of the whole subcourse by taking
the enclosed multiple choice examination.
b.

If you are enrolled in the correspondence /OJT option, you
will db the whole' subcourse. You will study all the lessons4and practice
all the tasks listed in each study text on the equipment. This way y will
learn both the knowledge and the skills of the subcourse. Then youN411 be
completely qualified in the part of your military occupational specialty (MOS)
that is covered by this subcourse: You will test yourself after each lesson
by answering the lesson exercise questions using your answer sheet. And,
you will also-take a subcourse multiple choice examination. However, in
addition to these tests, you will take an application task test after finishing
the subcourse examination. This application task test will be sent to your
unit commander who will see that you are tested on the job tasks. It is
important that ybu practibe the tasks while you are studying the lessons so
that you will be.ready foi. the task test when you finish the slibcourse.
c.

You can understand that it is important to remember which of
the two options you are enrolled in because the work you must do and the
tests you must take will depend upon your option.
.

i
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This subcourse is one of several subcourees that make up the
entire enlisted MOS correspondence/OJT courses If you are enrolled in the
entire-C-ourse, yoX willtake this and all the other subcourses in order., If
you are not enrolled in the entire course, then you will only take this and
any other subcouirses you asked for. Of courses you cannot become qualified
in the complete 1010S job unless you take the entire course.. If you want to
take the entire course later, you will be given credit for the
subcours()
.
you have already passed.
3.

4.

Please check this subcourse paCket to make sure that you have the

following things:
a.

lesson 1.

-1

A lesson booklet for each lesson listed in the introduction of

b. /A lesson exercise response list and an answer sheet.

c..' A multiple choice examination.

If any of these things are missing, please let us know right away.

5. If you are enrolled in the entire enlisted MOS correspondence/OJT
course you must finish at least 60 credit hours or three subcourses each
2enrollment year. Your enrollment year begins the day you receive your
first subCourse. If you are enrolled in certain subeDurse only, you must
finish d Ch subcourse within 6 months after you receive it.;,- However, you
should f nish each subtourse asquickly as you can so that you will qualify
earlier for prorribtions.
"

1

You must study the subcourse material starting with lesson 1 and,*
prog ess through the rests Beginning With le:ason 1, scan the lesson assignmen sheet. It lists the lesson title, credit hours assigned to the lesson,
,
lee on objective, study assignment, and suggestions.
6

a. Go through the lesson exactly as you are told by the .study
ssigrunent and the suggestions in thp lesson assigbrnent. Also follow any
directions given throughout the study text.

ii

b..
Read the lesson through once; reread and study any portion that
you did not understand. After you are sure-you understand the study material,
answer the 'exercise questions at the,end of the lesson. Then practice the
job tasks on the equipment.'

18
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ORDNANCE SUBCOURSE 63B207, WHEELED VEHICLE STEERING SYSTEMS

(13 Credit Hours)
INTRODUCTION

Any vehicle would be of.little use if it could not be directed or guided on
a desired course. The act of guiding the vehicle is called steering. Wheeled
vehicle's are steered by aiming or pointing the wheels in the direction that we
want the vehicle tojgo.. As you know, the driver of a car or truck guides it by
turning the steering wheel. The steering system o ..cars and trucks consists
of the levers, links, rods, gear box, and, in man ases, a hydraulic system
..that assists the driver's steering effort.

The steering system ids bf critical importance in.the safe operation of the
vehicle. There must be no looseness between the steering wheel and the front
wheels if the driver is to keep control over the direction in which the wheels

point., The tires must meet the road at the correct,angle to get good traction'
and to p'revent unnecessary tire,wear. In addition, the driver' should be able
to hold the wheels in'the straight-ah'ead position and change them to the right
or left with very little effort.

For you, the student, a study of steering systems introduces 'many new
words, parts, ideas, and theories. The study includes sortie math, physics,
and hydraulics. It is the aim of this.suticourse to provide you with a thoiough
understanding of the design, construction, operation, and organizational
maintenance of steering Systems. Math, physids, and hydraulics are covered

right in the text where they apply. Who.:,ycitt see a new word, a new part, a
new idea, or a new theory you should
sure you know what it means, how it
works, and why it works before you continue.

b

A

iii
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This subcourse consists of five lessons, an-examination, and an application task test. They are organized as follows:

/

-

.

.

at

,

.,

,

.

.
Fundamentals of Hydraulics
'Scope-A study of basic principles of fluids under pressure, the
means by which hydraulics can be used to multiply force,
.. and
the construction and opeiation of hydraulic system
,
components.

Lesson 1

,

Lesson 2 .Introduction to Wheeled Vehicle Steering Systems
ScopeAzieRplanation of the contructiofi and operation of mechanical
and power steering gears and steering linkages; also, the
principles of steering-geometry.
Lesson 3

Maintenance of

1

chanical Steering Gear Assemblies

ScopeA description of th procedures used for the inspection,

testing, adjustmentepairof mechanical steering

gears; the removal and installation pf assemblies; and
the replacement of repair parts.
tir
Lesson 4

`.

Maintenance :of Power Steering Gears

ScopeThe inspection, testing, ad5Ustment, and repair of power
steering gears and their associated hydraulic equipment;
removal and installation of assemblies; and the replacement of repair parts.
°

Ks

'Lesson 5 Maintenance of Steering Linkages \

ScopeThe inspection, testing, adjustment, and epair of steering

,
f

linkage components;,the replacement of repair parts; front-

wheel alinement procOdures; and troubleshoot*~ing
ft_

systems.

.i
Examination
.
.

ScopeThe examination is designed to test the student's knowledge
of the subject material cove ed in the subcourse.

Application Task Test

ScopeThe application task test is designed to test the OJT student's
ability to perform tasks associated with the-subject material
presented in the subcourse.

a

--

iv
p.
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CHECKLIST OF TEXTS AND MATERIALS FURNISHED

,

.

Ordnance SubcOrse No 6313207
October 1975

No texts, other than the Attached Memorandurns, are used in support of
this subcourse. Therefore, you are not required to- return any texts to the
US Army Ordnance Center-and School.

Thisiribdourse tria.y contain errata sheetk. Maki certai.n that youopost
all necessary changes bfore. beginning.
Note:

'Any publications cited inthis subcourake are general retere
are not furnished., The followin
were used in preparation of this
7

TM 5-350

Hydraulic Power Control Systems, Nov 63

TM 9-2320-206-20

/C2, 4

Organizational Maintenance Manual: 10-Ton,
6x6, M123-Series Truck Tractor, Oct 71

.1%.4.9-2620-209-20,:w/C1-6
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Lesson Objective

'Wrier stuciy lig this 'lesson -yciu

fi

be able
1.

'Describe the natUre of .liquids: r

2.

Describe the. fundamental principles -o4 gaining mechanical
advantage using hydraulics.

3.

Describe the purpose, construction, and operatiozi of valves
commonly used in automotive
hydrauliC Systems,

4.

Describe the purpose, construction, andNperation of pumps
commonly used in automotive
hydraulic systems._

5.

Describe the purpose, construcdon, and '4eraticn of cylinders
commonly us.ed in automotive

hydraulic systems;
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Describe the purpose, construction, 'ant! operation-of accumulators commonly used in automo.
A.3
tive hydraulic systems.
Desciribe the purpose and con7

7.

struction of reservoirs corn-.
monly used in automotive

hydraulic systeins.

Text ,.

8.

Describe hydraulic fluids and
their use as applied to automci-,
tive equipment.

9.

Explain the op ation of a
simple hydraulic ck.

Attacled Memorandum

4

Materials Required

Answer sheet and response list

Suggestions

As you read the lesson pay care ful
attention to all of the accompanying
illustrations. They will help you to
understand the principles that are
discussed.
OREWORD
4

1/4

You have probably heard the term "hydraulics" used many tithes. Such
things is, hydraulicalty operated jacks, cranes, and baiber chairs are well
known' to almost everyone., Hydraulic parts, are very common to wheeled
vehicles, too. For example, they use hydraulic power steering, hydrauli
brakes and hydraulic lifts for cargo beds and booms. The basic principles
of .iydraulics are the same regardless of whether we are applying them to
a barber chair or to a complex automotive hydraulic system. Whenever a
' hyd
system does not work, the rppa4.rtenan or mechanic will need a
thorough derstanding of hydraulic printip
in order to troubleshoot
the syste and to make the necessary repairs.

A
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ATTACHED MEMORANDUM

SECTION I. HYDRAULIC PRINCIPLES
i. INTRODUCTION. The word "hydraulics" is bade, on the Greek word for
water:,_and at'first it applied only to the study of how water behaved when it
was at rest and in motion. Present-day use has broadened its meaning to

,

cover the behavior of all liquidd."

a. A p sent-day study of hydraulics includes, for example, the manner
in which all quids act in, tanks and Apes. It inclUdes floating bodies, \pressures exerted on surrounding objects, flow of liquids under various corlditions,
and the ways used to direct this flow to useful ends.
b.

This lesson will deal primarily wish the study of hydraulics as it
applies to automotive vehiclesit especially to wheeled vehicles used by the US
Army.
.

NATURE OF LIQUIDS.! While solids always have a qefinite shape, liquids
have no outer forin of their own. Liquids always take the shape of their conr'
tainer. Because of their own shapelessness, liquids can be dent almost anyIvhere in a pipe or,a hose by means of gravity or by any other means of applying a force to thermt, Liquids are second only to electricity in ease of transmission.

'

a. Everyone'knows that a gas,
which,also has no shag o its own,
can be easilly compresde
This can
be demonstrated if we0a:
dintainer filled with a gad uch as air,

-

"and')sealed'With an air
t piston. If
we place sa; weight:on top1 f
pisto'n
it will zno4.7 down, -corrip
g or

squeetng the- air in'side t
*into a smalier space.

GAS

container

C".
4).
Even though they also have no
shape, of their own, liquids act mucx
differently from gases because they will
compress very little. This can be dem:
onstrated, if we OA a liquid instead of
gas in the container. Now, if a weight
is placed on the piston there will be no
noticeable movement of the piston, because the liquid has not been compresled
any noticeable amount. In fact, a force
of 15 pounds on a cubic inch of water
will only compress it about 1/
O.
For practical use in automotive hydraulic
systems, SO can think of liquids as of being compressible at all.
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3.

DISTRIBUTION OF PRESSURE. When

we strike the end Gf a block of wood, the
main force of the blow is carried straight

thro\t the block to the other end.

°

This

happens because thb block is rigid. The
direction the blow is struck/determines
the direction of most of the force. On, the
other 'hand, if we strike the piston in.a

cylinder of liquid, the force is 'carried not
only straight through to the other end, but
also equally in every direction throughout
the cylinder.

a. We can show that 'pressuile
PISTON HAVING AREA
OF 5 SQUARE INCHES

is distributed equally, in a, confined
liquid by using a cylinder that has

WEIGHT

several branches or- pipes. The
cylinder and pipes must be filled
with liquid aid a pressure gage
attached at, each pipe. A piston
is placed on top of the liquid. For

,the.present, let's say the piston
has 5 squa're inches of surface that
touches the liquid. Now, if we
place a,Weight on the 'piston so that
the weight of the piston plus the
weight totals 20 'pounds, each gage
will indicate a pressure of 4 pounds
per ;square inch. This is usually
writte4 4 PSI.
k: Since the 20 pounds of Weight is spread out evenly over the '5 square
inches, of piston.area, the pressure exerted on each square inch is 4 pound's
(20 j 5 = 4). The amount of pressure' throughout the liquid and the amount
indicatedby the gages is, therefore, 4 PSI.

t'
N..
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0 433 PSI

c. In this experiment we were assurn
°ing that w.e had a short cylinder, so.the

.

weight otthe liquid itself did not affect the
prehure 'reading on the gages. If we had
used a tall cylinder, we would have noticed
that the pressure,was higher 'near the
bottom of4the container, since the weight
of the liquid above would have added.to the
prgssure being'applied by the 20-pound
weight. There is very little difference in
the height of the different hydraulic 'compo-i
nents in automotive equipment,t59 the
'
weight of the liquid is not considered when
referring to pressures in an automotive
hydraulic system.
.-

I FT

FT ..

1 CU FT
WEIGHS
62 4 LBS

3.

2165 PSI
!sari°

FT

3

TOTAL
WEIGHT
624 LBS

,

33 PSI

144 50 IN

Water column.

'0
.

.

,
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VOLUME AND DISTANCE FACTORS. Now'Jet's assume that v e haye
two identical cylindersiconnected by a pipe. They'are fitted with pi tons
4-.

and filld with liquid: An interesting fact -about this 'arrangement is hat re
can trapsfer' force from one cylinder' to the ?ther through the liquid. That
is, if we push the pi5ton down in one 'cylin,4, the piston in the seconcl
' cylinder will move up. This is caused by'therliquid being pushed' °ilea ode.

4

- cylinder through the connecting pipe and into the second cylincler. It should
also, be noticed that the )two cylinders are the same diameter and that-both
- pistons move the same distance.
4
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Now let's consider two interconnected cylinders that are not the same
size. Asst me that one cylinder piston has a surface area of 1 square inch
.while the second one"Sas 5 square inches of surface area. With this arrangement, pushing the small piston down 10 inches will'raise the large piston 2
inches. The.'reverse of this is also true; that is, pushing the large piston
down 2 inches ,will raise the small piston 10 inches.
a.

s.

10

4111.

,

ti

b. The reason for the difference in the amount of piston movement can be easily shown with two

containers that are the same size
as the two cylinders. By filling
the slender ,container with liquid
to a depth: of l0.inches, it will
contain the same amount of liquid

*VI

LO"

that was displaced-by pushing the
piston down 10 inches in the slender
cylinder. Now if we pour the liquid
from the slender container into the
wide, container, the water level will
rise to a depth of orify 2 inches.
The liquid takes the shape of the
wider container by spreading out
more but not rising as high.

/0

2"
0
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c. In some applications of hydraulics, force is applied to a piston in
one central cylinder and the liquid pushed out moves the pistons in several

other cylinders. For example,
let's ssume that we have an
arrazigement of 5 cylinders. If
li
*finders
all cisrnders
are the same size,
the force exerted on the central
cylinder piston will be transmitted equally to the other four
pistons, but they will move only

one-fourth as far as th central

piston. If the four cylinders -have

a larger diameter than the central
one, tge total force on each of the
four pistons is' greater than that
applied to the centra one; however, each of the fou pistons
moves less than one-fourth as
far as the central piston. Hydraulic brake systems operate in such
a manner.
/
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.
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5. MECHANICAL ADVANTAGE RATIOS. We can apply what we know about
the mechanical advantage of level's -to hydraulic situations. tWith a lever, a .
50-pound weight can balance a 100-pound weight. The 50-pound weight must

be set twice as far from the balancing point as the 100-pound weigj.
This is known as a mechanical
advantage ratio of 2 t6 1, which is
usually written as 2:1. In hydraulics, 50 pounds on a piston of a
certain area can balance a 100 -

-

pound weight on a cylinder piston
having twice'that area. In this way a
mechanical advan.tage ratio of
2:1 is gained hydraulically.

To see just how the mechanical advantage is gained through the
liquid, imagine that the area of the small pistori is 1 square inch and the
larger piston 2 square inches. The 50-pound weight on the small piston
then exerts a- pressure of 50 pounds per square inch on.the liquid, which is
distributed equally in the liquid throughbut both cylinders and the connecting
pipe. The total pressure pushing upward on the 2 square inches of surface
of the large piston is 100 pounds, disregarding any loss due to friction between the pistons and cylinders. The advantageratio is 2:1 becauge the
large piston has twice the area of the stnall piston.
4.

0:

-

.

.r?

..

In a hydraulic system, just as with the lever, we have to give up
distance to gain force. If the ratio is 2:1, the smaller piston will move twice
as far 'as' the large pistOn, so the ratio of 2:1 applies to the difference in
piston travel as well as to the difference in force. If the ratio is, 3:1, the
smaller piston must move three times farther than the larger piston, but
the large piseon.will balance thKee tires the weight that is exerted on the
b.

%mall piston:
`"

SECTION II. HYDRAULIC DEVICES AND iLUIDS

hovillilur

a liquid causes
it to act in hydraulic systems., We hav,e not considered all of the necessary
parts that are needed to make up a basic hydraulic systerri. Under 'actual
working conditions, valvis are required to direct and control the flow of
liquid, a pump is needed to supply a flow of liquid under pressure, a cylinder
or/motor is need'ed to convert the liquid flow to_mechanical motion, a reservoir is needed to store a liquid supply, and lines are needed to carry the
liquid between the units. In addition; a liquid is needed that will not cause
damage to the hydraulic pgrts and yet is suitable for use over awide temperatare range.
.

GENERA-L-.---So-rasx we-have-discuss-id

VALVES. Simply stated, all valves are an opening in a pipe,with some
rrreans of closing it. Let's take a look at some common types of valves that
are widely used.
7.

a.

One type

of valve is called
a cock. This valve
has' a slug seated
in the path of thi

',1104142112111

liquid flow. The
plug has an opening iluining through

*".

it to permit fix*
when ttickvalve is

ir...14AiesStilll

tiat,..0:44.1.164

FV

TOP VIEW

OPEN

CLOSED

open. Frow is .
stopped by turning
the plug 1/4 of a
turn so that the opening is crossways to the flow. A part of the plug'sticks
out so that the operator or mechanic can till..., it manually. Cocks are designed to be left ally in the fully open or fully closed positions.
q
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b. A gate valve,:is a wedge- shaped
gate that can be moved out of, or across,
the line of liquid flow to alTOw or to stop
the liquid flow. ,11Tsually, the valve ha/a
threaded stem for controlling it that must
be rotated several turns to'move the gate
from the fully 'open position to the fully

or

closed position. SometinW gate valves
are left partly open to regulate the amount
of flow, but they are intended for fully
open or,fully closed use. If left in the
partly open position, the flowing liquid
will cause an unequal wear on the valve's
sealing surface.
c. The globe valve is made with a disc-shaped controlling member
is lowered against a seat to stop flow and railed to permit flow. Several
turns of a valve stem are usually required to move the valve from one extreme
to the other. Because of the design of this ,type of valve; it can be kept in a
partly open po,sition to control the amount of flow without causing unequal
'wear on the sealing surfades. The valve should always be installed with
pressure against the face of the disc-shaped controlling member.
tatbr

s
O

.

,,,,...

J

r
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V.

,d. Needle valves are made:A, lot
like globe valves. Instead of a disc; a
needle, valve with a tapered point' is at
the end of the valve stem. The tapered
point Perniits, the needle valve to be
opened or closed gradually. Needle
valves ,allow the amount of liquid flow.
to be manually adjusted very accurately.
.

A

,

.6*4

A the valve is made so that it is automatically opened and closed
quid pressures between its inlet and outlet openings. 'It
by a difference
flow in one direction only. The force of the
is used a system
liquid in motion in one dire on will open the valve, while' an attempt by the
ection will force the valve closed. Closing
liquid to flow in the oppOliite
is also assisted by a spring or g vity When theasaistance is by gravity,
the valve must be positioned so tha th weight of the controlling member
closes the valve when there is no liqui flow.
e.

:6

(
.
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f. Often a pressure fegulator valve is installed in a hydraulic
pressure
line to make sure that liquid pressure does not go above a certain amount to
protect the systein from high pr_essure. .Reitilator valves are also usually
called relief valves. They-are like check valves because they permit liquid
to flaw through them...hi one direction only.
ADJUSTING
SCREW

(1) A regulator valve
contains a spring to hold the
controlling member in the
closed position. When liquid
pressure pushing on the face
of the valve is great enough,
it, compresses the spring and
opens the valve. The amount
of pressure required to open
the valve can be changed by
changing the spring pressure
holding the valve closed.

SEAT

FROM PRESSURE
LINE

I

ng

(2)

Liquid flowing .
to do the work does not flow
through the regulator valire.
The valve is connected so that
it will have no, effect on the

To
Reservoir

rest of the system. When the
pressure exceeds the regulator spring pressure, the
valve opens and excess liquid
pressure is bypassedto the
reservoir or pump intake.

--* To Work

From Pump

S

ti

3,2

-/

o

4.

Some hydraulic systems use spool valves for controlling the direction, of liquid
flow. A spool valve has a
'.:spool-s(iaped piston that is
moved t open and close
passages itt a cylinder to
direct the flow. The pititori
usually has a spring that holds
the valve in the neutral posig.

tion. When in neutral, the

valve does not allow liquid to
flow between the valve and

From Pump
.4

the, work.

7,

341

.

Spool valves are commonly used to control liquid flowing to
and from a cylinder. If the cylinder piston is to do work in both directions
of its travel, thereiwill be two.lines donnected between the cylinder and
valve - one to each side of the cylinder piston. In addition, the spool valve
haS two more lines connected to it - one to carry liquid under pressure from
the pump, and another to return liquid to the reservoir or liquid supply tank.
(1)

To Reservoir

(2) Suppose that the valve
piston is moved t the left as shown
in the illustration. Liquid under
pressure can now flow from the pump
through the valve and line A to the
cylinder. This will force the cylinder
work piston to the right. The work
piston pushes oil frOm the right side
of the cylinder through line B and the
spool calve to the reservoir.

1.
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Awake

(3)' .The work piston can be stopped at any desired po sition by

*easing the lever controlling the valve piston and allowing the spring to re- -341
, return the valve to the neutral position
This blocks liquid flowing both to
and from the cylinder and the liquid trapped on each side of the work pigon
. holds the piston firmly in position.
(4)

If the valve piston is moved to the bright,.,liquid will flow from
the pump through the spool valve 'and line B to the right side of the piston.
The piston then moves to the left, pushing oil.through line A and the spool

valve to the reservoir.

8. PUMPS. A hydrauliC pump is a device through which an external
source
of power is used"to apply force to a liquid. In automotive -vehicles the vehicleengine usually supplies the power to drive the pump. B4t.....41 a few cases an
electric mot-or drives the pump.. Two general classificatiobs of pumps are
positive displacement and nonpositfire displacement. A positive displacement
pump is one in which a definite volume of liquid is pumped for each cycle of
pump operation, regardless? of the resistance offered to flow. A nonpositive
displacement purrip is one in which the amount of liquid pumped depends/on
the amount of resistance offered flow.. Pumps used in automotive hydraulic systems are the positive' typ , of which there are several designs. We
will discuss the reciprocating, g ar, and vane designs in this lesson.
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check valves. T
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i

4

pump is operated
by a back-and-forth
movement of the
piston. When the

,k,piston is pulled to
the left (as "shown
in the illustration), liquid is drawn into t e cylinder through the intake check
valve. When the piston is moved to the right, it puts pressure on the liquid,
closing the intake check valve and forcing liquid out through the
, . check valve. The piston can be operated from \the rotary motiondischarge
of the
.

engine by means of a crankshaft or cam, or it may be manually operated by
a lever.
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cylinder. The cyl-

sorra.

In_

a. The reciprocating pump has a
piston'that fits
closely inside a

.1!

The gear pump is one of the simplest pumps 4i construction. It has
two gears in a casing. There is very little space between the gear teeth and
the pump cas g and between the gear teeth where they mesh. 'Gear pumps
are easily coup dr to an engine because they operate with a- rotary motion:
b.

TO INPORT-DRIVEN GEAR

(1) One gear pump
design has two gears with external teeth. One gear, is a
drive gear; the other's. driven
gear. As -the gears _rotate,
`liquid is trapped betwein the
gear teeth and the casing at
the puinp intake (A). The
trapped liquid is carri d to
the pump discra,arge (I3

As

liquid is continually ca ied
from the pump, intake t the

'discharge, it is forced out the
discharge opetaing_because it
canntt flow back past the

DRIVING GEAR

meshed gear teeth.
TO OUTPOR

Some gear pumps have an internal gear with an external gear
mounted inside it. The internal gear is mounted off - center soffits teeth
mesh with the internal gear teeth on one side only. The gear'p teeth ate
separated on
the opposite
6 THROUGH THIS PORT.
(2)

side' by a

crescentshaped por-

1 OIL DRAWN IN HERE...

5 "TO THIS POINT,
- WHERE CONSTANT
MESHING OF TWO
GEARS FORCES OIL...
.

2 BY THE CONSTANT
WITHDRAWAL OF
TEETH ON THIS GEAR...

CRESCENT SEA.

OUTER GEAR

INNER GEAR

tion of the
casings In
operation,
liquid is
trapped between the

gear teeth
aethe intake
of ;tile pump

aid carried
past the
crescent to
the discharge;

3 FROM THE SPACES
BETWEEN THE (TEETH

OF THIS INTERNAL GEAR...

4 IS CARRIED IN THESE SPACES...

1 -'14
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a

c.

Vane pumps hav a
rotating part called the rotor
whit' has slots' fitted with'
movable vanes. The rotor..
is placed off-center insids
atkoval-shaped cavity in the
pump casing. The intake and
discharge ports are located
on opposite sides of the
cavity. As the rotor spins,

the vanes are town out

SHAFT
4

INLET

OUTLET

.

against the wall 'oet e oval

cavity. The vanes sli ein
and out in the rotor slots'N
following the shape of the

CASING

VANES

cavity. At the pump intake,
liquid is trapped and swept .
around in pockets formed by the rd r, vanes, and walls of'the housing
cavity. BeCause of the off-center
nting of the rotor, the size of each
liquid pocket gets smaller and the liqui is squeezed.out through
the pump
discharge port when the pocket allies wi h the' port.
ro

CYLINDERS. A hydr4lic cylinder is device that changes liquid
to mechaniCal straight line motion. A hydra lic'cylinder consists of flow
or housing, in which a piston slides. A pisto rod is connected to thea:barrel,
to attach the piston to the load. the end of the ylinder *here the rod piston
out is called the rod end, and the opposite end i called the head end. sticks
- Eydraulic cylinders are oiassifieci as beineeither single acting or double-acting.
a. -A single-acting cylinder has a port in
one nd only - usually the head
end - and is operated hydraulically in one direction
°When a valve is
opened, allowing liquid to be pumped into,the port, thonly.
liquid pushes on and
,
moves the piston which extends
the-piston od. Before the
PORT
piston and-ispd can be -retracted,
PISTON
PISTON
the
dontrolliiielialye mist be
ROD
positioned so liquid in the cylinder cart be released to the
reservoir. The-cylinder is .
then returned to the retracted
AIR VENT
EALS
position by the weight of the
work or by a return spring.
9..

,

1.
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In the d9puble-actinkcylinder
the liquid can m6ve the piston in both.
directions. The cylind6--rallst h;.ve
ports at both the head end and the rod
end. Purriping liquid into the head
end moves the piston to extend the4
rod. At the same. time, any liquid
trapped in the rod- end of, the cylinder

I

bi

FLUID PORTS

PISTON

SEAL

retract the rod flow is
is pushed out and returned to the reservoir.
pushed
reversed. Liquid from the pump goes into the rod end and liq
out the head end port goes to the reservoir.
MOTORS. 'Hydrauli8 motors perfor'm a function opposite to that of
hydraulic pumps. In fact, we could say that a motor is a pump that is being
'pushed by the liquid flow instead-of doing the pushing. There are about as
many different designs of motors as there are pumps. In this lesson we
will onlydiscuss the gear type and vane type, as they. are -thp most commonly
used motors in automotiNte hydraulic systems.

10.

- Basically, the gear-type
motor is made just like the geartype pump. In a motor, both gears
are driven gears, but only one is
connected to the output shaft.'
Liquid flow from a pump enters
chamber A (as shown in the illus-

,OUTLET

ti

tration) and" flows around the
:
inside surface of the .casing-;i;for
ing the geais to turn. When the

---

liquid enters chainber B it i
directed to the reservoir. The
direction of mQter rotation cap be
reversed simply lky reversing the

INLET

liquid flow.

1;
c4'
f

3

1'
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b.

Construction of the
vane -type motor and the vanetype pump usually differs in
the mounting of the vanes in
the rotor. Recall that in the
pump the vanes are thrown
outward as the rotor spins.
In the motor some means must
be provi5led to hold the vanes
Out before a liquid flow can

*we

cause the rotor:to turn. Springs
are often used for this purpose.
In operation, liquid flow from
the pump enters the motor inlet,
forcing the rotor to rotate as it
passes through the motor. From
the motor outlet, liquid flows to
the reservoir.

at

4

11.

ACCUMULATOAS: Some hydraulic syste s' use a part called the
accumulator. An accumulator is to a hydraulic s rstem what the battery
is to an electrical system. It stores energy, in this case liquid under
pressure, for future use. It can supply liquid flow. for a shore time in
case of pump or power failure, and it can supplement the pump supply
when the system momentarily demands large quantities .of liquid. In
addition, accumulators providera shock absorLng (cushioning) action for
the hydraulic syster4.

SPRING
RAM

I .0

ASSEMBLY

,,,.

g414,14MWP

10"
CYLINDER

I TO HYDRAULIC SYSTEM
0

a. Spring-loaded accumulators
are used in the hydraulic systems on
some automotive equipment. These
units consist of a cylinder fitted with a
ram or piston that is spring loaded.
Liquid from the system is ptimped into
the cylinder under the ram. The pressurized liquid pushes the "ram up, compressing the spring l'bove the ram- until
the spring pressure and liquid pressure
are equal on each side of the ram. If
'ltquid pressure in the system lowers
for anr-reas,on, the compressed spring
moves the ram down, pushing liquid
from the accumulator to maintain the
flow in the system. The size of the
accumulator used and the strength of
the spring needed will depend on the
volume and pressure requirements
placed on it by the system.
1-17
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b.

Another accumulator design, the piston type, is also usedon auto-

motive equipment. It contains a free-floating piston in a cylinder. The

cylinder is sealed at each end by acae. The accumulatdr is charged with a
gas; such as air or nitrogen, by forcing it into the cylinder on one,side of
the piston. A port at the opposite end of the cylinder is connected to the
pressure line in the hydraulic system. Since the gas is compressible, it
acts just as the spring in the spring-loaded accumulator. The amount of
liquid pressure that can be stored by the piston-type accumulator will be
governed by the ,pressure of the gas charge.
k,

HYDRAULIC LOUD PORT

END CAP
ASSEMBLY

EPA CAP ASSEMBLY.

BARIREL

I

ASSEMELY

PACKING

BACKUP RING

LUBRICATION PASSAGE

PISTON ASSEMBLY

GAS PORT

12. RESERVOIRS. In addition to being a supply.tankto hold hydraulic fluid,
the reservoir also aids in cooling the fluid, separates air ,from the fluid, and
helps separate the fluid from dirt and other harmful matter that has gotten
into the, system. The reservoir may contain many parts and be large enough
to hold 40 to 50 gallons of fluid or it may be :very simple and hold as little as
1/2 pint. The exact capacity of the reservoir will depend on the requirement's
of each particular system.
a.

Generally, hydraulic reservoirs are high and narrow rather than

shallow and broad. This is so the oil level will stay high above' the intake
.or suction line to the pump
when the vehicle is being
%INTRO MUIR CAP
operated on' unevenground.
PUMP

tevei

The reservoir must be large
enough so thit it will still
contain a reserve of fluid with
all the cylinders in the system
fully extended. Also', it must
be able to hold the fluid when'
all the cylinders are retracted,
with some spare space to allow

CtRANOUt COVER

RETURN LI NE

SUCTION LIN!

STRAINU
DRAIN PLUGS (MAGNIVICI

for expansion when the fluid is
hot.
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reservoirs contain baffle plates that:are placed between the
suction line and the retern line. Circulation toles in the baffles are #ositioned at.the edges.of the baffles. This is so the liqui51 must pass next to
the outer walls of the reservoir When.flowing from one side of a baffle to
the other to provide better cooling.. The baffles also reduce sloshing when

,'

.S4A,

ST

tiof vehicle"-is moving.

c.

Often a strainet or filter is placed over the suction line to make
sure that only clean fluid is pumpedinto the system. A screen may be
placed in the, filler opening to screen foreign particles out of fluid when
refilling the reierVoir. Sometimes the drain plug in the reservoir may
be magnetized to attract metal particles that may be in the fluid.
d.

Most reservoirs are vented to allow air to leave or enter the space
above the fluid.as the level of the fluid goes up and down. The air may vent
through the Tiller cap which often contains a filter to prevent dirt from
entering with the air. If the vehicle is equipped to ford bodies of water, the
vent usually consists of*a line connected between the reservoir and the air
intake system of the engine. °
.

13. LINES. Lines that are used to connect the compcinents in automotive
hydraulic skstems must be strong enough to withstand the`pressures that are
developed in the systems. They rriust also be large enough to. prevent restriait,g the normal flow,of liquid. Fittings must be provided at places where parts
require removal for repair or replacement. The three common types-of lines
that are used are tubing, pipes, and flexible hoses:
tio

a. Tubing is witlely used where
rigid connections can be used. Flared
tube-type fittings are used_at points
that must be disconnected for repair.
Unlike pipe, tubing can be cut, fared,.
and fitted in the, field.
SLEEVE

FiTTING

NU;
TUBING

4.

4./
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b.

Pipes are also a rigid

connection, but in automotive
hydraulic systems they are not
as common as tubing. Pipes
r- rea e on eir en s o
provide disconnect points.
Pipes and pipe fittings are'
tapeethreaded and cannot be
interchanged with other types
of fittings that have straight

threads.

160-ELBOW--,,

450 ELBOW

RETURN BEND,

c. When there is a need for flexible connections, hoses are used. Both
flared tube and pipe fittings are fastened at their ends to flexible hoses for
them into the system. A flexible hose normally consists of rubberlike tubes and layers of cotton and/orjlire,,braid. Antnnertube is used to
seal the fluid. The purpose of the braid, yillich may .consist of several layers
covering the inner tube, is to add strength e-the hose. A rubber-like tube
covers the outer layer of braid to protect it from 'snags.
-
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14. FLUIDS. Most of the liquids used in hydraulic systems and devices on
automotive vehicles are made from mineral, vegetable, or animal oils.
Water is never used because it will boil and freeze too easily. In addition;
it will cause metal parts to rust.. Alcohol,' or similar liquids, is often added
to the oil to produce a hydraulic fluid that is not too thick, and his good cleaning and lubricating qualities.
a. The Army's technical manuals that apply to Vehicles and other
items
of equipment that have hydraulic systems or deirices always specify' the types
of hydraulic fluid to use. NEVER put a fluid in any hydraulic system or
devide unless you are absolutely sure it is the right 'fluid for that particular
s stem or device.
(1)

fr

In some cases, plain engine oil is used. For example, the fluid
used in the hydraulically operated boom on the 5-ton wrecker is engine oil.
Engilie oil is also used in the hydraulic power steering system of the 5 -ton
wreckki and some other heavy truccks.
(2) On the other hand, engine oil, which is a mineral oil, cann.-----.
Used in the hydraulic brake systems of wheeled vehicles. The-brakes
contain

rubber piston seals that are quickly destroyed by mineral oils. A special
mixture containing vegetable oil is used in hydraulic brake systems.

.

b..

The fluid level in any hydraulic reservoir sho'uld be kep t at the level,
recommended in the proper technical manual. If the level is too high, the
fluid may overflow or blow seals because of expansion of the fluid at high
temperatures. If the level is. too low, condensatiOn (water) can form in the
reservoir. Water will cause the, parts to rust and fail. A low fluid level
can also allow the pump to draw in air and discharge it into the system as
well as cause the fluid to overheat.
c. Care must be used to make "sure dirt does not get into the hydraulic
fluid. Dire can cause considerable damage by scratching the machined Sur-

faces of cylinders, pistons,* valves, and pumps. So be' sure that you don't
let dirt get into the hydriulic system when you perform maintenance on it.
In addition, when you store hydraulic fluid make sure that is sealed in.its
container so that dirt and water are kept out.
15. HYDRAULIC 'JACKS. Let's study a simplellydraulic jack to see how
hydraulic System parts are put together so that,they can perform a-useful

task. Stst jack Usually has a reservoir, a reciprocating pump, a singleaction cylinder; and a release valve. All the Parts are inclosed Ili one
casing, 'of housing, with the connecting lines"being cast or drilled in the
jack casing;
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a. As shown in the illustration, the reciprocating pump consists of the
small piston (A), the cylinder in which the piston is fitted, and two check

valves. 'The single-iction cylinder has a large cylinder fitted with a largp
piston (B) and a ram. The release valve is a needle valve.

RAM HEAD

JACK HANDLE

9
RAM

PISTON A

CYLINDER

RELEASE VALVE

PISTON 8
RESERVOI

CHECK VALVE
1

CHECK VALVE
2

lir" When the jack handle is raised, fluid is sucked from the reservoir
through check valve 1 into the space under piston A. When the handle is
pushed downs check valve 1 closes and fluid under piston A is forced through
check valve 2 to the area, under,piston B. This forces piston B and the ram
to move up. Fluid cannot drain back through check valve 2, so piston B and
the ram are held up when the jack handle is released.
(1) Repeated 'up-and-down movement of the jack handle will continue

to pump fluid from the reservoir to the bottom side of piston B. Thieraises
the ram higher and'higher to lift the vehicle or whatever you set the jack under.
(2) Because of the-difference in the sizes of piston A and piston B,
one long stroke of the jack' handle raises the ram just 'a short distance. This
difference, however, provides the mec
cal advantage that allows you to lift
a, heavy vehicle'by applying moderate pre ure on the jack handle.

To, lower the jack ram, all you need to do is to loosen the
manually operated release valve. This lifts .the.valve nredle off its seat and
allows the weight of the load to push the ram down, returning the fluid trapped
under piston B through the release valve and back to thk reservoir.
(3)

I
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16. SUMMARY. Liquid confined in a hydrauliC syStem
can be used to
transmit motion and to increase or decres.se forces and motion just as
with a mechanical linkage. Tubing and hOird can be easily bent and curved

in any direction and even coupled to components in !notion to deliver .liquid
under pressure to do work. In many cases, to do the same work with
mechanical linkage would require a large number of complicated lever's,
fulcrums, shafts, and cranks. Any'hydraulic system will usually have a
reservoir, pump, cylinder or motor, controlling valves, and connecting
4,
lines.
17. PRACTICE TA.SKS. The appendix of this lesson
alist of tasks
associated with the fundamentals of hydraulics. Theycontains
are
the
kind
tasks
you will have,to do as a wheeled :vehicle mechanic. Perform all of of
the
tasks listed. Be sure you are under the supervision of an officer, NCO,
specialist who is qualified in thelMOS when you practice the tasks. If youor
are having difficulty Di certain tasks, restudy the appropriate tra.ining
,material and practice the tasks until you° become proficient in each
one.

N
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EXERCISE
1.

Which statement concerning liquids is true?
a.
b.

c.

Liquids are the only known substances that do not have a shape
of their own
It, is difficult to transmit force through a liquid if it must follow
.
a winding path
Liquids can be compressed less than most solids

Note. - Questions 2 through 4 apply to the following illustration.
Piston B
4 square inches

Piston A
2`square inches

1410.44,

000
O

.Liquid

2.

How many pounds of pressure will be exerted on each square inch of
piston A if a 200-pound weight is placed on piston B?

a.

3.

b.

50
100

c.

200

How many inches will piston A move if piston B is pushed down 2 inches?
a.
b.
c.

.4.

2
4
8

What is the mechanical advantage ratio of the two pistons?
a.
b.
c.

1:1,

4:1
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5.

Which hydraulic .system part is used to change liquid flow to mechanical

'movement?

a.
b.
c.
6.

Pump
Valve
Motor

Which valve is Changed from the-fully closed position to the fully open
position by rotating its controlling member 1/4 turn?

a.

Globe
b. .Gate
c. Cock
7.

What opens a check valve in a hydraulic system?
a.
b.
c.

8.

Liquid flow

Spring pressure
Gravity

Which valve is used to limit the maximum pressure in a hydraulic
system?

a. Check
b.

Regulatdr
Spool

9.

Which 'factor will have-the MOST affect on the amount of liquid pumped
by a positive displacement pump in a given time?

a.
b.
c.
10.

The amount of pressure developed
The number of cycles of pump operation that occurs
The viscosity of the liquid being pumped

What unit provides a supply of liquid under prefisure in addition to the
pump?

a.
b.

Regulator.

Moto;

c.\ Accumulator
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11.

Which pump contains intake and discharge valves?
a.
b.
c.

12.

Reciprocating
Gear
Vane

When the hydraulically operated dump bed of a truck is lowered by
gravity, the dump bed will most likely be raised by a

a.
b.
c.

I

double- acting cylinder.

gear-type motor.
single-acting cylinder.
0

13. l'Whetx.the piston rod of a double-acting cylinder is being extended,
liquid is flowing betweeh the rod end of the cylinder and the

a.

pump.

b.

relief valve.

c.
14.

What part is constructed almost identical to the hydraulic motor?
a.
b.
c.

15.

reservoir.

Cylinder
Pump
Accumulator

What shape is best suited for a hydraulic reservoir on an automotive
vehicle?
a.

Tall and slim

b.

SALort and wide

c.

Wide bottom and narrow toil
-,)

16: .Which idzidof-oil should be used in a hydraulic system that contains

rubber oil'aeals?
a.

b.
c.

Mineral
Vegetable
OE
a

1?.

4

The accihmulator will discharge liquid into the hydraulic system when
a.
b.
c.

the liquid,prAssure produced lily:the pump is increasing.

a,sudden dend for liquid exceeds the output of the pump.
pressure output from the pump exceeds the amount- required
to open the pressure regulator.
1-26
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18.

19.

Which valve is designed to be-j left in a partially open position?
.
t,i
a. Cock
\.'3,
b. Gate
I
Is
c. Needle
..,-,

.

,

,
Condensation is most likely to form in the hydrattlic re)lerir when
the

20.

Mechanical advantage is gained hydraulically in a simple hydriulic
jack because of the difference in the diameter of the pump cylinder
and the
a.
h.
c.

fluid passages.
ram piston.
check valves.

3
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APPENDIX

PRACTICE TASK LIST

Practice Objective

'After practicing the following tasks
you will be able to:
1.

Locate and use hydraulic equipment
used in the repair of wheeled vehicles
in your work area.

2.

Locate hydraulic components in
.hydraulic sytternd on wheeled
vehicles..

3.

Inspect the fluid level and select
the correct hydraulic flui4s to use
in different hydraulic "systems of
wheeled vehicles.

Practice Tasks:
1. There are probably several examples of hydraUlically operated equipment in your unit's maintenance shop. One example, found in au automotive shop, is a hydraulic jack. If your shop repairs wrecked vehicle bodies,.
it probably also has a hydraulic ram called the Port-a-Power. You may
even.find a hydraulically operated tester that is used to check the cracking
pressure of fuel injector nozzles. Locate and examine all hydraulic equipment your shop may have.

2: Get a hydraulic jack from, the toolroom. Check the jack for evidence of
leaks. Unless the leak is bad, it probably will not show unless the jack is
under load. Locate the reservoir filler plug. Locate the release valve. On
small portable, jacks this valve usually resembles a screw with a T-bar on
the head so it can be t3rned easily.
3.' Position the jack under the axle of a vehicle. Testithe operation of the
jack by raising and lowering the vehicle.
Using the vehicle TM a$ a guide, locate the following items on a 5-ton
wrecker:

1.4.

a.

Hydraulic brake master cylinder.

b.

Hydrauli power steering reservoir.,
1-28
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c.

Power steering pump.

d.

Power steering control va ve.

e.

Power steering piston cylinder.

Using the lubrication order for the vehicle as a guide, inspect the
draulic fluid level in the hydraulic brakes and power steering. Legate
th correct fluid to use in each hydraulic-system.
5

6.

Using the vehicle TM as a guide, locate the fallowing items on a rough
ter ain forklift truck:

Hydraulic oil tank filter.

c.

Fork tilt cylinder.

d.

Fo*clift cylinders.

e.

Oscillation cylinder.

f.4

g.
"

h.
ass

1

b.

Steering cylinders°.
0

Hydraulic o
A

44.

4

liydraillic
P

7. -Using the

a
o

on oif4r-for ilielorIcliIt-truck as a guide, check the

oil level in the hydraulic oil tanki-',..LtircItte the correct fluid to use in the
hydraulic Systems Wife that e fl
.arses;aries,- depending on the-0 expected,

temperatures.
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Lesson Objective

After studying this lesson you will be
able to: .

4

1.

Compare the fifth wheel and
Ackerman methods of steering.

2.

Describe the steering linkage.

3.

Explain how steering gears operate:

4.

Describe the worm and sector
steering gear.

5.

'Describe the worm and roller

steering gear..

s4

2-1
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6.

Describe the°cam and lever
steering gear.

7.

Describe the worm and ball nut
steering gear.

8.

Explain the operation of the Ross
HP 70 power steering system.

9.

Define caster and describe its
effect on steering.

10,

Define camber and describe its
effect on steering.

11.

Define kingpin inclination and.

describe its effect" on steering.
12.

Av.

Define tcse -in and explain why it

is needed.
13.

1r

Define toe -out and explain why

it is needed.

,

Text

Attached Memorandum

Materials Required

Answer sheet and response list

Suggestions

k

Refer to the illustration.

.?

FOREWORD

One of the most interesting features on wheeled vehicles is the steering
system. We usually think of the steering system as all the parts that are
necessary to make the front wheels turn in the direction we wish to go.
Such parts would include a steering wheel, -a gey box,' and all linkages
and levers needed to control the front wheels.
so that the driver can, without too much effort, keep the vehicle going
straight ahead or turn it to the right or left as he wishes. The driver must
be able to easily overcome any tendency of the front wheels to go the right
or left as a result of striking holes in the road,-focks, stumpsc or other
oTtrwuilictiorliisd., hSouwchevoebriruthactiothnes

4

while the other front wheel tries to keep iollittg. I
a situation the
vehiclemould attempt to turn in the direCtion, of e wheel striiing the
obstruction; This effort by the wheel to change direction is ca/}ed road
shock andrit tries to jerk the steering wheel out of the driver's hands.
At the very least, hitting obstructions makes it difficult to control the
vehicle. Steering systems ,are designed to reduce the shock caused-'y
striking obstructions.
Another feature of the steering system is the front-wheel alinement which _
is commonly referred to as steering geometry. Front-whe
neme t can
be defined as the proper positioning of the front wheels to make them sy to
turn to the right or left and t reduce the tendency'of the tires to scuff o
wear unevenly. Proper ali ment'also reduces the tendency of the front
wheels to wander or shimm nd makes it much easier to control th
Ole
2-2
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SECTION I. STEERING SYSTEMS
1. ,FIFTH WHEEL STEERING:
Remember the toy wagon you
Played with in your younger days?

0

In order to steer the wagon you,
merely pulled the wagon tongue
to the right or left and the axle
and both front, wheels turned with
the tongue. The aide was a. single
shaft with the wheels mounted on
its ends. There was a pivot at
the center of tie axle so it could
be turned to chapge the wheels
from the straight-aheadpOsition.
This type of steering arrdngemer
is known as fifth wheel steering.
Fifth wheel. steering is commonly used on towed vehicles such as

a.

semitrailers pulie, by tractor-trucks. The lower part of the steering pivot

or fifth wheel is mounted over the center, and.slightly to the front, of the
_rear a e of the tractor. It has a kingpin lock to hold the kingpin or pivot
of the fifth wheel.,
pin of e semitrailer in the center
<
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(1) Usually thelowe, oricth -1/4
wheel is mounted on the tracto
two pivot shafts. One shaft is k
tioned_crosswise to the tractot ;',the
other lengthwise. This allows the
lower fifth wheel to tip' at various

angles to the tractor chassis, keeping the bearing surfaces of upper
and lower halves of the fifth wheel
in firm Contact as'the tractor and

trailer travel over unlevel roads.

(2) The upper part of the fifth wheel consists of a pickup plate and
kingpin secured to the bottom front of the semitrailer. A groove around the
kingpin allows engagement'of the kingpin lock.,
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b. It should' be noted that 4/hefi the semitrailer is connected to the
tractor, the bottom.'-of the trailer is higher than the tractor wheels. This is
necessary because as the truck'ind trailer make a turn, the entire rear
axle and wheel assembly.pivot under, the front of the trailer frame just as it
did on your toy wagon. If the turn is shatp enough, the wheel on the inside
of the turn will move to about the middle under the trail& chassis; so clearance must be provided for'the wheel.
TRUODTPACICIVOWNOMIllt

9

11
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4

SEMITRAILER UPPER FM Wien PLATE
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2.

ACKEIWAN STEERING. Obviously, the fifth wheel MethOd of steering

is not suitabl4 for use in steering a modern car or truck. The vehicle
chassis would have to be too high off the ground,to provide clearance for
the front wheels. Cars and trucks use a front wheel arrangement that is
called the Ackerman steering method.
a

a*

57
11.

.

r

44,

L.

-a.

1.

With this arrangement
the axle is held at right angles
to the vehicke frame and cannot
pivot. The Wheels can be
changed from the straight-ahead
position independently on separate
pivot pins or knuckle pivots at the
ends of the axle.

4

O

b.

We will bediscussing the Ackerman steering method throughout the
remainder of this lesson, so let's clarify-a couple of terms that we will/be
using in regard to wheel movements with this.method. When we say "the
wheels pivot, " we mean that they are changed in relation to the straightahead position as they are when making a right or left turn. When we say
"the wheels rotate, " we-mean that they turn= their spindles as they do'
when tIve vehicle rolls forward or backward,
3.

STEERING LINKAGE. In order to make a turn, the driver of a car or
truck merely turns the steering wheel to the right' or left, depending on the
direction he wants to turn. Because each front wheel has its own separate
steering pivot, a considerable amount of linkage is needed to transfer, the
stiering 'wheel-movements to both wheels. The steering wheel is located at
the top. of steering column, and astit is turnedva steering gear at the bottom
of the column is operated. The steering linkage can be described as -all of
the levers, rods, arnis, and links used to connect the steering gear to the
front wheels. There is a wide variation in the amount of steering linkage
used due.to the difference in design of the many vehicle modelii..

r.
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a. Most vehicles with front
axle suspension have a steering
\ linkage arrangement like the one
`shown in the accompanying illustration. The linkage consists of

the pitman arm, which is splined
to the output shaft or pitman arm
haft of the steering gear; the drag
link, which links the pitman arm to
the steering knuckle arm of the left
front wheel; two steering knuckle
arms, one secured to each of the
front-wheel spindles; and the tie
rod, which links the two front wheel
steering arms. together. The linkage maybe arranged so that the tie
'rod is in front of the axle instead
of behind it.

(1) 'Turning the steering wheel back and forth causes the pitman
arm shaft to rotate back and forth.: This 'swings the pitman arm in an arc
so that the drag link moves back and forth in a straight line. The drag link
transmit the Movement to the left steering arm to pivot the left wheel .
spindle and wheel back and forth on the steering knuckle pivots. Pivot movements of the left wheel are transmitted to the right wheel by the tie rod.
SCREW PLUG

1

SPRING SEATS

STEERING KNUCKLE ARM BAIL

WORICATING FITTINGS

colt seatios

LUBRICATING FITTINGS

But swam.

COTTER /IN

zir /
CON. SPRINGS

PITMAN ARM RAU

(2) The drag link and tie
rod are fastened to the pitman and
steering arms by a joint that permits
a swiveling action. The adjustable
ball socket is one type of joint that
is commonly used on the drag link.
Ball type studs.are secured to the
pitman arm and the left steering
arm. A housing is provided at each
end of the drag link to receive the
balls. '' Ball sockets, coil springs,
spring seats; and a screw plug are
inserted into the housings to hold
the balls. The screw plug can be
screwed in .or out to tighten or
loosen the joint. Lubrication fittings
are provided for each joint. Shields
are located at the points where the
ball studs enter the housings to hold
the lubrication in and to keep dirt out.
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(3) The tie rod also -makes
use of ball and socket type jpints, but
generally they are<rnade so that they
cannot be adjusted. A spring holds
the ball in
seat to prevent slack.
The ball of a tie rod end has a tapered shank or stud that fits into a
matching tapered hole in the steering arm. The end of the ball stud
is threaded and drilled so it can be
secured to the steering knuckle arms
with a nut and cotter key..

CLAMP SOLT

vs moo
IND
WMICATiFI

(a) Eadh tie rod end is threaded aid is screwed onto threaded
ends of the tie rod. A clamp bolt is provided to prevent the tie rod from
turning on the threads of the, tie rod end once the ends have been installed.

One tie rod end and one end of the tie rod have left-hand
threads, while the other tie rod end. and the opposite end of the tie rod have
right-hand threads. This is sb the overall length of the tie rod assembly
can be adjilated when alining the front wheels without disconnecting either
tie rod end.
(b)

b. If the vehicle has independent front-wheel suspension instead of an
axle, the steering linkage arrangement is a lot different. Two tie rods are
required so one wheel can raiseand lower without affecting the steering of
the other wheel. Many different linkage arrangements are used with independent suspension. 'Some are quite simple, with the linkage consisting of
no more than the pitmantarm,, two tie rods, and the steering arms.
STABIUZER ATTACHMENT TO
SIDE ItAB, (RUISELINSULATE0)

ti,444101EALV-94

STAMM* SHAFT MOUNTING

p.

AT LOWER SPRING SEAT

STEERING KNUCKLE
ARM
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(1)

Other common arrangements add an idler arm-and drag link. "67
In these arrangements the idle': arm is mounted-on the right frame rail by

a bracket so it sets parallel to the pitman arm. The drag link connects the
pitman arm and idler arm so that moving the steering wheel causes both
arms to swing in the same arc. Each steering arm is linked to the drag
link by a separate tie rod. In this arrangement the drag link may be referred
to by different names, such as relay rod, pitniari arm-to-idler-arm rod, etc.

,PITMAN ARM

IDLER ARM

BRACKET

TIE ROD

(2) Usually the length of both tie rods is adjustable so that they
can be adjusted independently when' alining the front wheels. The ends on
the drag dinks and tie rods in vehicles with independent wheel suspension
are usually the non-adjustable ball and sockdt type. The ends 'are equipped
with lubricating fittings on most vehicles', but on some late model cars they
are lubricated for -life when manufactured, so will not contain lubricating
fittings.

(3j Either threaded or

.rubber-type bushings may be used

BRACK

at the idler arm-to-idler arm

bracket pivot. If the threadedotype
bushing is used, the bushing contains both internal and external

IDLER ARM

threads. The external threads are

generally right-hand threads and
are screwed into, 'and tightened in,
a threaded hole in either the idler
arm or its bracket. The internal
threads are generally left,hand
THREADED BUSHING
threads and are screwed onto the
threaded end of the arm or bracket
until it bottoms an d then is backed up 1/2 to 1 turn. This leaves the idler
arm free to pivot on the inner threads of the bushing.
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STEERING GEAR PRINCIPLES. If the steering wheel was coupled c
directly to the pitman arm .by a shaft, it would be fiery hard for the driver
to steer the vehicle. Something must be used between the steering wheel
and pitman arm so the driver crd"Miratrre-ainical advantage to make
.steering easier. This is provided by the Steering gear.
4.

can be demonstrated wit11s bolt
a. The principles of steering
and a nut in the following manner. Screw the nut to the midpoint d the
threads on the bolt. Place the end of the bolt against a flat surface so it
cannot 'move back

and forth but can
be rotated. 'Hold

the nut so it can.
not rotate; then
turn the bolt,
COUNTER

aoawnel

,CLOCKW1SIv

4
44:..,Y ;-ems

15.?`:

. 0'41

;

.114:??,10g61 a::144114.1t

ff

M:

4

e

When the bolt
turned clockwise
the nut is-pulled'
toward the bolt's

head. When the
bolt is turned
counterclockwise
the nut will be
moved away from
the bolt's head.

..

.

h. Now, if we cut out a section of he nut, attach a shaft to it, and
placeit against the bolt, we can see how this 'principle is used in the steering gear.
With this arrangement, turning the bolt back and forth will cause
r
t,
the nut section to swing back and forth, turning the shaft with it.

4rirMi?;:1,!111.54.44.t.
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In a steering gear the part that is like the bolt is called the
worm. The wOrtn is se cu
e ovrectttYlidofa;haft with the steering
Wheel on the opposite end of, the shaft so that the worm and steering wheel'
turn together. The steering gear part that is like the seetion of a nut is
called the sector and its shaft is called the pitman arm shaft. The pitman
arm is splined to the pitman arm shaft.
(1).

.

(2) The steering gear worm (bolt) and the sector (nut section) are
machined so that they have very little lash or clearance between their threads

in the midposition. However, as,the worm is turned to steer-the vehicle either
to the right or the left, the amount of lash gets greater: This makes up for
unequatweitr that occurs in normal use. Vehicles are operated in the straight ahead position most of the time, so most ofethe wear is in the center of the
steering gear worm.

It requires 2-1/2 to 3-1/2 turns of the steering wheel and worm
to move the pitman arm shili through its entire allowable movement,. which is
an arc of about 70 degrees. That will pivot the front wheels from a hatd turn
in one direction to?a hard turn in the opposite direction. The steering wheel
has to be turned farther because of the mechanical advantage gained by the
worm and sector. Most steering gears are designed so that they provide
more mechanical advantage in the midposition than when turned to the extreme
right or left, so they are said to have a variable ratio. Many different kinds
of steering gears are,used, but they all work in about the same manner. In
the next four paragraphs we will take a look at some of the different types. of
,steering gears.
(3)

5.

WORM AND SECTOR STEER-

ING GEAR. This type of steering
gear looks a lot like our bolt and
nut steering gear. Often the sector of this type is compared to a
gear instead Of a nut. The teeth
of the sector are machined in an-

Huai PLUG

V

STEERING GEAR -"
SHAFT

100

arc, or curve, so that they

actually look like a section of a
gear.

TAPERED}
4;

NG

SECTOR
,

Y
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WORM

ADJuSTING
NUT,

.

.51/
a. As the steering wheel and worm turn, the worm pivots the sector
and-pitman arrn shaft. The sector can4inly pivot through an arcof 70° be-

cause it is stopped, at each extreme by the sector touching the steering gear
housing.

c

b.,- The worm is assembled between bearings, with
some means provided fOr adjusting the bearings to control
worm end play.' The pitman
arm shaft is fitted into the
steerinf gear housing on bearings.which are generally the
bushing type, but roller-type
bearings are sometimes used. '
'A lash adjustment screw is
also provided so that the sec-

tor can be mov d closer to, or

farther away ilrorh, the worm
.g ar to control the amount of
b cklastlYeAw. een the sector

a d work-threads or teeth.
c. The worm and sector steering gear is very simple in ,construction,
which makes it cheap to build and easy to maintains A disadvalitagels that
of of friction due to the sliding action between the worm and sor
gear teeth.
6.

WORM AND ROLLER STEERING

GEAR. The worm and roller steering
gear is much like the worm and sector, butte changes the sliding friction
to rolling friction sosthat less effort
is recw.tred to turn the steering wheel.
This is made possible by machining
the sector teeth on a roller.,

2-12

PITMAN ARM SHAFT

ROLLER

s4.
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a. Friction is
reduced even more
by mounting the roller
on bearings in a saddle
at the inner end of the
pitman arm shaft.

b. The worm
has an hourglass
shape; that is, the
worm is smaller in
the center than at
both ends. The
reason for cutting
the worm in an
hOurglass shape
is, sb that the
roller will stay
in better contact
with the worm
teeth at the ends

FUER

WORM SWUNG

wort

I 1.%atCUP

of 'the worm.'

1'

MOUSING

SITIMPAr SIAFT

-

7.

CAM AND

LEVER STEERING

GEAR. In fhe cam
and lever steering
gear, the worm is
known as a cam.
ThF inner end of
the pitman arm
shaft has a lever
that contains a *tapered stud. The
stud engages in
the cam so that the
lever will be moved
back and foith when
the cam is turned
back and forth.
`r

a.
a

.1k

-

When the

tapered stud is
fixed in the lever
so that it can't

rotate, there is
sliding -.friehon

between it and the
cam. Therefore,
on some vehiCles
using this type of

eering gear, the
stud is mounted in
bearings so that it
can roll in the carri
groove ,(threade

instead of sliding.

O
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b. Some large
trucks use a cam
and- twin lever steering, gear. This V
nothing more than a
cam and lever' gear
with two'tapered
studs, instead- of

one.. The studs
may be fixed in the
lever or they may

ut.

"-""'t.1

"Tri;?".

be mounted on

"Tvr

bearings.
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WORM AND BALL NUT STEERING GEAR. Another form of steering
gear'is called the worm and ball nut. In its operation Ithis-one really acts
like a.' bolt and a nut. A nut is meshed with the worm and screws.up and down when the 'worri:Lis turned back and foi:th.

S
'T

.50
0
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a. These' eteering gears are also .

't

commonly called the

recirculating ball
type: Both the nut

STOP
PIN

and the worm have
round-shaped thread's

so steel balls can fit
in them.and act as a
'bearing to reduce the
friction between the
worm and nut. 'Ball
guides on one side of
the nu allow the halls
to re irculate as the
wor is turned
1, to
scre thenut back
and forth pn the worm.

Ma,
NUT:

-sr

I

b.

T4 nut has teeth on one side that mesh with the sector and turn
the pitman arm shaft back and forth as the nut is moved back and forth.
As with all'the rest of the steering gears we have described, the ee,g play
of the.wOrm and the backlash between the nut and sector teeth are adjultable.
4
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9.

POWER STEERING. Steering gears provide a mechanical advantage °SY
ratio'of 11 or 12:1 for light cars and up to 18:1 or more for heavy trucks.
Often more mechanical advantage is desired to make some heavy vehicles
easier to steer. This is not practical though as it would require an excessive amount of turning at the steering wheel to pivot the front wheels. In
order to reduce the amount of effort required to turn the wheels without
increasing the .amount that the steering wheel is turned, power steering.is
used.

a. The term "power steering"
is well known in the automotive, field
as hydraulic povIer steering is widely
used on pvisenger cars. A hydraulic
power steering system consists-of a
double-action power cylinder, pump,
reseryoir,,val;res, and the connecting lines and fittings. In one arrange- '
*I-7-1' "Mt,: is
ment the vehicle has a conventional
4-0,
teA
steering gear- and the 'power cylinder
is connected to the steering linkage
so it will assist in moving the linkage.
A spool type control valve 'is located in the drag' link and operated by pitman
arm movement. Hydraulic pressure is supplied by the pump, which is beltdriven from the engine. ,
-....._

_

1.
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b. In another
common power.
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steering arrangemeat the power
cylinder and control valve operate
from, and give

power assist
directly to, the
steering gear
assembly. The
power steering
used on the Army's
5-ton, 6x6 trucks

ti

is eiTC'E. an arrange-

J.7.12.04

4--Ls.ruD, oem!,71;i?

ment. The 5-ton

''J;2!1,21Eif

r

trucks have the
Ross model HP 70

steering gear. The

steering gear.is the cam-and-teNter type. The pitman arm shaft is attached

-to- the center- of the lever.-- The =tapered stud -is- mounted on bearin-gs in the-lever's lower end and engages the steering gear cam. The upper end of the

.

lever is slotted to receive a lever block on the power cylinder piston rod. The
control valve and power cylinder are mounted on the steering gear housing.

The complete
HP 70 hydraulic system of
the 5-ton truck includes the
(1)

oil reservoir, the power
cylinder, hydraulic control Valve, relief valve,
pump, and connecting
lines. The engine driven
pump draws oil from the
reservoir through the
suction line and dis- .

charges it into the pressure line. °Oil under
pressure first flows to
itsy
.1.isy
.
A
Oil reservoir
the relief valve, which
E
Hydraulic control valve
B
Vent line
F
Relief valve assembly
is bolted to the steering
C
. Power cylinder assembly
G
Hydraulic pump issembly
D
Steering gear housing
H
Self-sealiwouplings
gear housing. ''The relief valve is set to limit
the pressure to 750 PSI.
Excess pressure is releasea through a line from the relief valve to the
reservoir. The pressure line from the relief valve d.e&vets
oil to the conI
trol valve. The control valve directs oil to, and from the power cylinder and
to the reservoir to control the system. ..,,, j
0.
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.(4) Suppose that the driver turns the steering wheel to make a left
turn. The cam will try to move endwise to the left atilt exerts pressure 'on
' the stud. This compresses the spring at the lower end of the cam, and the
cam moves. to the left. The control valve lever pivots, moving the control
/ valve to the right.
\ FROM PUMP
TO RESERVOIR
0

O

0
CONTROL VALVE
ACTUATING LEWER

POWER FLOW

LEFT STEER

'Ae thdulders of the spool control valve now block the oil
flow from the pump to the reservoir and to the ler side of the power cylinder
piston. However, a passage is left open that allows the pump-to force oil
through the valve to the right side of the power cylinder piston, which
pushes the piston to the left.- The mechanical force exerted by the cam on
the stud at one end. of the lever and the hydraulic power cylinder pis,ton
pushing on the lever at its opposite end now work together, applying pressure
directly to the lever to turn the pitman arm shaft.
(a)

116

v'
'01. r"

r
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(b) As the driver continues to turn the steering wheel to the 44/
left, the pitman arm shaft continues, to pivot and the power, cylinder Piston
moves to the left. Oil on the left side of the piston is returned to the reservoir through the control valve. As soon as the driver stops the turning
effort on the steering wheel, the compressed spring on the bottom of the
cam expands, moving the cam and co4trol valve back to the neutrarposition.
(5) When the steering wheel is' turned for a right turn, the endwise
movement of the cam is to the right, compressing the spring at the upper
end of the cam. The control valve is moved to the left and directs oil from
the punip to the left side of the power cylinder. A power assist is now furnished for a right turn. Oil that is being pushed from the right side of the
cylinder passes through the padsage in the drilled center of the control
valve and returns to the reservoir.

r

TO FtESER VOIR

POWER FLOW

0."

RIGliT STEER

(6) As long as the driver is turning the steering wheel, the powei
cylinder will assist him. The instant he stops the turning effort the' springs
at the ends of the cam return the control valve to-the neutral position and the
-power.assiat stops. The driver is in full control at all tjmes because tie
power assist oper#tes only when the driver exerts a turning effort on the
'steering Wheel:
2-22
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The amount of pressure developed in the system at any givenev5
time depends on the amount of resistance offered to oil flow. The resistance
varies according to the steering situation. When the control valve is in the
neutral position, oil-flows freely back to the reservoir so very little pressure
will be developed.
(7)

k

(a)

A.

When the driver turns the steering wheel and oil is directed
to th- power cylinder, pressure will increase. If the vehicle is moving it is'
fairly asy to turn, so the cylinder piston moves readily with fairly low hydraulic ressure. Just enough pressure is developed to move the piston.
,,
(b) If the truck is not moving when turning the steering wheel,
the' front whe is are extremely hard to pivot. In this case, a high hydraulic
pressure will e developed before he power cylinder piston moves..
.
...

it is not possible to pivot the wheels; such as when they
are in ruts or up a inst the curb, the hydraulic pressure will build up to the
setting of the relief egulator) valve. At this point, the relief- valve -will
open and bypass the ,e ess oil to the reservoir fo prevent damage to the
.
w*
system.
(c)

(8) Power steeri
also acts to reduce the amount of road shock
transmitted to the steering eel. When a front wheel hits a bump or a hole
in the road, it tries to stop or rn in another direction. The wheel's movement is transmitted through the linkage and steering gear to the steering
wheel. ,On big trucks this move ent can be so bad that it may jerk the
steering wheel from the driver's h ds. Here is how power steering reduces
this action.
.

(a) When the front wheel 'ts a bump, it cannot turn the power
steering gear very quickly because it in :t move the power cylinder piston,
too. With oil on each side of thb piston, t e power cylinder works much
like the shock absorber does on the suspen on. Besides acting like a shock
absorber, power steering works in another y to reduce road shock.

(b) When road shock,causes the f nt wheel to move the steering linkage and steering gear lever, the lever stu rushes on the cam. This
causes an endwise thovement of the cam and move= the control valve from
the neutral position. Oil from the pump is then dire led to the side of the
power cylinder piston that will resist the movement.
this manner, the.
power cylinder will always be working with hydraulic p essure to oppose any
movements caused by road shock.
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SECTION II. PRINCIPLES OF WHEEL ALINEMENT

10. GENERAL. It is not enough to merely place the front wheels on spindles
and steering knuckles so they can roll and so the driver can pivot them to the
right or left. The wheels must be pointed or alined just right if the vehicle is
to steer properly.

a.

Wheel alinement, or steering geometry as it is sometimes called, is
the positioning of the front wheels to best control or assiet such forces as
gravity, friction, momentum, and centrifugal force. All of these forces tend
to make steering difficult.

-- b.

Perfectly alined wheels should not have the tendency to wander,
weave, shimmy, or scuff tires, yet they should be easy to pivot when making
a turn. In addition, the front wheels should straftten out if the driver
releases the steering wheel after turning a corneW

c.. To do all this, the front wheels and their pivot points are not
positioned straight up and down or straight ahead. They are tilted at various
angles. There are five different angles involved in the alinemen of the front
wheels; They are called castelr-,-- camber, kingpin inclination; toeLin, and
toe-out. befinitions of these angles and the effect they produce are given
in the following paragraphs.
411. CASTER.' If you have ridden a bicycle you
_probably noticed that the fork j.n which the front
wheel was mounted was tilted backward at the
top. A straight line drawn down through the'
front-wheel pivot or kingpin would strike the

grountahead of the point where the tire contacts
the road. A wheel mounted in this fashion is
Said to have positive (+) caster or just caster.
If thetop of the kingpin is tilted forward so a
straight line drawn through it will hit behind ,
the point where the tire contacts the ground,
the wheel is said to have negative (-) caster.

FS
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CENTER LINE
OF WHEEL

KINGPIN
CENTER

LINE

a.

On a vehicle with axle

suspension, caster is obtiined by
the axle being mounted so that the
top of the steering knuckle or kingpin is tilted to the rear. On independent suspension the upper pivot
point is set to the rear of the lower
pivot point.

.....

(1) The caster angle is measured in degrees. The angle is shown
by drawing one line straight up and down and' then drawing a second line
through the center of the kingpin or pivot points. The caster angle is the
angle formed at the point where the two lines cross as viewed from the

_

-aide of Ilii-ViEZTE:-

(2) From the above description of caster we can say that caster or
positive caster is the backward tilt of the kingpin at the top. Negative caster
is just the reverse, with the kingpin tilted forward at the top.
b.

Positive caster causes the vehicle to steer in the direction that it

tends to go. This is called an automatic steering effect. For instance, the
forward momentum_of a vehicle tends to keep wheels with positive caster in

the straight-ahead position. After rounding a turn, this causes the wheels
to return to a straight-ahead position if the driver releases the steering
wheel. This automatic steering effect is also called self-righting action or
sell-centering action.
(1) The automatic steering effect
of caster can be shown by picturing a. bicycle

with an excess amount of caster. As the
wheel is pushed forward it resists movement,
so it pulls back at the point where it contacts
the'road. Since the kingpin is. pointed in front
'of the tire contact, the wheel pulling back'
tends to keep it in the straight-ahead position.t

CENTER LINE
WHEEL
KINGPIN
CENTER
LINE

LEAolsCASTER ANGLE (EXAGGERATED)
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Forces other than forward momentum also react with caster so 4,7
that the automatic steering is not always perfectly straight ahead. Any force
that is pushing on the side,of the vehicle tends to pivot the wheels in the direction of the force. For this reason, positive caster tends to cause a vehicleko
steer down off a crowned road and in the direction of a crosswind. Some
passenger cars are designed to have.n.egative caster so that just the opposite
will happen; that is, they will tend to steer up a crowned road and againsi or
into a crosswind.
(2)

12. CAMBER. The camber angle
is determined by viewing the wheels
from the front. If the wheels are
tilted out at the top, they have positive camber. If they are tilted in,
they have negative camber. The
camber angle is measured in degrees.
It is shown by driwing one line
through the center of the wheel and
theh drawing a second line straight up

{CAMBER ANGLE
MEASURED 1N DEGREES

AXLE 1 -BEAM

and -dowry so-that it- cros-ses
Camber is obtained by havi,ng the .
wheel spindle pointed downivard.at

GROUND LEVEL
{CENTER

UNE of

TIRE

the outer end.
VERTICAL UNE

a. Ofiginally roads were
built wit a high crown; that is,
they we
sloped d

high in the middle and
award to the sides.- A
large amount of positive wheel

-A Apt Xs C.Allellt ANGLE
\IP

NNEELS FURTHER APART
AT TOP

SOLID AXLE

'SPINDLE

camber waseeded so`that the
tire would contact the road squarely.
If the tire does not set squarely on
the road, it will wear on one side

ASSEMELY

and will not get a good grip* for

positive steering control. Modern
roads, howfwer, are made flat
with very little crown, so very
little camber is needed for this
purpose on modern vehicles.

01.17
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Soine camber is generally desirable, even with flat roads, becauseq
it moves the point of contact between the tire and the road more directly
under, and closer to, the steering knuckle pivot. This makes- the wheels
easier to pivdt and reduces-the amount of road shock tliat is sent to the
vehicle suspension and steering linkage when the wheels hit bumps. It
also places most of the load on,the large inner wheel bearing.
b,

The amount of camber must
be carefully considered when de'signing a Vehicle as it has some ibad
effects, 'and we don't want anymore
than what is necessary. 'Anyone that
has ever rolled'a tire by hand soon
learned that he didn't have to turn
c.

C.

the tire in order to turn a corner,

N

All he had to do was tp tilt (camber)
ihe'tire to one side and it rolled
around the corner like a cone. This
is not a desirable effect for the
wheels of a vehicle. The cone effect
----- --of ,positive-oarnber -tries:to-pivot-the
wheels out on a vehicle. This is
shown in the' accompanying illustration. If the wheel is to roll straight
ahead it must follow path A, but
beciuse of the cone effect it will try
to folldw path B.

./.

./

//
/

/

\

/
.

A

13. KINGPIN INCLINATION', In addi-

tion to the caster tilt, the kingpin is
also tilted inward at the top. This inward tilt is called kingpin inclination.
It is determined by viewing the'kingpin
or pivot points from the front. Kingpin inclination is another 'alinement
factor that is measured in degrees. It
can be shown by drring two lines that
cross to form an angle. One line must*
pass through the 'center of the pivot
points or kingpin; the other line must
be straightup and down.
.
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. a. Notice that the kingpin is
tilted in the opposite 'direction frOm
the cambered wheel. Using kingpin
inclination will reduce the amount of
camber needed to place the point'of
tire contact with the ground under

INCLUD ED
ANGLE

the steering knuckle pivot. If the
front wheels are alined properly,
lines that are drawn through the
center of the cambered wheel and
the kingpin should 'hit the ground

close to where the tire contacts the
ground. The combined angles of the
kingpin inclination and the wheel
camber-is known as the included
angle.
b. Kingpin inclination will also
_cause an automatic_ step
Affe_ct.___The

_

reason for this is shown in the accompanying figure. When the wheel spindle
is pointed toward point 13', the wheel is
in the straight-ahead position. As it
Pivots for a turn the spindle drops
down. Of course,
wheel cannot
actually drop downward, because it is
already resting on the gtround. So the
spindle and vehicle; re lifted. The
weight of the vehicle tries to return the
wheel to the straight-ahead position.
.

14. TOE-IN Ideally, the front wheels should roll perfectly straight down
the road.
act, ififthey are not alined so that they do, the tires scuff (slip
sideways)? wearing the tread rapidly. As the vehicle mpves ahead, the
wheels resist movement and hold back on the spindles. This force, plus that
of the cone effect of camber wheels, causes the wheels to try to pivot outward. That is, the left wheel tries to pivot to the left and the right wheel to.
the right. The wheels 6.re able to pivot out to some extent because the steering knuckles and tie rod ends must have a slight amount of clearance to permit
easy steering. To offset this, the wheels are alined with a slight amount of
toe-in.

. 2-28
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a.

Wheels that are toed-in are closer together at the front than at the

rear. Toe-in is measured in inches. The amount is found by measuring the

7/

distance between the front wheels, first at the front outer edges of the tires
and then at their rear outer edges. The amount of toe-in is the difference
in the two measurements, which is usually about 1/32 inch to L/8 inch. If
the wheels are closer together in the rear than in the front, they are said
tobe toed-out. The amount of toe-in can be adjusted by shortening or lengthening the adjustable tjle rod.
CENTER UNE OF WHEELS

A
C

SPRING SEATS

AXLE I-BEAM
FRONT

TIE ROD ENDS

-e
TOE-IN IS DISTANCE
MEASURED IN FRACTIONS OF AN INCH

b. Ideally, the,toe-in, as measured with the vehicle stationary, should
exactly equal the anfount the wheels pivot outward with the vehicle running at

its cruising speed. This way, the wheels roll perfectly straight ahead at
cruising speed with no side slippage of the tires.

,

ti

I

J.
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15. TOE-OUT. Sid slippage of the
tires must also be considered when
4urning a corner to insure positive
steering control and to prevent excessive tire wear. Each wheel must
be at a 90-degree angle to the center
of rotation if it is to roll easily and
not scuff the tread of the tire. This
presents no problem for fifth wheel
steering. Pivoting the axle assembly'
moves the front wheel at the outer
edge of the turning radius ahead of, ,
the inner wheel, and the 90-degree
angle is obtained. One straight line
can be extended from the 'center of
rotation and passed through the center
of both front wheels. With Ackerman
steering, however, the wheels must
toe-out on a turn. Letts figure out

CENTER

OF
ROTATION

I
FIFTH WHEEL STEERING

why.
CENTER

UNE
OF VEHICLE

)

KNUCKLE

I

ACKERMAN *STEERING

,a. When turning a corner with
Ackerman steering, one straight
line cannot be extended from the
center of rotation through the center
of both front wheels. Instead, two
lines must be extended at different
angles yin order to pass through the
Center of the wheels. In order for
both wheels to be at a 90-4g2rte--__L
angle to the center of rotation, the
inner wheel must pivot more than
the outer wheel. Th exact difference in the amount tilt the wheels
should pivot is the value of the
angle formed by the lines extended
from the center of rotation through
the center of the front wheels. For
instance, if the lines form4r3degree angle, the inner wheel must
pivot 3 degrees more than the outer

wheel.

80

'%

,..

From another viropoint, we can compare the size of the circles that
the front wheels travel and see the neerfor toe-out. The outside wheel is
traveling in a-larger circle than the inside wheel. In order to travel in a
smaller circle, the inner wheel must therefore pivot more than the outer
*eel. The sharper the turn, the greater the amount of toe-out needed.
,

b.

c.

'The fact that the wheels should.be toed-in in the straight-ahead
position and then toed-out on turns presents an interesting design problem.
The problem is made even harder by the fact t t when the vehicle, is turned
to the left, the left wheel should pivot more;'hat if turned to the right, the
in
right wheel should pivot more. Let's take a close look at the steering
linkage to see how this is done.
. (1) First, let's suppose that the steering arms are set at right
angles (90°) to the wheel spindles. With this arrangement, toe-out on turns
cannot be obtained because both steering arms pivot the same number of
degrees when the tie rod is moved a given distance lengthwise to 'the axle.
For example,- if the left steering arm and spindle pivot 42 degrees the tie
rod moves the right steering arm the same distance, pivoting it 42.degrees.
Both steering arms move the sanfe distance lngthwise to the axle and pivot

oan identical 'segments of an arc.

AXLE I4EAM

SPINDLE

42 DEG

''=11%.,
4 2 DEG:

"

.

IrTIE

'13
STEERING ARMS AT RIGHT ANGLES TO SPINDLES,
STEERING ARMS TRAVEL OVER
CORRESPONDING SEGMENTS OF ARC

a

9

8231

/

(.

t

.

_.,.............,;

.,-

.

In the vehicle, the steering arms are not dt right (90(1:angles 7,1.
to the spindle.* If the tie rod is behind the axle,.,the steering arms point
inward when the wheels are in the straight-ahead position. With this arrangement, the wheels will toe-out on turns because the steering arms do not
0
pivot the same amount when they move the same amount lengthwise to the
axle. Notice that if the left spindle pivot!; 50 degrees to the left, the right
spin4:11e pivots 42 degrees. However, both spindles move the same distance
..
lengthwise to the axle. This is because the steering arms are pivoted on
different segments of an arc.
(2)

6,

SPINDLE

N

42 DEG

-........ I P,....
.4.4.0.91.....

50 DEG;

X

i,

;1

.)

.444.

....

TIE ROD

----AIE 1 11FAM
/C

e 11/11
STEERING ARMS AT OBLIQUE ANGLE TO SPINDLES
STEERING

STEERING ARMS_ DO NOT__TR.. VB. OVER
CORRESPONDING SEGMENTS
a

44RM

Toe-out is generally spoken of..asilhe number of degrees over
20 that the inner wheel is turned when the outer wheel is turned 20 degrees.
For instance, if the right wheel is turned 20 degrees andthe left wheel 23
degrees on a eft turn, the toe-alit is 3 degrees.
(3)

4

SECTION III. CONCLUSION
o

a.

The steering system is one of the most important controls the
driver of a vehicle has. Towed vehicles are generally steered by a fifth
wheel method, white trucks and passenger cars use Ackerman steering.
Steering linkage links the pivoting action of the pitman arm shaft t6 the
front wheels. The main job of the steering gear is to provide a rriochanical
advantage for easy steering. When it is not practical for the steering gear
. to provide enough mechanical advantage, some form of,power steering is
used.
A

_'82
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..,..2.

To have sure steering, amooth -operAion, and reasonable tire wear,,
the wheels must be aimed, or alined, to a definite plan. Alinement angles
or alinement factors that are considered in wheel alinement are caster,
camber, kingpin inclination, toe -in, and toe -out. The nature and the value
of each alinement factor depend to a large extent on the design of the
vehicle -so will vary between different -vehicles.
b.

-

Q

,,

The appendix of this lesson contains a list of
tasks associated with Whee ed vehicle steering systems. They are
representative of the tasks you will be required to perform as a wheeled
vehicle mechanic. Perform all of the tasks listed. Be,i-sure you are
-under the supervision of an'officer; 1160, or specialist who is qualified
in the MOS when you practice the tasks. If you` find you are having
difficulty in certain tasks, restudy the appropriate'training material
and practice the tasks until you become proficient in, each, one.
17. PRACTICE TASK
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EXERCISE
.

21. What type. of steering systein is used on modern cars' and trucks?
a. Ackerman
b. Radial
O
c. Fifth wheeF
a

22. The front wheels of a vehicle revolve on their
a.
'b.
c.

pivots.
spindled.
steering knuckles.

*-

.

23. What connects the front wheels together?
a.
b.
c.

.brag link
Steering arm
Tie rod

°

24. What is reduced if a worm-and-roller type steering gear is used
instead of a worm and sector?
a.
b.
c.
25.

Thrust
Backlash

Friction

The threads on the worm of a worm and ball nut steering gear. are
rounded in order to
a.
b.
c.

increase thread strength.
act as a bearing race.
eliminate road shock.

/26. Which type of steering gear uses a tapered stn ?
.

a.
b.
c.

t

Worm and roller
Worm and ball nut
Cam ,and lever

i

.
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27.

Hydraulic pressure
Endwise movement of the cam
Rotation of the lever stud

a.
b.
c.
28.

In the Ross power steering unit
e relief valve is located in the
high-pressure lidebetween th discharge side of the pump and the

reservoir outlet.

a.
b.
c.'

control valve.
hydraulic cylinder.
.

29.

77

In the Ross HP 70 power steering unit, what causes the control
valve to move?

,..

What direction must the kingpin be 41ted to have positive c ster?
4

a.

Outward I

4

b. -Forward
c.' Backwards
.

30.

.

Positive camber plac s most of the-load on the
a.
b.
c.

IF

31.

wheel bear
outer wheel bean
steering arm.

inn

Placing `the Point orcontact between the tire and the road directly under
the steering knuckle pivot will reduce the amount of
b.
c.

.

toe-Out needed on turns.
road'shock transmitted to the steering linkage.
toe-in required to offset the cone effect of camber.
'44

32.
I

What is controlled by the angle formed by the steering arm and wheel
spindles?,

a. Toe-in
b. ' Toe-lout on turns
c.. Kingpin inclination'

b
e

33. ,What changes the rotary motion of the steering eat to linear (straight
line) ,motion?

a.
b.
c.

Drag link-

Pitman arm
Tie rod
2-35'.
,

..

.
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A

34. . When all the steering linkage is behind the axle, lengthening the tie .7/

O

rod will

a. 'increase toe-in.
b. reduce toe-in.
c. increase toe-out on turns.
35.

What two steering angles are combined to make the inikluded angle?
4

a.
b.
c.
36.

Caster and camber
Camber and kingpin inclination
Kingpin inclination and toe-in

Clearance between the worm aid sector teeth is controlled by the
a.
b.

thrust bearings.
lash adjusting screw.
recirculating balls.

c.
37.

le

a.
b.
c.

a

t

In the Ross power steering unit, the hydraulic
directly to the

4

ist is applied

cam.
pitman arm.
lever.
°

38.

r

What alineinent factbr is obtained by tilting thig steering knuckle pivots
inwards at the top as viewed from the front of the vehidle?
a.
b.
c.

Camber
Kingpin inilination

Caster

41

,

39. The automatic
. steering effect
. is also known as
e

4.

4

a.
b.
c.

.

--

hydraulic.steering:
self-righting action.
toe-out on turns.

.

;
. 40. What alinement faCtor causes the front tires to try to roll like a cone? .

a.

Caster

b.

Camber
Toe-in

c

-

t

.

*or

"2.36
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41.

What steering gear part shownin the illustration works -'nuch like a nut? 7Y
a.
b.
c.

3
O

2
1

t

42.

In what direction must the tops of the kingpins be tilted to cause an
automatic steering effect that tends to steer .the vehicle into a
crosswind?

Forward

a.

b. - Back-vraxd._
.

c.

43.

In Ward

At'

What illustration shows the worm and roller steering gear?
a.

b.

c.

gar

4,

4

4

Z -4(7

5

L.
.

,

44.

b.
c.
45:

Pc

Which statement concerning steering gears is true?

The pitman arm shaft and the worm shaft rotate at the same speed
The mechanical advantage is greater when the front wheels are
pivpted all the way to the right or left than when straight ahead
Lash between the worm and the sector is not as great when the
vehicle is going straight ahead as it is when turning a corner

Which kiliement factor will be affected if the angle formed by items
1 and 2 in the illustration are changed?
a.

Caster

b.
c.

Camber
Toe -out
A.

V

16.
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APPENDIX

a

PRACTICE TASK LIST

Practice Objective

After practicing the following tasks
you will be able to:
1.

Locate the components of a,
wheeled vehicle steering system.

2.

Inspect the steering system of a
1/4-ton or a 271/2-ton truck for
general appearance and completeness.

3.

Inspect the steering system of a
5 -ton truck for general appearance and completeness.

Practice Tasks.
.

.e

1.

Inspect the steering gear-assembly' and all of the steering linkage used
on
several
diffsatent,types:of vehicles. If available in your unit, check
.
especially the steering system found on the 1/4-ton truck M151, which has
an independent suspension system:, and the 5 -ton truck M141 or M54A2series, which haste. power steering unit., Ule the appropriate TM's and
identify the following components' found on the two vehicles specified:
a.

Steering gear assembly.

b. Pitman arm shaft.
c4

Drag link.

d., Tie rod(s):

e.

Idler or relay arm rod.

f.

Idler arm.

g.

Steering knuckles, kingpins, or ball joints.

11:.

Spindles.

i.

Polder stee?tag pump, reservoir,/power cylinder, controlvsalve,

4

And hydraulic lines.
-4
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a

1

4

,)

,

.
Have an assistant turn the steering wheel back and forth while you check)cf4
the steering gear and linkage for evidence of excessive looseness. Examine
.the following parts very closely:

`2.

Steering gear-to-frame mounting bolts.

a..

.

X

-*

b., Steering column -to- instrument. panel clamp.

c.

Pitman arm shaft nui.

d.

Idler arm mounting bolts and bushing.

e.

Steering arm Mounting bolts.

'15

)

f.

6

Lubricant lever in the steering gear.
.

.
-

*
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Lesson Objective

After studying this lesson you will
be able to:
I. Describe the common steering
problems=- of mechanical steering *4

systems.

O

tci,

2.

State the procedures for inspecting the steering gear of a 1 /4ton truck M151.

3.

Describe the procedures for
adjusting the steering gear of a
1/4-ton truck Mi51,

0'

f

4.

Desdribe the procedures for
replacing the steering gear of a
1/4-ton truck M151.

5.

Explain how a steeling wheel is
removed and replaced on a 1/4ton ifrudk M151.

J
4

3-1

9".

ri,;,;44,44a

t

6.

.

,
7.
O

State the rocedures for

c96

inspectin the steering gear of
a2-1/2-ton truck.

Describe the procedures for
adjusting the steering, gear of
.a -2-1/2-ton truck. '
e,

8.
-4

Describe the procedures' for
replacing the steering gear of
a 2-1/e-ton truck.
4

-

Attached Memorandum

Text

Answer sheet and response list

Materials Required
4

4

Refer to the illustrations while
reading the text

T

Suggestions

.

,

4,

Modern wh4led vehicles are designed so that the operator use's very little
effort to operate the. vehicle. Because there has been great improvement in
steering mechanisms, heavy.vehicles can now be braked and steered with
ease.
4.,

I.

ever, these Steering Aechanisms can
change from the easy operatin controls they should be to useless, dangerous
controls. The steering-system must be kept in proper condition for the
sake of safety.
Without proper maintenance,

-

Maintenance of mechanical steering gears is spread over various categories
of maintenance. Although all of this maintenance is important, organizetional maintenerelee is expected to, fina the troubles first. If troubles are
fixed at thii level, it can preVent larger repairs at a later time.
--

.
(

.

During a previous lesson yoix learned howniechanical steering gears were
i to cover some of the maintenance
constructed. The purpose of this lesson is
procedures for mechanical steering gars. ..
.

.--.:-

,

.
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ATTACHED MEMORANDUM

SECTION I. TROUBEESH9OTING STEERING SYSTEMS
..

.

1.

INTRODUCTION. The ste ering gear is one of the most used wheeled-

vehicle controls. Should the steering operati improperly, the operator
loses little time in reporting the problem. With a faulty steering gear, he
knows that he is gambling with his life 7s well as with the lives of his passengers.
a., As a wheeled vehicle mechanic, you are responsible for some of
the maintenance on the steering system. This maintenance includes troubleshooting and minor repairs onthe steering gears of wheeled vehicles.

b. Another maintenance function for which you-are responsible is
inspecting the overall condition of steering gears. This is probably the
most important maintenance function of all. Let's go over some of the
maintenance that can be performed (On steering gears. We will start with
some
of the problems you will find WEen trOubleshooting.
r
5

2. COMMON STEERING PROBLEMS. The steering systems; like other
wheeled vehicle mechanical parts, can develop various problems. Some of
, these problems are caused by "unwanted factors!' that affect the steering:*
Examples of these factors are wandering, shimmy, and hard steering. As
a wheeled"vehicle mechanic, you ,must know hoW to locate the causes of

these problems. We call this troubleshooting.
a,

-

'Phese unwanted steering factors in wheeled vehicles are -often
referred to by such terms asindicated above - wandering and shimmy. Not
all of, the steering problems'are caused by the steering .gear However, you
will need to know these
the either inthis lesson or later lessons. in this
subcourse.
.%b

b.

Let's go over these steering terms and-at the same time learn their
symptoms- andtcauses., As you study the remainder of the lesions you will
then knoviwhat the teyrns mead:, One y6u have completed this lesson you
should unde rstapd,hoiv to trditiklAp,of the Wheeled vehicle steering gears,

',Set's start with hard steeritigr-'*`' ';1-

.

iraN ,
(I). Hard steerisEk4hisiterin
means just what it indicates - the
steering wheel is hard-to:440,itald s.teering can`cause the operator to
4.

have trouble turning the *heel. -It can also cause the operator to have to
fight the wheel to keep the vehicle traveling straight down the road. It can
be paused by lack of lubriCationeobent parts, and improper adjustments.
.
,

(2) Loose steering. This term means just what it indipstes. It is
caused by steering parts that'are,,wornt broken, or oit,of adjustment. The
driver must turn the wheel expessivelyo steer the vehible.
am.

4

fr

A

,

a

. (3) Wandering. This means the veijcle niandeltr over the road.
A vehicle should, if properly loaded, travel straigf down a level road with
little or no. guidance by the operator.' If the vehicle wanders,
the operator
,
must continuously turn (fight) the steering wheel to keep the vehicle traveling',
straight.

(4) Shimmy. Shimmy means the front wheels move "in and out" or '
vibrate at certain speeds. Shimmy is definitely noticeable in'the steering
wheel. If the shimmy is bad enough*, it can be very dangerous because itsforce can break some of the steering parts. Shimmy can-be caused by wheels
and tires that are out of balance, bent wheels, as well'as Other causes you ,..
will learn in later lessons. Shimmy will show up much worse if the steering
parts are worn' or out of adjustment; hOwever, this'is noe,the actual:G.14e
.

of shiiiimy.
,

-

,,

'

.

s

,,

,

y.

(5) WheeLtramp.. The term "v4h el tramp ", meads the wheels are
steering wheel,, but
"councing-upand'down.." This also is noticeable' in the
.
as a vibration, *thereasi. shimmy tries to turn-the steering wheel back and
forth.c Wheel tramp, like shimmSr; is also caused by wheels and tires that
are out of balance. However %le out-of-bilance portion is equal across
the wheel or tire. This causes.the wheel to move straight up and down
rather than sideways as found in Shimmy. .,Wheel tramp,- like shinfmy, will
show up much worse on a vehicle if some- of the, parts areloose, worn, or
improperly
adjusted.
...
.
,

.

,0

-.

.

.

>

'

s.

'4

-

1

1

I

.

1

\

to. one side., 'This Can have many causes; however,
.(6) Vehicle ulls
a
the mechanical steering
gear
cab. hardly be blaTed for this malfunction. The
pressure
on:one side of the vehicle tea bent ,, causes range from low tire
frame. This-malshinction will be covered in a later, lesson in thisi subcourse.
,.,

.

.

.

.

.

,

(7), Erratic steering. This means the steering. does not continue
to act the same all the time. -For example, the vehicle:cOuld pull to the right
for a while and then start pulling to the left If the vehicle pulls to on,e 'side
when the Ilrakes are applied, the:vehicle is also ,considered to have erratic
steering. Another major cause of erratic steering is a load'thact moves
abOut or2too much:load on one portion' of the body, especially the rear.
.

(

°

. -'

eering.... This term means the steering-wheel' daes'not
(13) Rough
ld be caused by damaged .colpportente in thi 'steering
turg smoothly: Vhi
gear,or steering linkage. Damaged steering gear' bomponents could'be a pitted:worm (helical cam, 4.-1/2-tOn) or roller br lever; pins. -Loost or
.pitted 'knuckle support bearings could also cause tfie; problem. A quipk.iiray
to isolate the trouble is to first discoirect thesteering gear from the rest
of the steering mhaniarn. Then 'turn the steeling wheel. If the roughness
is still there, the trouble is in 1 , Steering gesr,,,,,
,
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(9) Drive. This is another steering malfunction: It means the
Vehicle, when turned in either direction, tries to turn more rapidly than the
operator intends. This can be caused by bent, loose, or broken parts." This
is especially true if, the steering gear assembly is lockse on the frame.
I

c.

t

Now that we have covered most of the common Steering malfunction

terms, we can see that some can be caused by others. For example,
"wandering" and "drive" can both be caused by loose steering parts. -We
shbuld also notice that some of the malfunctions have the sanie symptoms.
For example, "hard steering" and "wandering" have the same symptom ,the operator must continue to "fight" the steering wheel. The good troubleshooter always makes a complete inspection of the components before he
removes ororeplaces any parts. Usually, by using his knowledge of the
construction and operation of the parts, looking at the symptoms, and making
an izispection, he can easily locate the trouble. Let's see how' yoli should
.
ins,pect the steering gears. We will start with the 1/4-ton truck..
.

r

SECTION II. 1/4-TON TRUCK M151 STEERING GEAR MAINTENANCE
4

f

3.

STEERING GEAR INSPECTION.

Before we cover the inspection

of the
steering gear, let's see what type . of steering gear is used in the 1/4-ton_
truck M151. This vehicre's steering gear assembly is the worm-anti-roller
type. The roller has two teeth that mesh with the worm, so it is usually

called a two- or double-tooth 'roller. The steering gear is mounted on the
body frame 'left side rail. The steering column is supported by a bracket
attached to thelinstrument panel.
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Item
Idler arm mounting bracket
Pitman arm to idler arm rod
Steering column
Steering wheel
Steering column to dash panel bracket
Adjusting screw
Steering gear assembly
Steering pitman arm
Spiridle arm tie rod assy
Spindle arm
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a. Let's see just what components there are in the steering assembly F/
and how they fit together.

Note. - Go to page 31 of this letson and fold out the illustration of the
steering gear sb that you can refer to it during the 1Mton truck
part of the lesson.

The steering gear worm-gear.1 pressed on the steering shaft
(items X and H in the illustration). Two. to ered roller bearings (items W
and Y) support and prevent endwise, movem nt (thrust) of the worm and shaft.
(1)

(2) A'steel trunnion pin attaches the double roller to the sector
shaft (item BB). The sector shaft. is mounted in bushing type bearings pressed
into the steering gear housing (item L). Four capscrews attach the sector
shaft cover (item A) to the steering ear housing. An adjustment screw
engaged in the sector shaft is threaded into the cover and controls sector shaft
end play as well as the lash (movement) between the teeth of the worm and the
roller. Adjustment of the worm thrust bearing (items W and Y) is made,by
installing or removing gaskets (item V) of various thicknesses between the
gear housing and the housing cap (item-5).
.

(3) A ball type bearing pressed into the steering column tube sup.:
ports the shaft at the steering wheel end (item DD).
(4) The pitman arm (item Q) and the steering wheel (item E) have
fluted errations (splines), with one serration being double width. The
doubl
'dth splines match blind splines on the sector shaft and the steering
shaft ixtsure.correct installation.

b.

'4hart4ve have an idea of what the steering gear and the parts in
' it look-like, let's see how ,to,go about inspecting it.

Examine the steeling column at steering whegl to see if they'
are bent, cracked, or damaged in any way.
L (1)

Look for leaking seals and gaskets. There are three oil seals
in this steering gear. They are items K, M, and T in the foldout There
are also'two gaskets that can leak. They are items V and AA in the foldout.
Even if the seals and gaskets are not leaking, 4the lube level in the steeting
(2)

gAr housing should 4be checked.
,

P

Check the mounting brackets and,bolts for secure mounting.
To do this, you have to do more than look; use a wrench to see if the bOlts
are tight.
(3)

"99

Check for too much free play (slack) in the steering sy,tem. )9 01
You should remember from the previous lesson, that steering geb.rs aire
designed to have very little free play when the wheels are straight ahead.
This means that when the steering wheel is in the center of its travel, there
should be no noticeable free play. This center point is called the high point
or midposition. When the steering gears_ not on the high point, some ifree
play is normal.
(4)

(5) Next,"road test the vehicle and check for binding) 'wander, or
-shimmy while the vehicle is moving forward.

c. If any of the above malfunctions show up, they may be caused by
the steering gear or by some of the linkage.. Let's suppose the trouble is
binding. It will now be necessary to take the load off of the steering gear
by disconnecting the steering linkage from the steering. If the binding is,'
still present when the steering wheel is turned b.fter the linkage is disconnected, the trouble is in the steering gear. This is as far as an organiza--.
tional mechanic can go, because adjusting or replacipg the steering gear on
this vehicle is a job/or field,maintenance.

4 STEERING WHEEL REPLACEMENT. The 1 /4-ton truck `M151 steering
wheel can be removed and replaced by organizational maintenance personnel.
Let's see how it is done.

a. The first step, for safety
purposes and to prevent accidental
-

CABLE

horn blowing,6 i =s to disconnect,the

CONNECTOR

negative (ground) battery cable.
(left battery).?-i- Then separate the
horn cable, electrical connector
below- th.egener ator regulator.

GENERATOR
REGULATOR

- b.
Once this is done, pull
the terminal out of the rubber
cap of the connector. You .can
use pliers to grip the terminal
to pull it out.

ORD E5482
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RETAINER'

c.

Once you have pulled

the terminal out far enough to
see the "C" washer type retainer,
pull the retainer off of the cable.
ORD Sal

d.

Now you. can slide

the rubber cap off the cable.
ORD E5484
4

H

"

e. Next, you should remove
the horn switch (horn button). It

BUTT

is held in lace with a snapring.

Hold one hand over the snapring
to prevent it from hitting you in
the face and pry it out with a
suitable tool. Then.remove the
horn switch and wire from the
steering by lifting the assembly
up and pulling the wire out of

SNAP: RIN

ORD E39173

the *shaft..

4.

V

15

Now you can see the
nut that holds the steering
wheel on the shaft. ,Loosen
the nut until it is fleish with
the end of the shaft. This
will help prevent burring
of the shaft by the puller.
f.

PULLER A-7076223

Install the puller with'
tlieadapter between the puller,
screw and the steering shaft
and nut. If no adapter is availsble,

use a thick washer between
the screw and the nut and shaft.
Th) s will protect the shaft from
the puller screw.
ORD E5614

h. Then turn,the puller screw clockw ise until the steering Wheel
"jumps up" agairtst the nut. Remove the peiller and then,remove the nut.
You should now be able to pull the steering wheel off hir hand.

i. Once the steering wheel is remo ved, inspect the condition of the
spline's on the steering shaft. Check the' condition of ,tie threads on the
end of the shaft and in the nut. If the threads are. stripped or the splines are burred, nicked, or *dafilaged ih any way, notify support maintenance.
If the shaft and nut, are serviceable, you are ready to install the new steering wheel. The steering wheel is installed in the reverse order of removal.
Let's briefly go over the steps.
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j.
It m'

1 ne the steering wheel so !hat the double width splines line up. 952
e necessary to move the whe 1 a little either way to aline the splines.

k. Slide the steering wheel on the steering shaft and install the retaining nut:" Tighten the nut t6-25 to 35, b -ff Of torque. Then stake the nut to the
shaft. This can be done by placing center punch close to the threads of the

nut and then striking the center -puneh with a himmer. This pushes a small
amount of both threads in
d and trends to lock the two threads together..

;.%
Next, 'gui the horn cable (wire) into -the steering shaft and install
the horn button and snapring.

m.

Slide the rubber ap onto the horn cable and replace the "C" washer
type retainer. If the rub er cap is hard to slide onto the cable, lubricate
the-cable with some liqui hand soap or, very soapy water. Once the "C"
washer type retainer is in place, slide the rubber cap over it until the rubber
cap bottoms on the retainer.
n.

Next, connect the horn cable where you disconnected it at the generator regulator. ,Then connet the battery cable and-tighten it securely. This
completes the replacement of the steering wheel.
5. STEERING GEAR ADJUSTMENT: It has already been mentioned in this
lesson that it is not the job of the mechanic at organizational,level to temove
and replace the steering gear of
151. Neithei-,is the steering gear adjustmentmade at this main ance level. But if you are not now, you may
spmetimes be workin
a maintenaice level higher than organizational,. ror
this reason we ar going to .cover the removal, replacement,, and adjustment
of steering gears on the M151.

a. When adjusting the steering gear of a 1/4-ton truck M151, you shOuld
first make sure it is not YriOunted in a bind Off the truck. This isdone in the
following manner:

J
NT

(1) Remove the nut
-and lockwasher securing the
pitman arm to the sector shaft.

ARM
ROD

:"t

ORD E
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Using a puller, remove the pitman arm from the sector shaft.
Care mustbe taken when using a puller of this type. First, make sure the
puller hooks are clamped securely
against the pitman arm. This is
done by tightening the setscrew on
SHAFT
the side.-tNext, make sure the
ARM
main puller screw does not "mushe
room" or spread the end of the
ROD_
sector shaft. Positiori the end
0
of the screw in the recess (hole
in the end of the pitman shaft.
,(2)

-

0

wr.

PULLER

5120-473-7316
hr

CORD E39238

(3)- Once the pitman arm is removed, loosen the bolts securing
the steering gear to the frame side rail. Loosen the bolts attaching the
steering column to the instrument panel.

(4) Now that the steering gear is loose, retighten the bolts
following manner: Torque the bolts attaching the steering columrrto the
instrument panel to 12 - 15 lb-ft. Torque the bolts securing the steering
gear to the side rail to 25
lb-ft. The steering' gear should now be
mounted with no bind.

b. The steering worm bearing adjustment should be-checked in the
following manner:

(1) Back the roller
away from the worm by loospning the lash adjusting screw

.ADJUSTING
SCREW

1/2 turn. Turn the steering°
wheel two complete turns from
the center of its travel in either
direction.

-

LASH ADJUSTING S REW
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Hook a 'spring scale to the steering wheel at the point where 77
one of the spokes joins the rim. Turn the 'wheel at least one turn in the
opposite direction, by .pulling on the scale. Note'ethe amount of pull needed
to keep the wheel moving. The scale reading should be between 5.0 and
15.4 ounces. A reading that/is-too high indicates the worm thrust bearings
are too tight and a gasket or gaskets should be added. A reading thal is too
low indicates that the bearings are too loose and gaskets must be removed.
These gaskets are installed between the steering gear housing and the steer
ing gear cap (item V of the foldout in the back of the lesson). The gaskets
come in varying thicknesses.
(2)

-

(3) Remove or add ohe gasket at a time. Check the worm bearing
adjustment after each change in the gasket pack. The steering gear hbusing,
cap must be installed on theseering gear housing each time the bearing
adjuStment
he housing cap bolts must be torqued to 10 - 15
lb-ft.
a

c. The Worm-and-roller mesh (lash) adjustment is controlled by the
lash adjustment screw mounted in the sector shaft cover. To make this
adjustment, turn the steering wheel from lock to lock (extreme right to
extreme left). Count the number of-turns. Turn the steering wheel back
halfway. This is the steering gear 'high spoor Midposition.- TUrn the
adjusting screw,,in until there is a drag on the steering wheel: Tighten'the
jam nut finger tight. Hook the spring scale to the steering wheel as described
above. Turn the wheel through the high spot with the scale. =The scale reading should be between 1. (k and 2.2 pounds. 'If the reading is too high, turn the
adjUsting screw counterclockwise and check the tension again.
the reading
is too Iow, turn the adjusting screw clockwise a'ndagain check the tension.
When the correct tension is obtained,--lodk the jam nut by holding the-adjusting screw'in plac
---a'screwdriveri'and tightening the nut with a wrench.
R

STtERING GEAR..REPLACEMENT. Nowithakwe know haw to adjust the
1/4-ton steering gear, let's go over the procedures that are used to replace
6.

the steering gear.

a. To remove the 'steering gear on a
following procedures as a guide:

on truck M151, use the

isconnect the negat.ve-battery cable.. Then jack the
front-of-the vehicle up and support it-With blocks or a jackstand.. Remove
the-left front wheel and
Then remove the pitman arm from the pitman
arm shaft. Ne
emove the horn wire and the steering wheel.
1)

Fir-

te

1O5

f
.

9d9
(2) Remove the bolts,
nuts, and lockwashers securing
the steering gear to the .frame
side rail. Remove the rubber
grorrimet.frotp the the panel and
slide it down the column.

BOLT-NUT

Y-71

I

LOCKWASHER'

Y

-=114--

Loosen the steering
gear column clamping bolt on the
instrument panel bracket. Remove
the bolts securing the column
bracket to the instrument panel.
Remove the bracket.
(3)

/

4
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r

'J
ff4
nt.
.

LEVER

Or
(4) Next, remcrvethe
two wiring harness clips under
the edge of the instrument panel.
Then remove the screw from the
Center of the. ignition dWitch, lever
and remove the switch lever.

SCREW

ORD E3916d

A-14
6

06

NUT

a

Remove thenut
d washer securing the ignin Switch and switch nameplate to the' dash panel. Push
the ignition switch out of the
dash panel hole and lower it
belo* the dash panel..
(5)

.

LOCKWASHER
MLitt

.

PANEL

LIGHT

of

SWITCHAtviAL

-

ORD E1ti303

.(7)

Bald the

against the topthe slot in the
instrumekt,p-inel. Then work
e
the wiring harness out
lower flange ,of the instrument
panel.

4.
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(6). Once this is done,
disconnect the froht wiring har-'
at the light switch and the
stoplight switch.

).

(8) Make sung that the
'vehicle is supported on the jackstands in a manner,' that allows
the front' suspension system to
swing down to the lowest point.
Pull the steering column through
the hole in the dash panel andat
the same time pass the steering
gear over the front -suspension
upper arm.

STEERING

COLUMN
UPPER
-r

SUSPENSION
ARM

^

fi

b.

To install the new steering gear son a..1 /4-ton truck M151, use the
following procedures as a guide:
411).

o'

Push tile steering column over ttie front suspension upper arm
through the hole in the dash panel.
(1)

(2)

Hold the steering' column agaipt the top of the slot in the
'instrument panel. Work the wiring harness back into_the lower flange of
/the indtrument panel and connect the harnels .o the light switch and stop:light-switch. Reinstall the ignition switch and replace the two harness clips
44.under th'e edge of the.instrument panel.
(.3)', Next, .replaceth, column 13raCket anthe bolts securing the
column bracket to'the iVstrument panel. Tighten the steering, geai column
clamping bolt on the instrument.,Ranel bracket. Replace the rubber groinniet
in the toe panel. R6p/ace the lockwashers, nuts, and Volts securing the

steering gear to the frame side rail.

.

-

Then replace the steering wheel and horn wire.' Replace the
steeling pitman arm. Check the position pf the steering whe
the
front wheels in the straight-ahead position, one
the wheel'shouLd
be pointing straight downward. If no
steering linkage must be adjudttd.
.
Linkage adjustment is coyin a later lesson.
(4 )

,t

-

-) Next, 'replace the left frpntswheel aria...tire. Remove the blocks
jackstand and lower the vehicle do the ground. Reconnect the negative
battery cable.
a

3-.16
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(6) Fill the steering gear With the proper gear oil (GO), ,d pendin
on the climatic temperature. Use GO 90 for temperatures that stay bove
32° F and GO 75 for t'emperatures that range between -10° and +50° F.

SECTION
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I. 2-1/2-TON TRUCK STEERING GEAR MAINTENANCE

STEERING GEAR INSPECTION. Now let's take a look at the .steering
gear used on the 2-1/2-ton truck.M35A1 or M35A2. 'This steering gear is
the cam-and-lever type. The gear housing, like the 1/4-ton steering housing,
is bolted to the left 'side frame rail of the truck. The steering gear shaft is
enclosed in the tube or jacket which is joined, to the gear housing by a flanged
cover. The jacket a'nd housing a.re watertight. To inspect this steering gear,
use the following procedures asviiiae:
7.

First, examine the steering column and steering wheel for bends,
cracks, or other signs of damage, and check for secure mounting.
a.

Next, look for leaking seals or gaskets. Check the lube level in the
steering gear housing. Turn the steering wheel from one extreme to the
other and check for excessive slack, binding, rough spots, or noise.
b.

c. Then road test the vehicle. Check for excessive steering free play,
binding, ,wander, shimmy, and for a tendency to pull to one .side.
STEERING GEAR ADJUSTMENT. The repairman at the organizational
nteiance level is allowed to do more to the steering gear on a 2-1/2-ton
eftick 35A1 or M35A2 than he can on the 1/4-ton M151. Let's take a look
at some of the things he can do.
.

a. Two steering gear adjustments can be/made on the 2=1/2-ton truck
./` play, adjustment and the other
M35A1 or M35A2. One is the cam' bearing end

is the steering gear backlash adjustment. 'Let's- starttwitli the cam bearing
end play adjustment and see how it's done.
A

I.

of
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V

First, re.move, the cotter pin from the, pitman arm end of the /6-02n loosen the adjusting plug as much as possible without
removingit. Tar e steering wheel in bOth directions to loosen the ball
seats. Remotre the adju ng plug fromthe pitman arm end of the drag
"link. Pull the link from the p
n arm. Be careful not to lose any parts
(from the inside of the link. Tip t link end down, and remove the safety
plug, ball sett spring, and ball seats. he purpose of disconnecting the
drag linlis to take the load off of the steers.: gear so it can be adjusted.
(1)

drag link.

COTTER PIN

PITMAN ARM
0
END OF
DRAG LINK

SPRING

.:

SAFETY PLUG

COTTER PIN

ADJUSTING PLUG
DRAG LINK

SAFETY PLUG
SPRING

BALL SEAT

BALL SEAT

AISJUSTING,PLUG

G ARM
STE
END OP DR1G LINK

LUBRICATION FITTING

r

4

OW E2I668

(z)- Next, loosen the steering mounting bolts and the jacket brackell
clamp o. the instrument panel, and then ottghten the houRing mounting'bolts,
. to 60 - 6 lb-ft torque. This assures there is, n6 bind on the steering shaft.
and bear '.:s
b.

EN'D1

,qsZ,:'.(tvt'571r4, sNI
BUITON

STOP
KNOB
ACCESSoftY
SWER;14

JACKET BRACKET
CLAMP,

MANIFOLD HEATER

a

,3 -18tfo.
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(3) Next, back the pitman
arm shaft lever studs away from
the cam (worm) so it won't,caise

"---a drag when you are checking the
cam bearing adjustment. This

can easily be done by first unlock° ing the rocknut and ihentlirning
the adjusting screw to the left
for at least one Complete turn.

How do we know when the cam bearings are adjusted right? The
cam beayings are in proper adjustment when there is no free play in the bearings. U the worm' shaft can be moved either in and out of the hpusing.or side4ays in the housing, the bearings, are too loose or have too much free play.
.b.

'However; if there is no free play and there is some,iirag (preload), the
bearings are too tight. Ifthe'bearings are too tight, shims must be added to
decrease the preload. If the bearings are too loose, some Of the upper housing shima.muSt be removed.,

'c. Let's say the bearings are too loose. To remove the shims, disconnect the horn cable near the lower'end of tWsteerinigeir. Remove the
screws holding the steering gear housing upper cover to the gear housing.
With the jacket bracket clamp on
the instrument panel lo'osened, pull
STEERING GEAR
the upper cover and steering gear
HOUSING ASSEMBLY
jacket from. the gear housing. This.
expos-es the adjusthig shims. Do
not, however, pull the jacket up,
any farther than necessary to
-bmet:COVet
41%2, 1ri,..64,10,

O

avoid damage to the horn wire.

The shims are all either 0.002
.$,
inch, 0.003 inch, or 0.001 inch
oRr;1664
TSTEifelal4tAILIACKEV.4
3
rv
thick. Clip and remove a thin
shfrn. Assemble the jacket and
housing and recheck. You may takesout too many shims and get the bearings
too tight. If so, replace One thin shim at a time until you get the proper
adjustment. You'may also have to change the thicknes's of one shim to 'get
the prOpeor adjustment. Don't forget to rec9pnect the horn cable.
mot.

'

4

N.-

d. To make the steering gear backlash adjustment, first, tighten the
jacket bracket clamp on the instillment panel and then turn the steering wheel
counterclock4rise as far- as Rossible. Next, turn the wheel clockwise as far
as possible, and count the nuitiaer of turns. Finally, turn thetvlitel back 1/2
the total number of turns: The steering gear assembly is labVt/L 1.11. the high pqint
c
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or midposition. Next, turn the backlash adjusting screw until a slight drag is id 1
felt when the steering wheel is turned back and forth through the midposition
(high point). Adjustment of this screw is critical. Tightening the screw too
much will cause the steering to bind. Not enough tightening will cause the
steering to be too loose. After the adjustment, tighten the lo4nut and recheck
the drag. This completes the backlash adjuitment between the helical cam
. and the lever studs.
e. With both adjustm nts completed, we areteady to install the drag
link. To install the drag,li k, place one ball seat in the pitman arm end of

the drag link with the cupped surface facing the pitman arm ball opening.
install the drag link over the pitman arm ball. Install the second ball seat
in the link with the cupped surface toward the ball. Then install the ball seat
spilt& safety plug,.and adjusting plug in the drag link. , Next, screw the .,:,
adjusting plug in tight and then back the screw out 1/2 turn, or Jess, until the
adjusting plug slot lines up with the cotter key holes in the drag link. Install
a new cotter key and you have finished adjusting the steering gear.
...

9.

STEERING WHEEL REPLACEMENT. BasiCally, the 2-1 /2-ton truck
steering Wheel is removed in the same general manner as the 1/4-ton truck:

However, there are some differences, so let's see, how it's done;
It=-

a.

The M35-series 2-1/2-ton truck steering wheel has one important
- difference from the.1 /4-ton truck steering wheel: it can be mounted on the
steering shaft in more that one positron... This is possible because it does
not have any doAle-width splines. All ale splines in the steering wheel and
the steering shaft are41414e satne size. This feature permits the steering wheel.
to be positioned so tlikl one spoke is pointing down or toward the seat where
the wheels are pointed stv..ight ahead. Let's see how this steering wheel is
removed.
,)

If the,steerin wheel is not positioned-properly, note the amount
it ins ofLwhen you drive the truck on a straight road. Then turn the steering wheel to this same position before you remove it.
(1)

th

Ne4t, disconnect the negative ground battery cable (rear battery).
Leave the ground cable off during the steering wheel removal procedures.
(2)

4.47
4
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(3) Then remove the 419`5.horn switch (button) by first
pushing in with the palm of the
hand. Then turn it counterclockwise (to the left) 1/3 turn and lift
the button from the steering wheel.
Next, remove the three screws
0,_
from the horn button base and

CLP.,,SPRINGAND
CONTACT

remove the base. The electrical
RN
-'741C
BUTTON

cable can be left in the tubular
shaft on most 2-1/2-ton trucks.
On some vehicles the cable and
base are' made_ up as one unit and
tho cable must be removed with
the base.

ORD Mitt

r
HORN CABLE

HORN BUTTON

(LO

Once

BASE

STEERING WHEEL

the horn button
base is removed,
you can remove,
the nut that holds

NUT
4h1
4p)

o"

the steering
'wheel' on the steer,.
ing gear shaft.'

HORN SUTTON

9

X

It0
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The steering wheel
must be removed with a puller.
The puffer you should use has
(5)

STEERING
WHEEL

two adapters. One adapter is
used under the steering wheel
spokes,, The other adapter

,goes between the puller screW
and the steering gear shaft.
Before you pull the steering
wheel, make sure that you have
the front wheels 'turned straight
ahead.

ADAPTER-

5120473-6919

PULLER-

5120-422-857D
ACKET
LAMP

ORD E21667

Next, turn the puller screw clockwise and remove-the steering
wheel. Remove the puller from the wheel and you have completed the removal
procedures.
(6)

.

.

Before installing the replacement wheel, inspect the spline and thread
condition. If either is damaged beyond use, you must replace the steering gear
assembly.
b.

.

,

Install the replacement steering wheel with one spoke pointing down.
Make sure yohave the splines alined.oand the steering wheel pushed on as
c.

far.as possible. Then install thd nut and tighten it securely. Turn the steering wheel to each end of its travelto make sure there is no binding. If the
new wheel binds, you may have to loosen the steering shaft tube (jacket) at its
mounting points and slip it down slightly. This will ihcrease the clearance
between the tube and the steering wheel. Once the steering wheel is free offs
binding, install the horn parts
arid, connect the battery cable and you are
.
finished.
..-:
0
10. STEERING GEAR REPLACEMENT. Now that we know hover to adjust the
steering gear and know how to emove,the steering wheel, let's try a bigger
job. Let's remove and replace the steering gear. 1To remove and replace
the steering gear on a 2:1/2-ton truck M34, M35, M35A1, M35A2, or M47.,
use the following procedures as a guide. (The engine must be removed from
vehicles equipped with multifuel eligiFes before replacing the steering gear. )
e
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Fir st, disconnect the /d
drag link at the pitman arm end.
Then remove the nut and washer
holding the pitman arm in position. Pull the pitman arm from
'the shaft with-a puller. Then
remove the steering wheel as
outlined in paragraph 9 above.
a.

.1111011Mar.

N
PITMAN
ARM

24

ORD E21666

1

Next, remove the lockwasher and screw to loosen the steering
gear jacket bracket clamp on the jacket bracket 'at the instrument panel. '
Then remove the rubber bushing froth the bracket and jacket. Remove'th
four self-tapping screws that hold the gasket pad to the dash panel and
remove the pad. Disconnect the horn wire (cable).
c. -Renaove the four bolts that hold the steering gear to the frame.
Pull the steering gear away from the frame. Slide the gear down so that
the steering gear jacket will clear the dash panel, and remove the steering
gear from the vehicle.
d. 'Slide the new steering gear into position with the steering year jacket

extending through the opening an the dash panel. Insert the pitman m shaft

through the hole in the frame side member. Secure the steering gear to the
side member with the fotir self-locking hex-head Volts, but do not tighten the
bolts at this time.
e.

Install the jacket pad and rubber bushing on the jacket. Position the
bushing in the jacket bracket on the instrument panel. Secure the bracket
clamp over the bushing with the hex-head screw and lockwasher. Secure
thebracket to the dash panel with four cross-recess panhead tapping screws.
Torque the steering gear housing-to-frame mounting bolts to 60 - 65 lb-ft.

Turn the steering gear to the midposition (high point), and make
sure that the wheels are straight ahead. Install the pitman arm on the pitman arm shaft,with the ball stud endpointing..downv.rard, and secureit with
the nut and lockwasher. Then clbrknect the drag link to the pitman arm ball.
Adjust the drag link end and install a cotter pin,' locking it in place..., Finally,
install the steering wheel and horn buttori. Make sure that one spoke of the
wheel points straight down when the wheels are straight ahead.
f.*

,

g. Fill the steering gear with lubricatioriand make an operational check
of the installed steering, gear before the vehicle is turned.over to the operator.
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SECTION IV. CONCLUSION

11; SU,MMARY. We have learned .that steering systems of wheeled vehicles

are affected by-tome unwanted pioblems. There are certain terms we use
to identify some. of the factors that affect the steering of the vehicle. Examples of these terms. are "shiMmy" and"wandering." On the 1/4-ton truck we
learned that,: as a wheeled vehicle mechanic, you are authorized to inspect
the steering gear and replace the steering wheel. Although the.wheeled'
vehicle mectia.9.ic is not responsible for adjustments on the 1/4-ton truck
steering gear, it was <covered in this lesson for personnel who may assume
the,iesponsibility later in their; career. We also learned how to make the
cam end play and the backlash adjustments and how.to replace the steering
gear on the 2,1 /2-ton truck. Without doubt, the inspection.prochures we
have.learned on steering .gears are important maintenance functions. A
good inspection caii save lives.
12. FTACTICE TASKS. The appendix of this lesson contains a list of tasks
associated with the maintenance of mechanical steering gears. They are
representative of the tasks you will be required to perform asip. wheeled
vehicle mechanic. Perform all of the tasks. listed. le sure you are under
the supervigion of an officer, NCO, or specialidt who is qualified in the
MOS when you practice the tasks. If you find you are having difficulty in
certain tasks, restudy the appropriate training material and practice the
tasks until you become proficient, in each One.
,

A

C

ste.."%.

f
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44.

9

EXERCISE

)
ws.
46. An operator of a. 1 /4 -ton truck explains that jiffs front wheels seem to
\shake sideWays as he drives down the road. He also explains that when
this happens, the steering wheel moves frOM side to`sids and tries to
pull out of his hands. Which unwanted steering factor best des6ribes
this problem?
.a.
b.

Wheel tramp,'
Shimmy

Erratic steering
47. When road testing a 2-1/2-ton tru k M35A2, you find that the truck
tries to,turn too Short when yiin ma e a turn. A close inspection in the
shop shows that the steering gear muting bolts are Very loose. ,.What
steering factor should be used to be t describe the steering problem in
the turn?
a.

Drive
Wandering

c.

Hard steering

48. What steering gear component(s) on the 1/4-ton truck M151 can bejus
to change the lash clearance between the teeth of theamorm and rol

.4

a. ,Screw
b. Shims
c. Nut

49. Why lsone double-width serration cut on the sector shaft of a 1/4 -tour
truck M151?
a,.

b.

N

increase the strength of the shaft
Insure'correct installation of the pitman arm
Insure correct shaft end play adjustment

3
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.

O

b.

a

O
z.,

'The "steering.gear on the 1/4-ton truck
is called a worm and double
.
roller because

50.

,

O

b.

there are two teethon the sector.
there are two sets Of be.-a) gs.

c.

two*Tdpered studs are used."'

a.

)4.

c
.

ou d be inspected for
What is themaximum number of oil seal'
on `truck MI gl ?
leaks on the steering gear of

51.

.
..

-

.

The horn button or switch on the steering,hytieel of the .144-ton truck
lc
M151 th held in -place by'

52.

a

1,6

1

a setscrew.
three lugs.
c. - a snapring.

a.
b.

You are installing a re la
et rj.ng whe,ei,on a 1/4-ton truck M151.
ened the retaining nut to the right torque valve..What
You have jus

53.

additional. action should be, taken to assure thatthe nut will not'
accidentally
.
,
...

a.
b.-

c.

Rivet thet over the nut
Stake the nut to t ---sladtt
Ins all a second retaining nu

As an organizational wheeled vehidle mechanic, what action should you
take when you find a steering gear on a 1/4-ton truck M151 with too
much free play?

54.

4

a. Adjust the worm, and_ roller lash
b. Replace the steering gear assembly
_----------,c. Notify*support maintenance personnel

.,..

,

4

55.

I

,.

-

,6

What is the main purpose of loosening and then retightening
retightening:the steering
gear mounting bolts before a worm bearing adjtt'satent is made'on.the
M151 steering gear?_
, .
a.
b.
c.

a.

1

.Allow the steering shaft to center itself on the Upper end of the
steering jacket
Make sure the steering gear is not mounted in dbind
Assure that the mounting bolts are torqued to theiright.amonnt

4

1

56.

The s

ng gear worm blearing adjustment on a 1/4-ton truck M151 is
rrect when the spring scale reading is between

a.
b.
c:

57.

1.0- and 4.5_ ounce s.

0

5.0 and 15.4 ounces.
16.0 and-22.0 ounces4

In order'to remove the, steering gear from the 1/4-ton truck M151, it
is necessary to disconnect the front wiring from the
a. - instruments and gages.
b. instrument panel lights.
c. stoplight switch.

58.

What type of steering gear is used on the 2-1/2-ton truck M35A2?
a

a.
b.

Worm and sector
Worm and roller
lever

ust be disconnected before adjusting the steering-gear on a

2-1 /2/.ton truck M35A2?

a.' Horn wire

60

b.

Tie .rod

c.

Dr.g link

In order to make a steering gear cam end play adjustment on the cam
£nd lever type gears of the 2-1/2-ton truck, it is necessary'to
a.
1b.

c.

aisconnecVhe upper cover.
tighten the adjusting screw.
remove the lower end plate.

.t.

.

ail. WhattshoulAbe done if the steering gear cam bearings are too loose on
a 2-1/2-ton truck M35A2?
a.

b.
c.

Remove slams
Add shims
Replace the bearings

.
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A mechanic is adjusting the worm and roller backlash on a 2-1/2:--ton
truck M35A1. He has turned the steering wheel to the extreme right of
its travel. He i$ adjusting the backlash, so that theie is.a slight drag
on the steering wheel in this position. Which condition
will be theme
10,
result of this adjustment?
.
1
a. The ste ring wheel will be very hard to turn at the extreme left of
its tr el, but otherwise will be all right
........--...
b. The teering gear will be in proper adjustment throughout all t t e

62.

_

trawl

c.
63.

.

The steering wheel will be very hard to turn when the wheels are
,
.
straight ahead
-

What item must be in the drag link wheil it is installed on the pitman

arm of the 2-1/2-ton trill?

/

a.

Adjusting plug

b.
c.

Ball seat

..

>../

Safety plUg

64! Which statement is true wJen replacing the steering wheel on a 2-1/2t

.,ton truck M35A2?
4

a.

The puler a6semb3Olditached to the steering wheel with
.
.
The horn button can be,removed from the steering wheel by
..
first removing three screws
The steering wheeLcan be installed in various positions due
to equal sized splines
Nvti 'c ap-s c r ews

13'

C.

-

.

.

4

i)5." With thrfront,w,heels of a 2-1 /2 ,ton truck M35A2 in the straight-ahead
position/and the steering wheel in the midposition, the pitman arm*
should be "installed with the ball end pointing.
a.
b.
c.

to the front.as*
straight up.
straight down.

ti

A
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APPENDIX
'

P4ft

Practice Objective

E TASK LIST

After pratticing the folloWing tasks
you will be able to:
1.
.

9

2.

Inspect the mechanical steering
gear of,..
a wheeled vehicle.
Lc? Cate the adjifetments on

mechanical steering gears..
3.

T rouble shOor steering ear

problems.
4.

Perform an' operational cheCk

on steering gears.

Practice Tasks.
1. Inspecting, adjusting, and-replacing components are the most impiortant
tasks you will probably
', pgiferm on the steering gears of Wheeled vehicles.
In order to do a thor ugh'job on the tasks listed below, refer to the procedures covered in-this lesson and to the, appropriate vehicle technical manuals
and lubrication orders.
tea.
Inspect the steering sear on some of the different.types of wheeled
vehicles in your organization. Look for oil leaks,.especia'lly,around' the
steering gear housing gaskets, covers, and-seals. Check all mounting bolts, .,
nuts, washers, and cotter keys. Check for any looseness or binding- while
turning the steering wheel'back and forth. Check the lube level in.the steering gear housiitg. Check for proper ,alinement of the steering gear shaft by
loosening the clamp on the steering column at the instr*ment panel and see
.if it shifts position.

b.' Deterrnine what type of adjustments' are used on the steering gears.
You may find some vehicles with a large rotating adjtisting device instead of
shims to adjust the *orm bearing clearance., Notice how the 'adjustments are
locked onthe.different types of vehicles.
c.

p

Check out the steering gears to see if they are working properly.
See how much play each steering wheel has in the center of its travel. Se&
if you can find the hip point in each steering gear. If possible, help an
experienced mechanic or repairman troubleshoot a defective 'steering gear
or one that is not working right.
3-29
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ZS.

/
Fr

henever possible, drive var s vehicles in your organization a
see if the ste ing systems work they should. Look for any' factor that
as Wander, shimmy, side pull, on looseness.
s
may cause bad ste
.

-

If you find
steering ars that are not working properly, notify
your supe sor of the problem.-3.

4

I
A

.

.

4

.4.

4

.

I
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Lesson Objective

After studying this lesson you will
be able to:
1.

Explain the use of the common
types o'f hydraulic system
diagrams.

2.

Interpret common symbols used
in hydraulic system diagrams.

3j.

Describe the general procedures
for troubleshooting hydraulic
systems.

4.

State the locaio f the hydraulic
steering system ompon'ents of
the 5-ton truck.

5.

Describe the procedures for
inspecting the power steering
system of the 5-ton truck.
Describe the procedures for

6.

isolating faults M. the -power

steering system of the 5-ton
truck.
4 -,l
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,

7.

Describe the procedures for
replacing a pitman arm and
drag link.

8.

Describe the procedures for
replacing a power steering
cylinder.

Text

Attached Memorandum

Materials'Required

Answer sheet and response list
.s

Suggestions

St dy all illustrations, foldouts,
a d tables as well as the printed
m teriak.

. .

FORE

Power steering is an important aid to theme fiver of a heavy wheeled vehicle.
fiver with an assist when he turns the steering
In additiono providing th
wheef,- the. hydraulically erated power piston acts as a shock absorbing r
cushion to reduce the elle, is of road shocks.

As you know, when a front wheel hits a bump or ole in the ,road it tends
to stop. or turn in another direction. The _wheel's movement is transmitted
through the linkage and the steering gear to the stee ing wheel. This
movement can be violent and can jerk the steering w el from the driver's
hands. This action is called road shock.

With power steering, however, road shock is practically eliminated. When
the front wheel hits a bump it cannot turn the steering gear much because,
in order o,do so, it must move the power cylinder piston. The front wheel
viilractually move the steering W rm or cam slightly, but when it does, it
ve.: High pressure oil then flows
also moves the hydraulic control
through the valve to the other side the piston and this will tend to stop
any further movement of the steering gear. In this manner we get a shock
absorbing action from the hydraulic piston which practically eliminates
road shock. However, if the power assist' stops working, the resistance
er piston will make it almost impossible for the driver to steer
of th
the v cle. The system will then have to be repaired immediately.

I

ATTACHED MEMORANDUM,

SECTION I. FUNDAMENTALS OF HYDRAULIC
SYSTEM MAINTENANCE

INTRODUCTION. In orderto figure out how a certain television set
works and to find out what is wrong with. it wheh it doesn't work right,, the
1.

TV repairMan must be able to read electrical diagrams. The diagrams
shovihim what each tube, resistor, etc, is supposed to do; how they are
connected in the circuit; 'and the paths that the electricity follows. To a
person with no knowledge of electrical diagramt, they are just a bunch of
funny-looking lines drawn on-a piece of paper, having no meaning. The
repairmap must learn to read-signs in diagrams just as he has to learn to
I
read printed words.
.

a. HydrauliC 'Power steeling systems, dump bodies, etc, on wheeled
vehicles are shown by hydraulic circuit diagrams just as television-sets,

radios, etc; are shown brelectrical circuit diagrams. A hydraulic circuit

diagram Is.a complete drawing of a hydraulic circuit shoWing the reservoir,
.pump,ltvalves, work cylinders or motors, and connecting lines.
b.

Accurate diagrams of hydraulic circuits are very useful to the
Mechanic. He can use them to find out what each part shoiild be doing and
where the oil should be going in eacht-operation. Without knowiiig this, it
is unlikely tliatthe mechanic will be able to find out why a hydraulic system
doesn't workcas it should.
rr.

2.

KINDS OF HYDRAUIeIC DIAGRAMS. Basically, there are four .kinds

of diagrams. They are the block, cutaway, pictorial, and grlphical
diagrams. The kind of diagram used will depend on what it is supposed to
show. The mechanic should become familiar with all four kinds so that
he can take advantage of all the information presented.
°

4."

a. The block, diagram shows the parts used in the system by blocks, with idzi
lines drawrkbetwren the blocks to show the connection between parts. The

blocks may be drawn in the general shapt-of the parts\they s, ow, but it is not
necessary. Each block is usually labeled so that you will know what part it
represents. T,he mechanic can use this'kind tof a diagram to find out what parts
the hydraulic system uses and hdw the lines -aie conn4ted.
TRAVERSING ,FEEDBACK

TRAVERSING
DIFFERENTIAL

HYDRAUUC
MOTOR

TRAVERSING
HYDRAULIC
PUMP

OVERRIDE

CONTROL
BOX

TRAVERS-

ING

TANK

MKHAN-

TURRET

'

ISM

SIGNAL
MOTORS

ELEVATING
HYDRAULIC
PUMP

ELEVATING
CYUNDER

GUNNER'S
HANDLE
ELEVATING
DIFFERENTIAL

ELEVATING FEEDBACK

b. The cutaway diagram has been used a lot in other lessons in this
subcourse. They are ideally suited for instruction since they show hoW the

parts are made on the insideasawell as show the
flow p the of fluid. By

using cdrors, shades, or
various patterns in the
lines and passages, many
different flow and pressure
conditions can be shown.
Cutawaydth.grams, however, . cost a lc of money
to, make and take a lot

longer to prepare, so
they are not used as much
as we might like.
A

V
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c. Pictorial diagrams are
made to show the actual arrangement
meat and location of the parts
contained in a hydraulic system.
The parts of the system are
drawn to look close to their
actual shape and related size.
The pictorial diagram is-most
useful to the wheeled vehicle
mechanic when he is trying to
locate the actual parts on the
vehicle.

CONVENTIONAL
STff *ING UNICAGE

d. Graphical diagrams are the "short hand" MethodOf showing hydraulic systems and are usually preferred for troubleshooting. .A graphics). diagram is made up of simple
symbols 9r figures to
show the /pumps, va es,

cylinders, lines, etc. It

is not intended to show
any detail about the construction or physical
location of the system
parts. It is used to show
functions, part connections,
and flow paths. Of 'course,
to read the diagram one
must know what each symbol means.

/

3.

SYMBOLS.

a. There are three systems of symbols. Probably the most commonly
used are the new USASI (United States of American Standards Institute)
symbols. You may see diagrams using the old ASA (American Standards
Association) or SIC (Joint Industry Conference) symbols. There are many
differences between the systems,. but if you know the new USASI systermcyou
will be able to figure out the others. The paragitaphs below describe the
USASI symbols that are most commonly shown in diagrams of hydrauliic

systems in ar,tomotive vehicles.

415.
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4I

(1) A reservoir vented to the
outside air is shown by a rectangle
missing the top side. The long closed
side of the symbol Shows' the bottom of
the reservoir. The top of the symbol
is open merely-to show that the reservoir is vented and not that it has an

-0(

VENTED'
RESERVOIR

open top.
.

(a) U the reservoir

is pressurized it -will not have ;
t vent, so then the reservoir symbol
will be closed at the tip.,

1! (PRESSURIZED
RESERVOIR

0

Lines
connected to the reser-__
voir are drawn frotn the
(b)

f

LINE

top, regardless of where

I

the actual' connections

,

4,--. ABOVE
LEVEL

are, except when the
LINES
FROM
pump depends on gravity
BELOW
LEAVED
for priming. Then' the,
LEVEUIL
suction line is drawn
from the bottom of the
symbol. If the tip of the
I
line is below-the.fluid
level, it is drawn to
.
touch the bottom of the symbol.;" Vent lines and fluid return lines that are
above the fluid level are drakvn from the top of the symbol . ..--1
without extending
inside it.

f

.

Xvery reservoir has at least two hydraulic lines. connected
'to it and some have many mire. Often the parts that are connected .to the
reservoir are spread 'Out all over the diagram. If the lines from all the
parts were drawn to one central reservoir symbol, the diagram would be
harder to follow. Therefore, a reservoir symbol is usually drawn next to
each part that is connected to it, but keep in mind that the reservoir is only
one component that is pictured more-than once.
9t

4-6
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a

;aye

'(2) A hydraulic pipe, tube,
or hose that carries the liquid is
drawn As a single line. A working
line, such as the suction and pressure, is drawn as a solid line. Pilot
or control lines are broken into
long dashes. Drain lines are broken
into short dashes. A flexible line is
drawn as an arc between two dots
and will always be a solid line regardless of its pUrpose.

WORKING UNE
t's

PILOT UNE

DRAIN UNE.
FLEXIBLE LINE

.111Mo 11111111111 Nab Ulna OMNI

01111 as /man mob ob

1446......00041
,

A

SYSTEM 1

a)- ,Lines are
drawn asz str ight as pOssible
and are crossed only when
absolutely necessary to make

SYSTEM 2

LOOP

.1.

NOT TO LOOP

diagrams easier to reach. When
lines do cross, you have to be
able to tell-if they are connected'
or not. Two. systems are used
to show that 'crossed lines are
not connected. In one system a
short lOop-isput in one of the .
lines at the point of crossing.
The second system is to simply
let the lines cross. Only one

NONCONNECTING LINES

system is 'rased in any single
diagram.

ft

Two systems are
also used to show a connection be(b)

SYSTEM 1

,/ tween crossed lines. One system

DOT

SYSTEM 2

'

NOT TO DOT

is to place a. dot at the crossing. In
the secovesNstem the dot ig omitted,
but all connected lines are shown as
tees. That is, one line is drawn to
touch another one but does not pass
straight across it.

CONNECTING LINES

1.

.*

4-7
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The basic symbol for a/44.
pump -is a circle with a black triangle
pointed 'outwar a. There are a large
number of different designs of pumps,
such at the gear, .vane, and recipro-.
rating, but since they all have the
same jol?, one symbol" is all that is .
used. The black triangle points in the
direction of flow. The pressure.,line
is drawn from the tip of the triangle.
The suction line is drawn from the
oiposite side of the pump.
(3)

4

o

.

FIXED DISPLACEMENT PUMP

it

(a) Two pump
symbols drawn inside a rec;.
tangle; mean that a double
,,pump lilted. Double4 pumps
are mounted on the same

A

shaft and_ turn together.,
Ulually they are Made' in one

housing with separate outlets.
0
DOUBLE PUMP

,

1

(b) If a pump's output

is variable:4_31mill have an arrow

drawn through it.at 45 degrees. Two
black triangles in one circle mean
that the puinp's rotation is reversible.
,.)

VARIABLE DISPLACEMENT PUMP

a

4-8
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(4) Symbols for mot4s are, circles with
black triangles, butithe triangles point in to show
that the oil is forced into the motor. One triangle
is used for a motor that will work in only one direction; two are used for a reversible motor..'
The tills of the triangles point/in the direction of
flow as it 'enters the motor.

9.

REVERSIBLE MOTOR

.

A cylinder symbol is a ,
simple ,rectangle that stands for- the
barrel and aO-shaped figure that
stands for the piston and rod. If the
cylinder is single - acting, only one
hydraulic line is drawn to the symbol.
.Also, the end of the symbol opposite
the line is left open. A double- mg
c ylinder symbol has both e
closed
and two hydraulic lines, awn to it,
one at each end.
eare no marks _---drawn in the c
der to show the
direction of-flow. This is really no
probein, t oug.h, as the rest of the
diag
symbols contain many arrows
pointing ip the- direction of liquid flow.
)

SINGLE-ACTING CYLINDER

C--4-BLE-ACTING CYLINDER

(6) The reasons for using valves
vary a grea deal, so different symbols
must be use for different types of-valves
to show thei; purpose in the hydraulic

system. A manually operated shutoff

valve with an on and off position is shown
by drawing two triangles point to point.
This symbol it-.for valves like the. cock
and gate.

0

MANUAL ON-OFF VALVE

O

0

-ti
a!

434

a

.

(7) !The symbol ior a check valve /a7

is a circle inside a V. This indicates a ball
set against a ball seat, but does not netes-*
sarily mean that the valve is made this way.

Don't mistake the V for an arroW showing the
direction,of flow. Free flow through the valve
is out of the V toward the circle.
.
4

(8)_ 'The basic symbol for the .relief
valve is a square with an arrow inside to show
the direction of flow. Usually this valve is

____helcLclosed_by_a_spring.

The_spring_is-shown

.

by drawing a zigzag line at one side. of the

square. The inlet and outlet lines are then
drawn out of line with the arrow to show that
the valve is normally closed. To show that
the valye is opened by hydraulic pressure, a
dashed pilot line is drawn from the inlet line
to the side of the square opposite the spring.

,

RELIEF VALVE
,

,

.A directional control valve mbol is .a rectangle that has a
/- section for each position a the.iralv Connecting lines are only drawn to
the section of the symbol that s
s the neutral position. Each section of
the symbol has arrows to s
flow paths when the valve-is shifted to that
L°
position. The arrows
..
o'
arrangement inside
each section is awn
RESERVOIR
to display t. functions
.
of the s cific valve
, that
e symbol repreA
_Os: The accompany-;
ing symbol shows the '
three-position sp
pe
control valire. Notice that
the neutral section of the
Nif
valve shows oil flow.fr
the pump to the reservoir
/
and left turn and right
RIGHT TURN LEFT TURN
turn passages.
.

(9)

DIRECTIONAL VALVE (THREE POSITION)

6
far

4-.10
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Now4es see liow you should go about_tr cing oil flow /4.jf
e control valve in the left turn position.: It is obvious that we can- '>-----n
ctually shift or rearrange valve. symbols that,are already drawrPonthe '--diagram. We can, however, form a.mental-picture df how the pastagewill be connected if the valve was in another poditionhesidesneutral.
-%,

throng

4
. This is
done by imagining that you
(b)

move theeft' turn section'

of the con9ol valve' symbol
-RESERVOIR

so that it covers the neutral
section. The passages. Will
then appear to be nneo e

'PUMP

Jef

to .the - limes and arrows
side' the left, tutor symbol.

$

RIGHT TURN

\

LEFT TURN

Notice that this shows oil i
from Ifie pump being directed
to one side of the power
pistons to assist in turning
left, Oil froin the opposite
side ofjhe power piston is
directed through the valve
to the reservoir. Oil flow
during the right turn is
traced by mentally placing
the right turn section of the
symbol over the neutral
section.

.

$

*?'

.(10) If you should-see a square
symbol containing a, dotted line between
opposite. corners;' it will stand for- an
oil filter. The connecting lines will be

drawn from the.corners of the symbol
sothat they are crossways, to the dotted
line.
S

FILTER OR STRAINER

0,,wonlr
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(11) An aciamulator appears \
on a diagram as an 3val and usually
'Kai figures added on the inside to
show if it has a spring or a gas
charge.

SPRING LOADED

GAS CHARGED

In the above paragraphs we have described the major graphical
yrribols. We have not tried to cover every possible symbol or the many
pos/sible variation
in e ac
a supp emen a
pamphlet.
.
4. TROUBLESHOOTING. -Hydraulic pumps, cylinders, motors, valves,
etc-I,are,precisith units. TI}eir continued smooth operation depends on
performing inapectioris often and, iroper sefyicing of the hydraulic system.
`1: is very important that they bikept clean and the oil and filters changed
at the 'times recommended i the proper technical.mazivals.
b.

.

.

a.

operation does. occur, the, cause can generally be

When improp

traced to one of the flowing causes: .'

d used in the system that is of the wrong yiscosity
(thickness)

type.

(2)

Not enough,liquid inittfe'system.

(3)

Air inihe hydraulic units or lines.

(4)

Daingged or worn parts.

(5)

Oil leaks, either-internally or externally.
00

(6) Dirt',--zwityr; sludge, rust,: metal cuttings, and other foreign,
matter in the systein.
,,,

t

.

.

--;,

,

.,17)
,:'Units and control linkage improperly adjusted.
.
(8)

Eciutpment being operated improperly.

,
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'4,10

64,4,
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.

r

4.340

b. Troubleshooters should ,use a prOcei4ial sygtem that will lead them
directly to the cause of troubles, removing as much guesswork as possible.
One such system could be called STOP, which is described as folloWs:

S - Study the hydraulic.circilit diagrams. You will find that
knowing what each part in the system is supposed to do is probably the most
vital parttof troubleshooting.
(1)

(2) T Test using all appropriate equipment- and means that are
available. You must know exactly what conditions exist in the system and
how it reacts before accurate decisions can be 'reached.

(3) 0 Organize the knowledge gained from-die circuit diagram

study and hydraulic 'system tests; then determine the cause of the trouble.

-(4) P - Perform repairi taking time to do the job well.
d. The troubleshooting section in vehicferM1-1-contains a list of
troubles (malfunctions) of thevehicle:s hydraulic systems, the probable
causes of the troubles, and the corrective repairs that should be made.
You should always use this list to aid you in troubleshooting the vehicle.
As a further aid to you, 'foldout No 2, in the back of this lesson, contains,
a list of common hydraulic system problems, their possible causes, and
corrective actions or remedies.

SECTION II. MAINTENANCE OF THE 'ROSS HP:64
POWER STVRING SYSTEM

a.' General. The steering system is comprised of a steering wheel:
hydraulic 4177-tsiad steering gear, hydraulic oil reservoir, hydraulic pump,
power steering cylinder-, control valve, relief valve, lines and fittings,
universal jointed steering shaft, and steering linkage.
1,

b. Steering wheel. The three-spoked, 18-inch, steering wheel is
mounted on the upper end of the steering shaft and is secured by z. hexnut.
The horn button is mounted in the center of the steering wheel.

c. Steering' gear assembly.' The steering gear unit is a fully integral
'steering gear incorporating a hydraulic c tzol valve, power cylinder, and
mechanical means of steering control. T eyower of the cylinder is trans -`
!tided to the steering gear output shaft by means of gear teeth on the piston
mating with teeth ou the shaft. The flow of oil from the engine-driVen pump
,is,directed to the power cylinder by means of the control valve: The valve
is concentric with the input shaft and is located on the upper end of the
steering gear.
4-13
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1.

d. Power steering pump and oil reservoir. The power steering pump
and oil reservoir are mounted on
front side of the engine: The oil
reservoir encloses the pump housing and provides a reserve supply of oil
to assure complete filling of the hydraulic system. Atmospheric pressure
in the reservoir is maintained through a vent near the filler neck of the
reservoir.. A filter is installed near intake of pump to prevent dirt or other
foreign-matter from entering the hydraulic system. The pump is driven by
a double pulley and two V-belts from the engine accessory drive. For
repair, replacement, and service notify direct support maintenance unit.

e.

Steering linkage. The steering linkage consists of a pitman arm,
drag link, steering knuckle arm, adjustable tie rod, and adjustable power
cylinder. Adjustable spring-loaded ball seats at"both ends of the drag link
engage the pitman arm ball stud and ball stud on left steering knuckle arm.
Spring-loaded ball seats at both ends of the power gcylinder en a e the ba
on e rig t steering knuckle
arm.
6.

STEERING WHEEL.

a.

Steering wheel removal.
(1)

Remove horn button assemi4y.

(2) Remove hex-nut securing steering wheel to upper end of
steering shaft.

:*;"-tr
STEERING
WHEEL

(3) Using steering
- wheel puller adapter and
puller, remove steering
wheel from steering shaft.

'014QM,:

fol3;

at

atstptiatk:
t?. 0314q,

Steering wheel removal.

4-14'
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he/
r

\
b.

S

F

ering heel installation.

(1) Position steering wheel on upper ,,endof steering shaft withsplines on end of shaft engaging splines in bore, of steering wheel hub.
Steering wheel should' be installed so thit spokei3 form a Y when viewed
from the driver's seat with the front wheels in straight-ahead position.
(2)

Install: hex-nut on steering shaft and 'torque to 55-65 ft lb.

(3)

Insfalr hbrn button assembly.

O

HORN"
BUTTON

,Tfe70(1t1584

Steering wheel.
.

STEERING COLUMN BUSHINGS.

General. There are two steering column bushings: one mounted in
a bracket on the vehicle instrument panel and the other mounted in a bracket
on the vehicle firewall.
I.

140

b.

/.33

Removal of steering columnikshingii,

(1) Remove screw, washei, and hut retaining upper steering
column bracket to engineCompartment side of firewall.
(2) Remove screw retaining upper steering column bracket to
upper steering cola nn.
.

(3) Remove screw froth clamp on steeringpfolumn bracket that is
mounted on firewall.

(4) Remove screw from clamp on steering column bracket that is
mounted on instrument panel.

c.

scar two steering

emove an

column bushings.

Installation of steering column bushings.'

(1) 'Install and position two new steering column bushings on steering column.

(2) Raise steering column and bushings into proper position in the
two steering column brackets.
STEERING COLUMN
BRACKET ,
CLAMP

J
II

UPPER STEERING
UlAN-BRACKET__

-'
5EERKG
'/'" COLUMN

BUS ING
CLAMP,

100%z*

Steering colUmn bushing removal and installation.
'4-16
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(3)

Secure each steering column bracket clamp with a screw.

43 ',I

(4) Aline'holes in upper steering columil bracket with holes in
firewall and secure with screw, washer, and nut:
(5) Install the screw retaining the upper steering column bracket
to the upper steering column.

8.

PITMAN ARM.

a.

Pitman arm removal.
.

(1)

Disconnect front end of drag link from pitman arm ball stud.

(2) Remove nut and lockwasher securing pitman arm to steering
gear shaft.

(3) Remove pitman arreusing a suitable puller.
Pitman arm installation.

b.

.(1)

With fr nt wheels straight ahead and the..steering wheel in midall the itman arm on splined portion' of steering gear shaft by
k.,
index marks n shaft and arm.

position,

ali

,,,''

.(2) Place lockwasher and nut on threaded portion of steering gear

shaft and torque nut to 475-500 ft lb.
ft

(3)

Connect front end of drag link to pitman arm ball stud.

_9._ DRAG LINK.

a.

Drag link removal.

(1) Set front wheels in straight ahead position and steering wheel
in midposition.

(2) Remove and discard cotter pins from both ends of drag link.
(3)

Disconnect dust, shield from both ends of drag link.

(4) Loosen adjustable plugs at both ends of drag link, but do not
remove plugs.

Turn steering wheel in both directions to loosen drag link ends.
Remove front end' of drag link from pitman arm ball stud and rear end of
drag link from steering knuckle arm ball stud.
4-17
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14 2

4

a

.

c

----,

ta.

Steering linkage retnoval and installation.
iN
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.

'Note: - If the adjustable plugs are removed, Make sure that plugs and
springs are kept free of dirt.
.

aks

(6) Remove and discard dust shields and felt pads from pitma
a.rm ball stud and steering lcnucld.q arm ball stud,
r

b.

Drag link installation.

Note. - Front end of, drag link assembly is the end tharhas greatest distance
between the ball stud opening and end of drag link.

(I) Install a new dust shield and new felt pad on the pitman arm
ball stud and steering knuckle arm ball stud.
(2) Place drag link on pitman arm ball stud; make sure that drag
link ball seats encircle pitman arm ball stud.

Screw front adjustable plug into front of drag link, but do not
Place drag link on steering knuckle arm ball stud; make sure
ball seats encircle knuckle arm ball stud.
(4)

(5) Screw rear adjustable plug into rear of drag link tight .onto the
ball seats and then back off until slot in adjustable plug is alined with holes
in socket. Install new cotter pin.
'
(6) Screw front adjustable plug into front of drag link tight onto
ball seats and then back off until slot in adjustable plug is alined with holes

in socket. Install cotter pin.

Turn steering wheel in both directions to make certain that
ball seats and ball studs are seated.
(7)

(8) Cognect dust shield on both ends of drag link.
(9)

c.

Lubricate drag link according to LO 9-2320-260-12.

Drag link repair parts kit installation.
Remove drag link assembly. Refer to paragraph a above.

link.

(2) Remove and discard adjustable plugs from both ends of drag' .,

4-19
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°

roBALL SEAT

RETAINER

LUBRICATION
FITTING (2)

ADJUSTABLE
PLUG

SPRING

COTTER PIN (2)

\ DRAG LINK.

FRONT OF VEHICLE

BALL SEAT

.;

SPRING

FELT PAD

RETAINER

DUST SHIELD

ADJUSTABLE

o

Drag link :exploded view.
(3) Remove and discard retainer, spring, and two ball seats from
each end of drag link.

(4) 'Install components of reair parts kit in drag link.
(5) ,Install drag link assembly. Refer to.paragraph b above.
10.. POWER STEERING CYLINDER.

a.

Power steering cylinder removal.

(1) Remove shield guard.
(2)

Remove two hoses from top of power steering tylinder.

4-20'
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,

-Note. - When removing hoses haveaauita-b e container (2-quart capacity) / 34f
.
to drain the oil._AleureiP all hoses and ports immediately to
,pkevent.dirt or foreign matter from entering power steering system.
.

liscoruiect-dust shield and felt pad. Remove cotter pin from
front of power steering cylinder.,
(3)

(4) Loosen front adjustable plug as far as possible without cornpletely removing it from power steering cylinder.

.

---

(5) Remove dust shield antlfelt_pad from socket at steering
knuckle arm.
,

(6) Remove cotter
assembly.
(7) I:

tom rear of power steering cylinder socket .
.-

A

ear-atljtititalSreparacom-

pletely rern mg from power steering cylinder.

(8) Tap power steeling cylinder at both ends toloosen ball seats
from ball stt\ds and remove pow steering cylinder from vehicle.
VOSE ASSEMBLY (2)

0.

ADJUSTABLE
PLUG
6

COTTER PIN

SOCKET

--ASSEMBLY
WITH CLAMP
ADJUSTABLE PLUG
AND COTTER PIN
(HIDDEN)

BALL STUD

STEERING
KNUCKLE
ARM

Power steering cylinder Xhow;s, and fitting's.
4-21

b.

M

Power steering cylinder travel adjustment.

Note. - The power cylinder is properly adjusted when,W1th wheels positioned straight ahead, the distance between centerlines of, the spring
shackle bolt ball stud and steering knuckle arm ball stud is 25.50
inches.
(1) LoOsen clamping nut -and bolt to release pressure on threaded
end of power steering cylinder.
(2) Turn socket assembly alunterclockwise to extend travel of
power steering cylinder.
(3)

cylinder.

Turn socket assembly clockwise to decrease travel of power

-(4)--When-tramol-oi-poi,ver-oylinder-has -bein-adjusted; tighten-tkamp
shut and bolt on threaded end of power steering cylinder. Torque to 85 ft lb.

c.

Power steering cylinder installation.
(1)

Position power steering cylinder ball seat on ball stud of spring
shatkle bolt; make sure that ball stud is encircled by'ball.seats.
Imo

tt,

(2)

Screw in adjustable plug just enough to hold ball seats on ball

(3)

Position ball seats on ball -stud of upper steering knuckle arm.

stud.

(4) -Screw adjustable plug into rear socket tight onto ball seats and
'then back off until slot in adjustable plug is alined with holes in socket.
Insert cotter pin.
Screw adjustable plug into front socket tight onto ball seats
and then back off until slot on adjustable plug is alined with hOles in socket.
(5)

Install cotter pin.

(6) Install two hoses on power steering cylinder. Be certain connections are clean and are tightened firmly.
(7)

Install shield guard.

(8)

Bleed steering system.

Start engine; then turn steering wheels in both directions to
check for proper adjustment of power steering cylinder and proper seating
of ball seats on ball studs.
4-22
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(10) Install dust shield and felt pad on both ends of power steering

cylinder,.
11. SOCKET ASSEMBLY.

a. *General. The socket as mbly wA". clamp is attached to rod end
of power steering cylinder on on end and to steering knuckle ball stud on
the °their:
Removal of socket ssembl with'clam

b.

Disconnect ust shield and felt pad from socket.
Remove cotter pin from socket.

C

Loosen adjustable plug to allow ball seats to release steering
uc

e
A.

(4) Remove socket from steering knuckle ball stu
(5) Loosen clamping nut and bolt t elease pressure on threaded
J
end of power steering cyliinder rod. Remove socket front-rod.

(6). Remove and discard dust lthield and felt pad.
.

c.

ti

Repair of socket assembly.

(1) Remove socke-. Refer to paragraph I) above.
(2) .Remove and discard adjustable-plug, two ball'seats," and spring.

,,
d.

(3)

Install a new spring, two ball seats, and adjustable plug.

(4)

Install socket on p'emef steering rod end. Refer to d below.

Installation of socket assembI1r with clamp.
(1) Thread socket on rod end of.power 'steering cylinder,.

stud.

(2)

Position mew dust shield and felt pad on steering knuckle ball,

(3)

Install socket on steering. knuckle ball stud. Refer to paragraphs

9c(3) through (5).

4-23
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Check and adjust travel of power steering cylinder as necessary. Refer to paragraph 9b.
(4)

(5)

Secure dust shield and feIrr)a-ci-on,,rsocket.

12. HYDRAULIC HOSES, TUBES, AND FITTINGS.

a. ,Description. The components of the power steering hydraulic
system are connected by a combination of tubes and flexible hoses. Inspect
flexible hoses, tubes, and fittings for damage and leaks.
WARNING:

Do not start engine after fittings are disconnected as the hose
may whip and fluid escape under pressure causing injury to
personnel. Before installing or connecting any fittings, hoses,
or tubing be certain that all openings are clean and free from
foreign matter. Failure to-use precautionary measures to

--------prev.ent-foreign-znatter-frorn-entering-power-steering-hydrauliez.----7-7system! may result in an accident, dam' aged equipment, or
injury to personnel.

POWEJI STEERING
PUMP

f

HOSE (2)

CLAMP (2)

RAME ELBOW
CONNECTORS (2)

RETURN HOSE
HOSE STRAP
SUPPORT,
Cb

4,5.7bt
$.'

SCREW, AND NUT

PRESSURE HOSE
ELBOW
A

C41

ELBOW (2)

POWER STEERING

CYLINDER

ADAPTER

f?il

STEERING

GEAR

RETURN TUBE

FRONT

'Power

ing hydraulic system, hoses, tubes, and fittingsremoval and installation.
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Mite. - Cap all open ports and hoses to prevent foreign matter from entering hydraulic steering system.

.

su,

b.

Removal of power steering pressure hose, return hose, and
related parts.
Remove steering gear shield gourd.

(1)

(2) Drain hydraulic oil from power steering piimp into suitable
container (1 gallon.minimum) by disconnecting pressure hose from elbow

on steering gear.
(3)

Loosen hbse strap dupport holding pressure hose and return

(4)

Disconnect preseure hose from power steering pump and

hose.

t
I

ernove-hos- .

.0*

Loosen hose clamps at upper and lower end of return hose.
Remove hose and hose stfaii
(5)

.

e

bisconnect return
tube from adapter on steering-gear and
c
removereturk tube.
-,..-(6)

.

A

(7) Remove elbow from top of steering gear and adapter from
bottom of steering gear.
c.

Installation of power steering pressure hose, return hose, and

related arts.
(1)

ft lb.

Install adapter in bottom of steering gear. Torque to 25-35
A

(2)

Install elbow to top of steering gear. Torque to 25-35 ft lb.

(3)

Install pressure hose, return hose, and return tube. Reverse

removal Procedure in (1) through (6) in b above.

(4) Add hydraulic oil, a's necessary, to bring level of oil
mark on oil reservoir sight gage.
(5)

full

Start engine and run at idle speed for 2 or 3 mtutes. Stop

engine and add hydraulic Oil if necessary.

4-25
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gtart epgine, run at idle speed, and turn wheels slowly from
side to side several dines-to completely bleed air out of'system. Place
wheels in straight-ahead position. Stop engine and add hydraulic oil(itneceisary) to bring level of oil to full mark.
(6')

°

d.

Removal of power steering cylinder hose assemblies. Both hoses
are removed in thefollowing.manner:
(1) Remove steering cylinder shield guivd.
Drain hydraulic oil from hoses into suitable container by
disconnecting hose from elbovi on steering cylinder.
(2)

.

Disconnect hose from frame elbow connectors and remove

(3)

hose.

(4) Remove elbow from steering cylinder.
. Installation of power steering cylinder hose assemblies. Both
s areinstalledin the following manner:

.(1)

Install elbow in steering cylinder. Torque to 25-35 ft lb.

(2)

Install one end of hose to elbow on steering cylinder and the

other end to the franSoot elbow, connector.
(3)

Install steering cylinder shield guard.

(4) Add hydraulic oil and bleed system. Refer to c(4) thiough (6)
above.

13. INSPECTION. An inspection should begin by checking the level and
condition of the steering oil and looking for evidence of leaks.

a. Inspect the hydraulic pump. Look especially for signs of leaks at
.the pump mounting gasket and between the pump and its over. Tighten the
mounting' and cover bolts if necessary.

'(1) Examine all hydraulic hoses carefully, especially the high-pressure hoses between the pump and the control valve and between the
control Nta. lve and power cylinder. 'The hoses should be secure in their
clamps and not rubbing against other parts or 'components. Unless there
is evidence of leaks, do not tighten any of the hose fittings.
.
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Check the Control valve for evidence of leaks and for loose
valve-to-steering jacket mounting bolts.
(2)

Check the power cylinder for evidence of leaks around the.
fittings, hoses, and the cylinder -to- steering' gear mounting .bolts.
(3)

If no leaks are evident in the syitem, .you can now add oil to the
reservoir if you found the oil level low when you checked it. Of course, if
you found the oil dirty oemixea with water, drain the old oil and refill it,
with clean o . While the oil is draining, clean the filter screen. The oil
used is OE ( il, engine) of the grade prescribed fdr the vehicle's engine.
The oil level in the reservoir should be maint ned at 3/4 full in order to
allow for expansion.
b.

0

c.

Continue your inspection by checking the:steering gear itself.
(1)

iba

Look for evidence of lubrication oil leaks around the gear
housing gaskets and seals.
,(2) Check the level of the lubrication oil in the steering gear
houiing by removing the filler plug in the top of the housing. If necessarrr*
fill the housing with the proper grade of gear oil (GO). This oil is much
heavier than the OE used in the hydraulic systein. It is easy, therefore,
to determine whether_the hydraulic system or the steering'gear is at fault
if a leak is discovered around the steering gear housing.

(3) Check the steering geae-to-frame bracket mounting bolts with
a wrench. Alio check the steering.column -to -dash panel bracket bolts for
:4tightness.
,

d.

Start the engine and'eheck the hydraulic system for leaks while oil '
pressute_is applied. Recall that high pressure is developed in the system
nly when a turning effort is applied on the steering wheel. So have a buddy
t rn the'steering wheel while you look for oil leaks. Don't hold the steering
agajmst the steering stoplor more than a fe.w seconds at a time because this
can 'damage the hydraulic system. It's true that the relief valve will open to
prevent the pressure from going high enough to rupture lines and units;
however; the high pressure cieates heat which can damage the system if
maximum pressure is maintained`tod long.
e.

Road test the vehicle. Check for any tendency to wander, weave
back and forth, or shimmy. Check for excessive free play, binding, and'for
pulling to the right or left. Also check the 4action of the steering' assfst
through both right and left turns. The steering effort required shouldbe so
small that you can tarn the steering wheel IALith your thumb and forefinger
while the vehicle is moving. '
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14. I PLATING FAULTS. If the road test reveals any steering faults, the'
t" is to find the cause. Common steering faults, their causes, a d
remedies were covered in'another-les-sonand, in general, will also app y
to the power steering systgm of the 5 -ton truck. Here we will only des ribe
faults hat are peculiar to the power steering system othe 5-ton truck.

a. If the steering was hard or was binding 'when turning, the trouble
could bwthe power steering gear, steering column jacket linkage, or steering lafuckle pivots. To pinpoint the trouble you will need to disconnect the
steering linkage from the steering gear. This is done at the point where
the upper draelink connects to the pitman arm.

(1)- To disconnect the drag link from the pitman arm, remove the
end.' Unscrew the drag
cotter pin and dust \shield from the upper drag
link adjusting plug as far as possible without, removing it. Turn the steering
wheel back and forth tooosen tke,ball seats orl the pitman arm ball stud.
Then lift the drag link from the pitman arm ball stud. ,

Use'a jack'andraise the front axle until both front wheels are
off the ground. Grasp one-front wheel at the front and rear and pivot the
the wheels pivot easily,
wheels back and forth on their steering.knuckies.
any hard or binding steering..ks not caused by the Steering knuckles or steering linkage.
(2)

The binding probiem
may be caused by the 'steering column
'jacket being misalined with the steer-

ir

.30

t-g

C.AP SCREW°

)

.1

ing gear. To check for this; loosen

the mounting bracket capscrews and
the clamp' bol't securing the steering
column jacket to .t,he instrument
panel.' If the coltimn is misalined
enough to cause the steering shaft to
E46897
bind, it will realine itself when the
capscrews and clamp are loosened.
Tighten the mounting acre) and
clan p; then turn the steering wheel to check for binding. if it,,Still,binds,
the trouble is. in the steering gear. If the problem was hard steering with
no binding, the cause is in the hydraulic system.

the vehicle pulled to the,right or left during the road test, it
b.
could be Caused by the same things that cause this on other vehicles, such
as unequal tire pressure or dragging,brakes. On the ,5 -ton truck, however, ,
pulling to one side can also b4 caused by the hydraulic power steering. You
can check for this in the following manner:
4-28
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Of

The drag link
be, disconnected from the pitman arm. /4117
Make sure that the steering gear is,_in.themidposition. Do this by turning
the steering wheel in one direction as far as it will. go. Then, counting the
number of turns, turn the wheel in the opposite direction as far as it will go.
Turn the wheel back just half the number of turns you
igm stop to
(1)

.

stop.

(2) Now start the engine and operate it t,,a,fast idle. Without.
touching the steering wheel, watch it to see if it 'Moves britself. If it does,
the tlOwer steering matV61. valve is not centered; that is, it does not return
to the neutral,position.' If this condition exists it can be caused by loose
control valve mounting bolts or loose calm cover bolts at the ends of'the
cam.. If tightening these bolts does not cor*ect the problem, the cause
is a defective control valve orthe valve is not adjusted properly.
c. After the cause of trouble has been corrected you must reconnect
the drag link to the pitman arm. If the repairs are beyond the organizational level of maintenance, notify your maintenance sergeant so that he can
arrange for the truck to be repaired by your support unit. When connecting
the draglink, make sure that the ball stud is properly positioned between
the ball seats and tighten the drag link adjusting plug until it bottoms.
Then back off the adjusting plug until its slot is alined with the first cotter
pin hole. Install the dust shield and a new cotter pin; then lubricate the
drag link.
d.

In order to isolate the fault in-the hydraulic, system, the repairman
from the support unit may use a pressure test gage set that is designed for
, this task. Just in case you_geCto assist on the job, here is how it is done.
The high- pressure line between the pump and control valve is
,disconnected at the control valve. A tee fitting is installed on the control
'-yalve where the line was removed. Then the high-pressure line is connected to -11e tee fitting. At the center of the tee, connect the pressure,
gageusinga hort hose that is provided in the test kit. The hydraulic
systein can no .1.,e operated andythe preisures eveloped will be shown on
the pressure gage
r
(1)

(2)

Before m kin); an pressure tests, fill the 'reservoir to the

proper level with_.0E'10

gine oil and operate the engine until the hydraulic

oil is at normal operating t mperature. Should a rapid pressure buildup
occur when theeisgine is star 4, turn the engine, off quickly. Look for
plugged lines, fittings, and oil passages before going any farther. A
plugged Or partially plugged passa e blocking flow (-nay cause pressure
'uildup that will,burst lines or cast' s.
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(3)` After the unit has reached normal operating temperature, turn
the steering wheel for a right turn with the engine running a.t 1;000 RP
Continue, turning the steering:wheel until the right turn stop is reaelied;
then hold_ it tight against the stop for just a few seconds. Thriage should
read 75,0 PSI for trucks with gasoline engines and between 850 and 1, 000
PSI for multifuel and diesel engines.

(4) To repeat this test-in the lieft.turn position, it may be necessary to have an assistant hold a piece of iron, 1/4 -inch thick, between the
front axle left turn stop. If the hydraulic power piston is allowed to travel
to the end of the cylinder on a left turn, it uncovers a port that allows the
escape of,pressure. The 1/4-inch piece of iron between the stop prevents
the piston from traveling far enough to uncover the port.
ecessary to make a
(5) If the pressure is too low it will
e relief valve and pump are
further test to tell which unit is at fault
blocking the oil flow to the relief
separate assemblies. This is d
prevent the pressure from building above
valve. Care muEite.be use
750 PSC when making the pressure test with the relief valve blocked. If
this test raises the pressure, the relief valve is defective. If the pressure
is still too low, the pump is probably defective. If replacing the pump does
not raise the pressure, the trouble will be internal leakage in the control
valve or power cylinder.

,,

If the pressUre was too high with the relief-valve corrected
properly i the system, the relief valve is at fault: On trucks with gasoline
engines the relief valve is replaced separately, but the steering pump must
be replaced on trucks with multAfterand Mack diesel engines.
(6)

SECTION III. CONCLUSION

a. Of the four basic types of hydraulic system diagrams, graphical
diagrams are usually preferred for troubleshooting purposes. The
graphical diagram is made up of simple symbols to shovi the function of
the system components: and the flow of liquid. The USASI symbol system,
m
which is the latest in use, contains a minimum
of printed words so that
they bridge language/barriers. If the mechanic does not have these symbols
memorized he "must have a complete listing of them on hand for reference
to read the diagrams.

- r-`

b,

Although hydratilic.systems vary a great deal in design, improper /sty
operation of any system can generally be traced to one of a'few colnmop
causes. The causes 'are wrong oil in the 'system, low oil level, defeciiVe
parts, leaks, fOreign substance in the system, improper,adjustments, acid
imprope; operating procedures. In order to locate the cause of trouble ,1
and to repair the vehicle' quickly, the mechanic may use a system that can
be call d STOP - S for ,bfudY, T for test,' 0 for organize, -P for perform

repairs.

c. A= yo can see from the procedures described inthis lesson,
removing a
eplacing some of the Ross HF-64 pOwer steering system

parts can be ,a. big job. For this reason, be sure that you find the cause
of a steering problem before you start replacing parts. A mechanic would
feel very foolish if he replaced the steering gear and then found out.that the
cause of hard steeling was a defective bearing in a steering knuckle. If
you are in' doubt as to what the exact cause i8, consult an experienced
repairman. He will be glad to assist.
16. PRACTICE TASKS. The appendix of this lesson contains a list of tasks
associated with power steering gear maintenance., They are representative
of the tasks you will be- reqUired to perform as a wheeled vehicle mechanic.
Perfornikra.11 the tasks listed.° Be sure you are under the supervision of an.
officer, NCO; or specialist who is qualified in the MOS when you practice
the tasks. Restudy the appropriate training Material and practice the ta,s15s
until you become profitient in each one.'
EXERCISE

66. What type of hydraulic system diagram should the mechanic_use'for
locating the oil reservoir on a irehicle?

a.
b.

Block
Cutaway

c.

Pictorial

67. Why are graphical diagrams of h
a.
b.

c.

aulic systems used?

To give a complete listing of parts
To show detailed construction Cf parts
To identify the purpose of parts

68. What hydraulic system part is often shown by symbols at severAl baCI
different points on a.diagram even though the system contains Only
one of the parts,1-

a.

Pump

b., Reservoir
c. Valle
69. Which symbol shows a hydraulic drain line?
a.
b.
c.

70. What symbol is used to show a reversible hydraulic motor?
c.

I

71. Which statement is true in regard to the
accompanying symbol of a relief valve?
a.
b.

c.

Spring pressure opens the valve
The valve is normally eclosed
Liquid 'flow is permitted in either
direction

'72. To which section of a steering control valve symbol are the connecting
lines drawn?

a.
b.

c.

Neutral
Right turn
Left turn
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. 73. What

ASY

step in troubleshooting a hydraulic system?

a.

Study

I).

Test

c.

Organize

,

'

74. How is high pressure createdin tkie hydraulic power steering system
to check it for leaks?
a.

Run the vehicle at high speeds'.

.

b. -Apply a turning effort on the steering wheel

c.

Pressurize the oil reservoir with compressed air

75. On a 5-ton truck, the control valve fox( the steering system is

a.
b.
c.

.

built into the'hYdraUlise-pump..

built into the hydraulic -cylinder.
located on the upper end of the steering gear:.

76. On what part of the 5-ton truck are the power steering' pump and oil
reservoir mounted?
Left fender well
b. ' Left front side of engine
c. Top of the power steering cylinder
as.

\

77. How many V-belts are used to drive the power steering pump?
.

a.
b.

'c:

.

1

2
3
- ,

78. How should the pitman arm on a 5-ton truck be positioned when it is
installed?

a.
b.
c.

Aline index mark_ s
Downward

Forward,

79. When removing the drag link, what action is taken With the dust shields
after removal?

a.
b.

c.

Discard
Clean and lubricate

Reverse front and rear shields
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80. The pitman arm shaft end play is controlled by the adjusting
a.

nut.

b.

shims.'

c. dplug.
.

81. During inspection of the'power steering system of the 5-ton truck,
what oil level should be indicated in the reservoir?
.4

a.

1/2 full

c.

completely full.

b.- 3/4 full
82. What should be checked if the steering gear on a 5-ton truck was
hard or binding during turning?
a.

Drag link adjustment
Front wheel alinement
c.' Steering column jacket'alinement
b.

83. What would cause the power piston to move when the drivex`is not
turning the steering wheel?
a.
,

b.

c.

Oil pressure too high
Control valve not centered
Relief valve spring weak or broken

84. Why is 'a piece of iron held between the left steering stop when pressure
testing the hydraulic steering of the 5-ton truck?
a.

To keep the system from overheating, due to excessive pressure
buildup

b.

c.

To permit pressure buildup' without opening the relief valve
To prevent oil from bypassinglhe powerscylinder piston

85.. What is required to isolate faults in the hydraulic system of the S-ton
truck poWer steering system?
a.
b.

c.

Pressure test gage
External oil pressure
M3 oil pump and gage
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APPENDIX'

9

PRACTICE TASK LIST

Practice Objective

After practicing the following tasks
you will be able to:
1.

Inspect the power steering
system of a 5-ton truck.

2.

Road test Os vehicle to check'
the operation of the steering
systerrx.

0

Practice Tasks.
.

Troubles'that can develop in power steering gears can be divided into
two major groups: ,first, the troubles that originate in the mechanical'
steering gear itself; and second, the troubles that originate in the hydraulic
system. Because the power steering gear is :expe sive.and is difficult to
replace, be sure that it can't be repaired on the v hicle 110:5sfyou condemn
it. This means tbat the unit should be thoroughlti spectti and all checks
made before- ou decide it must be replaced. .
1.

a.

nspect the power steering gear on a 5-ton truck.

(1) Look especially for oil leaks around the reservoir,' oil puni'p,
relief valve, control valve, power cylinder, and all connecting hoses and
fittings. !a
(2)

b.

Look for leaking seals and gaskets on the steering gear housing.

Check the following items on the power steering geavr:
?1)

Oil level and conciitiori.in the power steering reservoir. Add

oil if necessary.

(2) Oil.level in the. steering gear housing.
,(3) Using a wrench, check the steering gear mounting bolts and
'nuts as well as the nut ttiat secures the pitman arm to the pitman arm shift
lever.
(4)

With an assistant turning the steering wheel back and forth;
°check for looseness at the steering gear or at any point in the steering
linkage. Also look for pressure leaks.
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2.

Road test the vehicle.

I

a. Check for any tendency of the vehicle to drift to one side of the road,
wandex, or shimmy.
,

- b.
Turn the steering wheel through its entire range and note any
evidence of binding on the pa1t of the steering,gear or steering linkage.
.

c. After the road test, return the vehicle to tHe.shop and recheck
for pil leaks.
;?!

';..

r

(.

..
a

0

f"

4%,4.

OPTS

7,0
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LINES AND LINE FUNCTIONS

CYLINDER . SINGLE
ACTING

LINK, WOOKING

....,..,

LDI t, PILOT

...

CYLINDER . DOUBLE
ACTING

,

1F

e

.

otrrrawinAt.

ums, DRAIN

7LE:1

NOW DIFFERENTIAL

"

CCONNECTOR

VALVES

'

LIM FLEXIBLE

CHECK

LINES JOINING,
LINES PASEDNI

ON.OFF (MANUAL

____6,
DIRECTION OF FLOW

SHUT011171

.......:......
....

LINE TO RESERVOIR

PRIfINURE RELIEF

ABOVE FLUID LEVEL

--,

1

L.1

4

BELOW FLUID Layzi.
PRESSURE REDUCING
...

LINE TO VENTED
MANIFOLD
.

-'4
L,

FLOW CONTROL,
ADJUSTABLE -

A

PLUG OR PLUGGED
CONNECTION

.....- pq

-.,..X..
.

NON-

---/

FLOW CONTROL,

(TEMP

e

---

ADJUSTABLE
1

ESSURE
COMPENSATED)

I

RESTRICTION, V

.14.

TWO POSITION
TWO CONNECTION

PUMPS

0

ACTUATOks

MOTOR FIXED '

VIZ

Cer)

SINGLE, VARIABLE
DISPLACEMENT

MOTOR, FIXED
DISPLACEMENT
REVERINILE

.

TWO POSITION
THREE CONNECTION

MNGLE, ?FRIED
DISPLACES110%,..s.

IT

o

'

.

TWO POSITION
.
FOUR CONNECTION

.
.

THREE POSITION
FOUR CONNECTION
TWO POSITION
IN TRANSITION

11111

-`

'

DISPLACEMENT

VALVES CAPABLE or

NON - REVERSIBLE

INFINITE posmormo
(HORIZONTAL BARS
INDICATE INFINITE
PORTIONING ABILITY)

MOTOR. VARIABLE
DISPLACEMENT,
REVEREIRLE
.,,,-,,-..!...---'- -'

..

1114K1

o dout i ustration No 1. USASI Graphical Symbols.
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.
I
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i
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.
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i

.
$.

3

HEATER

1
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4

A
...;

°

4

.

.

T

.
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'
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,

.
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TABLE 1. IMPROPER OPERATION OF PUMPS.

1411.UltE OF PUM/TO DELIVER FLUID
Remedies

4

t.,4--.P"ibi Causes
Low fluid level in reservoir.

.
Oil intake pipe or inlet filter plugged.

Claus filter or otherwise remove obstruction.

Air leak in Inlet line preventing prjpiini or causing
noise and irregular action of control circuit.

Repair leaks.

Pump shaft turning too slowly tq prime itself

Check minimum speedtecommendations in
appropriate TM.

(vane type PUMPS 'WY).

4

Add recommended oil and check level ok,both bides
of tank baffle to be certain pump suction is submerged.

a

Use lighter viscosity oil. Follow appropriate TM's
recommendations for given temperature and service.

too heart tq pick up prime.

Oil

N

Shear pin

Refer to appropriate TM for replacerpent instructions.

p
or parts broken inside pump.
stew linkage broken.
4#1

Dirt in pump. I ,

;,

A

Must be reversed immediately to prevent seizure and
breakage of parts due to lack of oil.

of shaft rotation.

Dismantle'and clean pump, and flush system.

On varialdfielivery pumps, the stroke is not right.

'

Check appropriate VA for instructions.

0

.14

NO PRESSURE IN THE SYSTEM

k

ti

a

Remedies

Possible Causes

.

,

Pump

nottering oil for any of the reasons given

4

Follow remedies given above in this table.

above itis table.

Relief valve not functioning properly.
(a) Valve setting not high enough.
(b)
(c)

Valve leaking._

Spring in relle,f,die broken.

Vane or vanes stuck in rotor slots (lane typre`

Pont* 01").
Lvery infrequent).

Free recirculation of oil to tank being 11110,0
through system.

Internal leakage in control rives.

Proceed as follows:
(a) Increase pressure setting of valves (check TM
for conifer pressure).
(b) Check seat for score mark areseat.
v::
(e), Replace spring and readjust

Inspect fouwedgeoiships.
Inspect oil for excessive viscosity., ,

.

.

Must not be tightened too aghdy. Bee TM's
instructions before tightening.

,

,

N

A return line may be open due to either a directional
valve being set in the opencenter neutral pASsition or
some other valve unintentionally-open.

'

To determine location progressively, block off
various parts of circuit. When trouble is indite&

(Oak.
.

'Foldout illustration No 2 ipage 1 of 2 pages).
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TABLE 1. IMPROPER OPERATION OF PUMiSCONTINUED.
PUMP MAKING NOISE

Remedies

Possible Causes

Partiallyclogged intake line, intake filter, or

Clean out intake, strainer, or eliminate restrictions.
Be sure inlet line is completely open.

Air leaks

Pioceed as folloirs:
(a) Test by pouring oil on joints while listening
for change in sound of operation. Tighten as required.
(b), Pour oil around shaft while listening for change
in sound of operation. Follow appropriate TM's
recommendations when changing packing
(c) Check to be certain inlet and return lines are
well below oil level in reservplr. Acid oil to reservoir,
if hecessary.

.

mWetedinWmpipe.,.
(a)

At pun, intale"piping joints.

(b)

At pump shaft packineif present).

(c)

Air drawn in through inlet pipe openings.

Use hydraulic oil containing aloam depressant.

-'41114 Air bubbles in intake oil.
'Reservoir air von plugged.

Pump running too fast.

---

.
Too

,:

...
.-....

Airamut be allowed to breathe in the reservoir.
Clean'or replace breather.
.

Check recommended maximum speeds from
appropriate TM.
..

Use lower viscosity oil. Follow appropriate TM's
recommendations for given temperature and service.

on l

Coupling milalineinent.

Pump head-too loose, or a faulty head gasket.

.1:414,y !Lurk!, oil over head. Replace gasket or

Stuck pump vine (vane type pump).

Inspect for wedged chips' or sticky oil and reassemble.

Worn or bioltitn parts.

Replace.

EXTERNAL OIL LEAkAGE AROUND PUMP

Remedies ,

Possible Causes.

'Shaft packing worn.

Replace..

Head of oil on iidet pipe connection.

Sometimes necessary, but twill usually cause slight

leakage. Keep
Damaged head packing.

f.
aq

tight.

IkePisci

c

-a

t.
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TABLE 1. IMPROPER OPERATION OF PUMPSCONTINUED.
EXCESSIVE WEAR

'
Possible Causes

Remedies

Abrasive matterin the hydratille?oil being
circulated through the pump.

Install adequate filter or replace oil more often.

Viscosity of oil too low for working conditions.

pump TM's recommendations or consult
Slrelutbcation chart.

Sustained high pressure above maximum pump
rating.

Check relief or regulator valve'snaxinsum setting.

Drive misalinement or tight belt drive.

Check and correct.

Air recirculation causing chatter in system.

Remove alt from system.

BREAKAGE OF PARTS INSIDE PUMP HOUSING
Possible Causes

Remedies

Eacessive Fressure.aboreanaxinsurn-prnap-rating.----

Check,reliefor-regulator valve maximum setting.

Seizure due to lack of oil.

Check reservoir level, oil filter, and possibility of
restriction in inlet line.

Solid matter being wedged in pump.

Install filter in suction line.

Excessive tightening of head screws.

Follow pump appropriate TM's recommendations.

TABLE 2. IMPROPER OPERATION OF ACTUATING MECHANISMS.
SYSTEM INOPERATIVE
Possible Causes

Any of the reasons listed in tables.

Remedies

S.

Follow remedies given in tables.

MECHANISMS CREEP WHEN STOPPED IN INTERMEDIATE POSITION
Possible Causes

Internal leakage in actuating cylinders or
operating valves.

Remedial
Replace piston packing or replace cylinder if walls
are ;coml. Replace or repair valve.

s"..-

ICA/

,

r6

TABLE 2. IMPROPER OPERATION OF ACTUATING MECHANISMSCONTINUED.
TIMES OF OPERATION LONGER THAN SPECIFIED
Possible Causes

'

Remedies

Air in system.

Bleed the system.

Internal leak in actuating cylinder or directional
control valve.
v.

_Reply e piston packing or replace cylinder if walls
are scored. Replace or repair valve. Clean unit to
remove foreign matter, then check cam clearance.
Repair or replace.

.
If action is slsh on starting up, but somewhat
less

after operating temperatures have
inertor if action slows down after warmup
"(dependinton equipment and circuit design), it
is probable that viscosity of oil is too high.

Check TM lubrication order.
°
as

ETERNAL OIL LEAKAGE
°

Possible Causes

Remedies

Tighten, if possible, or replace gasket.
Adjust or replace seal.
ABNORMAL PACKING GLAND WEAR
Possible Causes

.

Remedies

Cylinder not securely fastened to frame, causing

Tighten. This should be clechtd periodically.

11f:saline:nem of cylinder and piston rod extension.

Check and correct.

Side load on piston rod.

Check for alinement of cylinder, "Warn pins or
ball joints.

4iadon.

TABLE 3. IMPROPER OPERATION OF ACCUMULATOR.

, PRESSURE FROM ACCUMULATOR
uLATOR DROPS SUDDENVY WHEN POSMON OF
SELECTOR VALVE IS CHANGED
Possible Cause
.

'

Internet* external leak in accumulator.

Remedy

s,.

Repair leak or replace accumulator.

WHEN PUMP IS RUNNING PRESSURE IS NORMAL, BUT WHEN PUMP IS
STOPPED NO PRESSURE IS AVAILABLE

Possible Cause

Leaking ias valve or leaking check valve in hydraulic
line.

Replace check valve or gaivalve.

t

Foldout ilrustratiohlito,2 - continued (page 2 of 2 pages).
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TABLE 3. IMPROPER OPERATION OF ACCUMULATORCONTINUED.
SLUGGISH RESPONSE FROM ACCUMULATOR

-

1

Possible Cause's

Remedies

Stoppage of oil screen in accumulator.

Dismantle accumulator and clean screen.

Gas precharge not sufficient.

Precharge according to appropriate TM's
instructions; also check for gas leaks.

Note. Be sure all internal pressure is released beforezepairs are made on accumulators.

TABLE 4. EXCESSIVE HEATING OF OIL IN SYSTEM.
HEATING CAUSED BY POWER UNIT (RESERVOIR, PUMP, RELIEF VALVE,

Possible Causes

,Remedies

Relief valve is set at a higher pressure than necessary.
Excess oil dissipatyd through increased slippage in
various puts, or through relief valve or through
directional valve.

Reset relief valve, after checking 'M for correct
pressure.

rs

Inieinial oil leakage Clue to wear in pump.

Repair or replace pump.

Viscosity of oil too high.
.

-

AND COOLERS)..

Check LO for correct oil viscosity grade to be used
at various temperatures.

Pumps assembled after overhaul may be assembled
too tightly. This reduces clearances and increases
friction.

Follow TM when rebuilding a pump.

Leaking check valves or relief valves in pomp.

Repair or replace.

Improper functioning of oil cooler, or coolant is
cut off.

.Innect cooler and see that it is clean inside and
outside and that air flow or coolant flow around
,fins is not cut off.

HEATING
BECJWSE OF CONDITIONS IN SYSTEM
<t
Possible Causes

Remedies

Restricted lines.

If lines are crim;, replace; if partially plugged for

any reason, remove obstruction.
Large pump deliveries not unloaded properly.

Make certain tItat open=c" enter valyes are neutralized
and that any pressure-relieving valves are in the correct

position. Only small pump volumes should be allowed
to remain at high pressures when running idle for long
periods of time.
Insufficient radiation.

Use artificial cooling.

Internal leas.

*

Locate leaks, then replace packing.

16 8

,

TABLE 4. EXCESSIVE HEATING OF OIL IN SYSTEMCONTINUED.
HEATING BECAUSE OF CONDITIONS IN SYSTEMCONTINUED.

,

Possible Causes

Remedies

Reservoir too small to provide adequate cooling.

Replace with larger reservoir, or install cooler.

Undersize valves or piping.

Check flow velocity through l' es and valves aad
compare with TM's recommendations. If excessive,
replace by installing larger equipment.

Note. If the systein operates continually at high operiting temperatures, consideration should be
given to the
installation of an oil cooler.
.

ti

TABLE 5. IMPROPER OPERATION OF FLUID MOTORS.
MOTOR TURNING IN WRONG DIRECTION
Possible Cause

Remedy

Conductors crossed between control valve and motor.

Check circuit to determine correct conductor
connection between control valve and motor.
s

MOTOR NOT TURNING OR NOT DEVELOPING loglikER SPEED OR TORQUE
-

,

Possible Canes'

Remedies

System overlisad 'relief valve adjustment not set
lugh enough.

Check system pressure and reset relief valve.

Relief valve sticking 'or.
Free recirculation of oil
through system.

Clean or replace relief valve and adjust.
reservoir being allowed

Directional control valve may be in open center
(siool not shifting when control is operated)
check control valve listkage.

Avt,

Mires mechanism binding because of misalinement.

Check motor shaft for alinement.

Pump not delivering enough GPM ok pressure.

Check pump GPM and pressure, repair oireplaee

Motor yoke not set at proper angle (on\adjustable
. motors).

Adjust pump yoke angle.

EXTERNAL OIL LEAKAGE FROM MOTOR
Possible Cause

Remedy

Seals leaking (May Se doe to drain notbeing
connected from motor to tank).

Check motor for 4d line (this drain line must go to
tank used on piston and vane motors).

Nom See also table I, on the improper opel-ation,of pumps.
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. Wheeled Vehicle Steering Systems

.

Lesson 5.

Maintenance of Steering Linkages

Credit Hours

Three

Lesson Objective

After studying this lesson you will be
able to:

.

1.

Explain the procedures used for,.
inspecting, testing, and adjusting
the steeringainkage cdmponents
used on wheeled vehicles.

2.

Determine the procedures to
repair the steering linkage
components.

3.

Expain the procedures for
replacing the parts of a wheeled
vehicle steering system.

.

.

v

4.

Explain the procedures used to
adjust the toe-in of the front
wIrels of a wheeled vehicle.

5.

Desc4ibe the procedures for
troubleshooting the components
of .a steering system:-

I
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Text

-Attached Memorandum
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Materials Required

Answer shee,t and response list

Suggestions

Refer to the appropriate illustration when studying this lesson.

..

4
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FOREWORD

In order to control the steeringof a wheeled vehicle, the steering gear
must be connected to the steering axle. The components that make up
this connection are known as the steering rinkage. -The steering linkage
is quite simple on vehicles- such as the 2-1/2-tozekruck with a conventional.

fr:ontaxle. The steering linkage is aittle more complex on vehicles such
as the 1/4-ton truck with individual wheel. suspension.
a

Some parts of the steering linkage require very precise adjustments
bec-cruse -they control-some of the factors affecting-the alinement of the

front wheels. Keeping such parts properly adjusted is, one of the jobs
done by a Wheeled vehicle mechanic.

/
Above all, when inspecting the steering linkage, remember how important

the linkage is to the safety of the driver and passengers of a vehicle.
.Loose arms or tie rod drag link endi could drop off and leave the driver
witlx_no steering control at all. A badly wrecked vehicle nand seriously
or fatally injured personnel could be the result, of the loss of steering

control..

I
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ATTACJ3ED MEMORANDUM

.SECTION L 1/4-TON TRUCKS
INTRiODUCTION. The steering linkage on whteled vehicles plays a very
a_

1.

I

important part in'the steering system.. The linkage connects the steering
gear, which is mounted solidly to the frame, to the steering axle, which is
constantly moving up and down. Part of the linkage connects the two wheels'
to turn them in t direction desired by the .° erator. Not only does the
steering linkage ha to e very flexible, bu
ust also be\exactly
made. This is becaus it must hold the wheels in
-tant alinement at all
times. The° linkage° must therefore be kept in proper adsk
ent to, provide
a safe steering and to prevent too much steering component an re wear.
Let's review same of the information you learned in earlier lesson bout
the construction and operation of this linkage. This will help You learn the
information presented in this lesson on linkage maintenance:
4

Steering linkages ,are basically made up of arms, rods, and levers.
The rods are often connected between the leve.rs ,and arms. The joints where
the arms, levers, and rods are connected are of the ball (socket) joint type,
The rods between the front wheels are called tie rods. They tie the, front .
a.-.

wheels together....The_ball_joints that_conne_ct_the_tie-rods-to the w-heel--stee r-

ing knuckle arms are called tie' rod ends.

,STEERING KNUCKLE

KINGPIN_
STEERING KNUCKLE

ARM

b. Some vehicles use 'a
rod called a drag link. It
L usually connetsi the steering
gear pitman arm to one front
wheel. You can see an example of a drag link in the illustration. Notice that it connects
the left front wheel to the pit. man arm, which is mounted
on the steering gear.

STEERING' SHAFT
STEERING GEAR

STEERING WHEEL
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c.

The ball joints us=ed in steering linkages' are of three general types:

16f

O

One type is assembled
and sealeeat the factory and-can only
be lubriCa.tedo_r_repladed in th
Because-it ii- not de -'
o be
(1)

repaired o

the field, it

ed the nonrepairable type.
KEY

1. Nut
2. Lockwasher
3. Clamp
4. Bolt

6. Adjustment sleeve (tie rod)
7. Tie rod end
8. Dust boot

9. Nut
5. tubrication fitting 10. Cotter pin

-

(2) ANsecon. d type can be adjusted in the field and, therefo

balled the adjustable-type. 'This type ball jpint is prese
links of malir-vehibies,

n drag,

ti

41"
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(3)

The tH'ird type can

be disassembled and repaired in
the field. You will see all three
types of steering ball joints as
you study this lesson.

--

d. The drag links are normally a fixed length, whereas the tie rod
length_is-zu-Crmally*adjustab__._le By changing the length of the tie rod, the

of the wheel *s changed. On some vehicles the tie. rod-is-moutirea
behind th G:etrter of the wheels. On other vehicles the tie rod is mounted
ont of the cent .'of the wheels.
A;

v

(1) _Some-v-ehcles use a two-piece tie rod. One tie rod connects
the-xight
to-acentet - tho dated' gte-ting arts tit IMO Mediate knuCkleand is called the right
tie rod. The other tie rod
connects the left wheel to
the center, arm and is called
the. left tie, rod. /A drag link
then connects the steering
gear pitman arm to the

center or intermediate
knuckle arm. You can see
an example of this type of
two-piece tie rod linkage
in the illustration.
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Another version of the two-piece tie rod is used on some
earlier 1/4-ton trucks. The tie rods connect the wheels to a Abell crank.
The bell crank is connected to the steering gear by a drag link and pitman
arm on the steering gear. There are various other arrangements of steering linkage using two tie rods. You will see another one of these arrangemeas in paragraphs 2 through 4 below.
(2)
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STEEZINGAUCKI.E

This review should have refreshed your memory ofsO'tneof the
steering linkage information you learned in earlier lessons. Nqw let's see
how this linkage is maintained on specific vehicles. We will start with the
inspection procedures for the 1/4-ton truck.
e.

Note. - Refer to foldout No lin the back of thii-pamphlet while studying
paragraphs 2 through 4 belo4.

INSPECTION. Before you start adjusting, repairing, or replacing parts,
you should first inspect the overall condition of the steering system. Let's
look over.the steering linkage components on the 1/4-ton truck M151 and see
what there is to inspect. On the 1/4-ton truck M151 the steering linkage con11,.the parts necessary to get steering effort from the steering sector
s a t to the front wheels. The linkage includes, the pitman arm (item 1-I),
pitman-to-idler-arm rod,assembly (item B), steering spindle arm tie rod
assemblies (item J), ,steering idler arm and bracket (itern.A), and steering
spindle arms (item K). The tie rod ends have factory assembled, nonadjustable type, spring-loaded ball sockets which compensate-far wear of the ball
studs. Grease fittings are loCated in elfh tie rod end and also wit% idler arm
.
bushings.
2.
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One of the first steps in inspectiop is to look for bent, hvoIC'en, or 17/
missing paVs. The pitman-to-idler arm rod.should be straight behireen the two points where the tie rods connect. The t'3. tie rods- normally have some
bend in them. You can compare the tie rods to see if they both have the
same, general shape. Make sure you also check all parts to see that they
are not crack c(1._.,,T-his is 'especially type of the dust boots on the tie r
ends. Replace all missing parts.
a.

b. While yod are inspecting, make sure no parts ar nose. Loose
parts could be parts that are 1Qose where they are mo ted Parts such as co
is worn excessively.
tie rod endsi.can also be loose in the ball socket i
Another place you might find,soMe looseness in the adjustment threads
in each tie rod sleeve or turn buckle. B- :ure you check the pitman arm
(item H) to see if it is lciose on the p an arm shaft. Now that we know
some of the parts in-the steerin nkage can be loose, let's see how we find
the loosehess.-1
(1) One of e first ways to locate looseness is to try to move the
steering linkage its by hand. If you cannot find any looseness this way,
ethod. In this method you have an assistant "rock" the steertry a secchi
ack_and- ,forth while you-look at all the steering linkage
_w
nen = . When using this method the vehicle should NOT .be jackedup. The
esistance of the tires on the floor or ground makes any looseness shc:(w up
when the steering wheel is turned in each direction.
_

(2) Another method of finding looseness is to jack up one wheel
at a time. Then have the assistant hold theisteering wheel tight with the
wheels straight ahead. Next, try to move the wheel to show up any looseness in the linkage. This means grasp the wheel in the front and the rear
and try to .move it like a shimmy action.

If no looseness shows up during the above inspection, look at
all of the retaining.nuts. If you see what looks like rust around the part that
binds against the metal, they are possibly loose. Tighten them up. If they
°
won't tighten.(too tight on the flireads to be turned) you may have to split
them with a chisel and replace them.
(3)

If looseness does show up during the inspection, such as a
loose tie rod end, yOu should replace the part after the inspection is finished.
If a tie rod or fie rod end is replaced, the toe -in must be checked. (See
paragraph 4 below. )
(4)

(5) A word of caution when a part is foun6d loose due to loose nitt
or bolts! 'Before you tighten the loose nuts or bolts, it is beet to examine
the condition of the loose parts and the retaining bolts and-nuts.. For example, let's say the vehicle was operated With thepitmans-rm loose on the
5-7
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pitman arm shaft splines., This can wear_the splines to-a dangerous condition./A.
If you just tighten Up the retaining nut; the pitman arm could turn or the shaft
sometime later due to the worn splines. Inspect the condition of the splines
before you tighten the nut. Ifthe splines are worn xcessively in the, pitman

arm (item'1.1), you, the wheeled vehicle mechanic, hould replace the pitman
arm. If the splines are worciu,on.th4 -pitman arm shaft, ti-Te steering gear
assembly (item G) will, have to be replaced.' This is a job for support main.
tenance personnel.

If during the inspection you find that the steering gear has
excessive-play, the steering -gear must be-adjusted or 'rePlaced. Notify
your support maintenance unit if this condition exists. You are4notauthoried to perfoitia this maintenance on this vehicle.
(6)

c. So far we have been concerned with bent, broken, missing, and
loose steering linkage pip. Undoubtedly to us, any of these'conditions
creates a dengerous steering system. Now let's look at another condition
that also mat es a dangerous steering system - binding, components or parts.
(1)

ake sure that allparts function asthey shbuld. Turn the

steering wheel om one end of its travel to the other end of its travel.
There should be o binding. Jack up both front wheels and turn them in
each direction (le and right). The should be no binding when this is

dope.

\

n
If any binding
is found in-the steering system, you should find
out just where the trouble is located. Section IV of this lesson covers various
'steering problems. ,YoU should gain some pointers' on locating binding causes
(2)

when you study this portion-Of the lesson.
d.

When inspecting the steering linkage, don't forget"to see if the part's
are properly lubricated. It is best not to lubricate the steering parts (w h
the exception of the steering gear) until you check them for loosen : This
is because the grease will temporarily tighten some loose parts. If the link"
age netds lubricating (greasing) lubricate it according to- the vehicle lubrication order (LO) AFTER you make your inspection. If parts, are binding
due to lack, of lubrication, you should check the bindirig condition after yo,u
lubricate to make sure it has been corrected. Don't forget 'to check the
Steering 'gear oil level, however, when you inspect the vehicle.
,

3.

COMPONENT REPAIR AND
LACEMENT. So far we havelearned
how to inspect the condition,of the 1/4-ton truck M151 steering linkage. Now,
let's see how the parts are r epaired or, .it -necessary, replaced.
.
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First, let's decide w!ien we should repair or replace. We norma1.673
think of the repair of,a vehicle as inspecting, straightening, adjUsting, and
. even replacing some parti., This means that if the vehicle has loose steering we rhay'repair the steering by replacing the loose parts.
a.

4.

b. The'neXt question is, '''Should we repair or replace a specific steering component or 'part?" Let's say that during an inspection you find the
right tie rod of the 1/47ton track is slightly bent. Should you straighten it or
replace it? Straightening any steering' linkage is at best a gamble! You
might be able to straighten the bent right tie rod aid safely reuse it. However, the tie rod could G.ve cracked when it was bent, or it could crack when
'aide so that it doesn't show. If you
e-cr
it-is-straightened:
install this questi&abre'tie r you are gambling with human lives. This is
a tactical vehicle and the steering mustbe able to take pretty. rough treatment. Therefore, don't straighten the part. Replace it and you have repaid
the steering linkage problem.correctly,
c., This is not saying that no repairs should be made to the 1/4-ton
truck M151 steering linkage. You may have some burred threads that can
be straightened with a tap or die.

d. If during the inspection you find a tie rod end stud loose, disconnect
the tie rod end. Look at the hole in which the stud is mounted. The hole is
normally tapered and should be perfectly round. If the vehicle is operated
for some time with the tie rod end ball stud loose, the hole may be worn
oval or egg shaped. In this case the compcinent with the oval hole must be
replaced.
(1)

If you look at the foldout in the back of the les on, you can see

thattie rod ends are used in many places. Every place tha there is a tie
rod end, there is a chance 'of a loose stud causing an oval hol

.

(2) 'For example, the right tie rod outer ep.d is connected to the
right spindle(' arm. Should the tie rod end mounting hole in the spindle arm
become Irn oval, the spindle arm must be replaced: At the same time,
the tie roa end will also probably have to be re laced due to the stud being
worn.

The pitman arm-to-idler arm rod is supported on the right-hand side
by an idler arm and bracket (item A in the foldout). This is a critical w ar 2
point inthe 1/4-ton truck steering gear. Let's take a close look at the i er
arm assembly add see how it is repaired or replaced.-.
e.
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The accompanying /7i/

(1)

illustration shows the idler arm
as it looks from underneath the
vehicle. The idler arm is the
U-,shaped part located between
its mounting bracket and the

j /A."!

-IDLER ARM ROD

,

..

idler arm rod. The idler arm

.."'1.--BOLT-

is threaded into d bushing on

..;,...

N T,

i

,

-

-
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"4,1:-.
COTTER PIN ,
Vt.P.
,44

TIE

ROD

the bracket on one end of the
t

-7;4 0

_,L.,.,,

FRAME

,

each end. The bushings are
also threaded on the outside.
The outside threads screw into

NUT

.-,;-vh,-

BRACK ET

s-' '

" ,.fk'";
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,i

ARM

AT 9774

idler arm. The bushing_on the
other end of the'idler arm
threads into the pitman arm-toidler arm rod (someti es called
the idler arm rod),
tish bushings have grease fitti gs on the

upper end and a grease seal
the lower end.
(2 )

cr

Most of the wea on the-idler arm occurs where the bushings
This is because the idler arm threads move

p,sare threaded onilhe idler ar
c-Nin and out of thetushing thre

s as the steering wheel is turned. there
outer buslAng threads and the bracket or idler

be no wear between the
ar'm rod. The bushings are tightened until they bottom in these two cempo7
nents. If the blIshings do come in tlie bracket and idler arm rod it's a good
possibility the holes are worn oval-shaped. This means all wor,n parts
MUSt be replaced.

\ should

Let's say that during an
inspection of the steering linkage
f.

""'W,..P.:

-BOLT

-NUT

you, find excesIsive play in the idler_

(arm at the bracket. You check the

bushings and find they are tight
both in the idler, arm rod and. in the'
bracket. The'hext question is
how to replace the worn parts.

RAME

RA

11151.

.41fq
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(1)

.

A KE

7.5"

part of a kit. The kit also inyc
cludes both bushings, seals, Ind
grease fittings. This means both
blshings must be removed. Itt.sa good idea to break the bushings
loose with a wrench while they

are still stp)orted. Then

ARM

BUSHING

ORD E5608,

O

The idler comes as

remove the braFket from the
frame and lower the idler arm
as far as possible.

°

Next, 'turn the bracket
and bushing clockwise off the idler
arm. This shows the idler arm has
left-hand threads. Then tarn the
idler arm clockwise and screw it
tout of the other bushing. This end
also has left-haad efir,eads.
(2)

4

0
4

to5

E39241

'

Next, you should remove ttie bushings f rom the bracket and
idlr arm rod. You will probablN have to mount the bracket in,,a vise to
remove the bushilig. Once you have removed the bushings, clean the threads
in the idler arm %d and the bracket. Inspect the conciitiodof the threads.
If the threads are stripped or,.have been cross- threaded,. replace the part.
It the thread's are serviceable you are ready to install the new.bushings.
(3)

it

(4) First, lubricate all parts with GAA. Npxt, install the two
i replacement bushings. :Then slide the neoprene grease seals over the idler
arm threads until the seals bottom on.the flange. Next, screw the idler arm
into the idler arm rod' bushing (counterclockwise) until it bottoms (becomes
t ight).- 'Then back the idler arm up (clockwise) 1 to 1-1/3 turns. This allows
the idler arm to 'swing back and forth as the steering wheel is turned.
°

3
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(5)

Next, install th; /74

bracket and bushing on the other

end of the idler arm. MakJ sure

FITTING

you first bottom the bushing on
the /idler arm and then back off
1 to 1-1/t turns. Then bolt the

SEA!

bracket to the frame. Next, you

PACKET

should see if you can tighten the
bushings any more. Then install
the grease fittVgs and lubricate

ARM

BUSHING

the ,idler arm with a GAA-filled
grease gun.

AT

(6) Now that you have finished installing the idler arm, you still
have one more task to do. You should check the toe-in of the wheels. If
the toe -in was set with the loose idler arm, it will probably be wrong now.
47 Toe -in adjustment procedures are covered in paragraph 4 of this lesson.

Another linkage component you may have to replace is a tie rocrend.
On the 1/4-ton truck M151, one worn tie rod end May be cause for an entire
steering link-to be replaced. Let's see how thits is possible.
g.

(11 Let's look at the foldout 'of the 1/4-ton truck linkage once more.
We can see that the steering linkage between the two front wheels consists
of three major links. These links 'are the left and right tie rods (called
spindle arm tie rodsIJ) in the illustration) and the pitman arm-to-idler arm
rod (B). Notice that the center link or pitman arm-to-idler arm rod is all
one piece. It serves as mounting points for the idler arm and two tie"iods.
If its one, tie rod end (ball joint) is worn, the entire rod must therefore be
replaced.

(2) The, left and right tie rods are actually made up of two tie rod
ends and a sleeve. The tie rod ends thread into the sleeve: One tie rod end
has left-hand threads and one has rightTUkN DOWNWARD
hand threads./ If the sleeve is turned in
INCREASE ROD LENGTH
urierz
TO :ACAEASE
one directiod, the tie rod assembly gets
ROD LENGTH
longer. When the sleeve is turned in the
other direction, the tie rod assembly gets
sorter. This feature is,usecrto adjust
LIPT-NANIO SUIVI
the toe-in of the front eelp as you
""
'VAN UPWARD TO
see in paragraph 4 o this lesso8. Each
NOUSE ROO LENGTH
DOWNWARD
sleeve also include two clamps. They
ROD LENGTH
.
are usedqo lock the sleeve threads to
TURN

TURN

TO DECREASE

the tie rod end threads once .the adjustment
is completed.
. .
4
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The tie rod .end stud is tapered or smaller on the outer 'end. It al
fits into a tapered hole. The stud is held in place with a retaining nut. When
the vat is tight the tapered stud is wedged very tightly in the tapered hole. In
faCt, it is so tight that when the retaining nut is removed the stud is sometimes hard to remove from the tape,red hole.
(3)

,

.

There are various
methods usedto loosen the tapered
tie. rod end Aucr. These methods
sometimes are different for each
vehicle. One approved rrtethod
for th'e 114-ton truck M151 is to
(4)

.5

--first-remove-theretaining nut.
.

Then hook a puller over the part
with the tapered hole. Turn the
puller screw against the stud and
push the stud out of the hole..
Then you are ready to remove
the tie rod end from the sleeves,
,.

.

P.

.

.

To remove the tie rod endfrom the sleeve, you must first
lobsen the tw, clamps. Then'hold the sleeve to keep it from turning and
screw out the tie rod end.
(5)

r

,

(6) When installing the replacement tie rod end, it is important
that it is screwed into the sleeve the right amount. It should be screwed in
the si.me distance that*the tie rcpd exid on the other end of the sleeve is
screwed in. Then, when the sleeve is turned to adjust the toe-in (see,paragraph 4 igelow), both tie rod 'ends will have the same amount of thread contact in the sleeve.' Otherwise, one tie rod endmay be screwed almost out
of the sleeve. You can look through the slot in the sleeve to determine the
distance each tie rod end is screwed in.
(7) Screw in the tie rod end as explained above. .Ilext, install the
tie rod end stud into the tapered holeand install and tighten the retaining
nut. Then install a cotter,pin through the stud and nut to make sure the nut
does not work loose.
I
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Once this is done, tighter , the sleeve clamp bolts for the time
being; then check the toe-:in and make adjustments, if needed, as outlined in
par*graph 4 below.
(8)

/ 7F

The 14-ton truck M151 has
many tie rod ends that can give
trouble., They can all be removed
using the above puller method. If '
this type puller is not available, ybu
can possibly loosen the Stud by striking the part with the tapeied hole with
h.

STE ERING
ARM

;

a-hammer :This-meth-Tod works well

with steering arms that are rigidly

mounted. Do not hammer on the tie
ROB
.END

A79255
1

rod end itself or you will 'damage
A third tie rod end removal'method
uses a wedge-type puller. The
wedge, is driven between'the tie rod
end and the part with the tapered

hole, such as the spindle arm. This

tool is often called a tie °rod knocker. The wedge action pulls the tapered
stud out of the tapered hole; howe4er, the tool generally damages the dust
.seal. The best,method-to remove the tie rod. end is therefore the first
method, providing that the. puller is available.
4.

FRONT-WHEEL ALINEMENT., Many adjustments are possible on the
front wheels and a.,*le of the 1/4-ton truck, M1.51, Thd wheels can be tipped

in and out 'at the. bottom for a camber adjustment. They can be tipped forward or backward for a caster adjustment. TVey'can also be removed in or
out in the rear of the wheels for a toe-in adjuslment. Most of these adjustments are made at support maintenance. Only the toe-in adjustment is made
at organizational maintenance. During this lessofi we will learn how to adjust
the toe-in. We will also learn where the caster and camber adjustments are
Alocated. Let's start with the toe-in adjustment.

a.. Before the front wheel toe-in- is checked (measured), ydu should
check the condition of some of the 'components. Let's see what components
should be checked.

For example, the to -in gage will give an incorrect reading if
a wheel is bent, so check both front wheels. Jack the ¶heel up and turnait to
see if it is straight.'
(1)

(2), While you have the wheel jacked up, check the wheel beaiingi to
make sure they are not loose. This can cause the toe-in to vary or change

as the vehicle travellong.'

5-14
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Also, while you have the wheels jacked up, inspect the condition'
of the
linkage as. covered in paragraph 2 above. Replace any loose
ynkage parts that are worn excessively as covered in paragraph 3 above.
(3)

Check the tire pressure in both freont tires. The toe-M
,willrnOt work properly wish a: half-flat tire'.
(4)

Look-for any loose parts in the front suspension. ff.any loo'sitness is found, the toe-in can lig checked and adjusted if necessary.HoNvever-,the caster and camber_should-also be-che-cketrby-stort maintenance
personnel.
(5)

t,

b.

Once.you are sure the front sus-pension, wheels, and steering
linkage are servioeable, you are ready to check the toe-in. It should-be
done in the following manner: ;

Position the vehicle
on smooth, level ground with the
front wheels pointing straight
ahead. Then install the toe-in*
gage between the front tires and
ahead of the center of the wheels.
Move the gage on. the tires until the chains just touch the ground,
as shown in the accompanying
illustration. Then slide the gage
pointer to zero.
(1)

Next, carefully
move the vehicle ahead slowly
until the gage is behind the axle
,and the chains again just touch
the ground. The pointer on the
*gage
will then indicate the
(2)

amount of toe--in of the front
wheels. The correct toe-in

iFF-r-lf-g";`7-

measurement for the 1/4-ton
truck M151 should be from 1132
to 5/32 inch. If the measurement

TOE-IN-GAGE

does not fall in this range, the
tie rods must be adjusted. '1

ORD E5S85
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(3) Letts say when the toe -kin wasimeasured.it was found to be 1/2 I/O
inch or too much toe-in. To correct the toe-in, both tie rods must be
shortened. This will pull the rear of the front wheels closer' together and
make the toe-in less. One tie rod can be shortened and do the same job.
However, the high point in the steering may be in the wrong pla/ce when you
finish. You will see how this is true later in the lesson.
.

-(4)

Here is_how you shorten--

orlengthen the tie rods. You_must
LOCKNUT

BOLT

SLEEVE

CLAMP

,

0-

first lOosen the clamp bolts and nuts
on the adjusting sleeves. Then you
must turn the sleeves. You must
remember that each sleeve 1143 left-,
hand threads in one end and righthand threads in the other end. If it
is turned in one direction the threads
will pull the tie rod ends closer together. If is turned in the other
direction the threads will push the

tie rod ends artier apart. The
RD

584

sleeve and tie rod ends therefore
actilike a turn buckle.

(5) There is a trick in turning the sleeire. The sleeve is split
from one end-to the other end. If a pipe wrench or channel-lock pliers are
used, they must be positioned on the sleeve properly. The tool should be
hooked on the sleeve so that it opens the split or...gap. This will make the

sleeve turn easily:- Notice int accompanying illustration thafthe Trench

can also be positioned on the
ve wrong so that it closes the gap. The
sleeve will then be tightened as you try to turn the sleeve.
4

SLEEVE

TIE ROD

WRENCH

I
4

'4

(6). To -adjust the toe-j.n, turn the sleeve on each tie rod an equal
amounts Then measure the toe-in again. If it is not between 1/S2 and 5/32
Chan each sleeve an equal amount and recheck the toe in. Do
forget to zei70o the gage each time it is moved tiIthe front-of-thi-Wheels. Once
the toe-in is correci,_tighteirthe-c,rrip bolts d'n each sleeve.
ti

The tie rod adjusting sleeves are also used to center the steering.
When this adjustment is made, .both sleeves are again turned an equal amount;
however, they are turned in opposite directions. Let's go over this adjustment
and see how jt's done.
c.

Drive the vehicle straight ahead attd notice the position of the
steering wheel spokes. One spoke 'should be pointed dawn. If not, the tie
t
'rods must be adjusted.
(1)

(2) Make sure you turn each tie rod an equal amount. If
turn them equally, you will change the toe-in of the front wheels.

01,

u do not

,

(3) -Let's say when you road tested the Vehicle, the lower spoke of
the steering wheel was not straight clown. It was a little to the ,right..Notice
in the illustration the instructions on how to correct this problern=-Y-ou
must shorten the leff-hand (LH) tie rod and lengthen the. right-hand (RH) tie
rod. 'If the spoke is to the left of straight down, you must lengthen the leftharid tie rod and shorten the right-hand tie rod.
/
-;

.11=e"

4

t

LENGTHEN LH. ROD TO INCREASE TOE-IN
ROD TO DECREASE TOE-IN
SHORTEN

SHORTEN LH. ROD to
DECREASE -TOE-IN

LENGTHEN R.H. ROD
TO INCREASE.T0E-IN

4

I
1/4

ADJUST BOTH RODS EQUALLY TO MAINTAIN
ORD E10106
SPOKE POSITION

It is important that the steering spo points -straight down.
pn the high point when
Otherwise, the steering worm and roller will not
the fitont wheels are pointing straight ahead. This would.allow too much
slack or play in the steering system.

A

(4)

o

/
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d. As indicated earlier in the lesson, caster and camber adjustmlints /1.2,
ere ifiade at support, maintenance. 11Just. in case you might sometime be working.at this level, we will cover the adjustment locations.
(1) The front-wheel caster is changed by tilting the lower part of
the front-suspension. If more negative caster is needed, the bottom of the
wheel is tilted to the real'. If more positive caster is needed, the bottom of
the wheel is tilted forward.

Caster is changed by
increasing or decreasing a shim pack
(2)

thickness. the shim peas are used
at two main points .on each side of

the vehicle. The shims -are located
between the lower suspension arm`
inner shaft and the front crossrriember. Notice in the accompanying
illustration that there'are three shim
packs. There are two shim packs at
one point and_one shim ack at the
other point. The two=s m pack
point is toward the front f the
vehicle (above the repair zits hand).
To change the caster, .incr alse the
shims at one point; then de rease the
shims at the other point the same

\

amount:

0) Camber is adjusted using the _same shims. If 'more positive
camber is.needed, equal' amount of shims is added at each point. If mere
negative camber is needed, equal amount of shims is removed at each point.
By changing an equaramount of shiths, the caster will not be changed..
.

(4)

When the caster\or camber of the front axle is changed, the

toe-in will also be _changed. This means the' toe-in will have to be checked

and 'probably adjusted after adjulting the caster and camber.

(5) -The location and purpose of the 'caster-camber adju'sting shims
have been explained above. This is only part of the information covering

caster and camber adjustments.
'Shciuld you eventually be assigned at support maintenance, you must learn more about these adjustments. However,
the information in this lesson should help .you-when you get to support maintenance.
,

4.

9

t

e.

This pretty well covers the 1/4-ton truck M151 steering linkage
maintenance. Now let's see what 'should be done on thei2-1/2-tonitruck
steering linkage.
1.

SECTION II. 2-1/2-TON TRUCK
5. INSPECTION. Like the 1/4:ton truck, inspection is also very impor=
tant on the 2-1/2-ton truck. The steering linkage is'not the same on the
two vehicles: Therefore, let's see what makes up the 2-1/2-tori truck
steering linkage such as used on the M35A2 cargo truck.

a.

Startingjat the steering gear, the linkage consists of the gitmarr.
army* drag link., one tie rod, and one steering arm. This steering arm
is actually part of the front axle. The tie rod connects to'the front :axle at
the steering knuckle. Let's take these parts one `by one and see how they
should be inspected.
d

.
RUIVAME I (2)

'

GROMMET
RETAINER a)

SPRING
HANGER

"U' BOLT
SADDLE

pi.

HYDRAULIC
BRAKE"

STEERING ARM

uNe`

REBOUND CUR
Jr
I!

-

dyr

pc ABSORBER

,

BRACKETdx

SPRING
SHACKLE

TURNING STOP

t
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(1) The pitrrian arm is similar to the M151 (1/4-ton truck.) pitman 4,"
arm. Inspection procedures are the same. Look for cracks in the metal.

Make sure it is tight on the pitrnarii arni'shaft. While you are this close to
the steering gear, make sure the-steering gear mounting bolts are tight.

Once you are sure the pitman arm is serviceable, inspect the

(2)

condition of-the drag link. Have some one "rock" the steering wheel
, Movethe front- wheels on the ground. There sholild be very little, if
ment in the ball sockets at either the pitmaii arm or
eerg
m aakie If
thing to do is check the
you see any movement at the bali sockets, t119..._b
adjustments: ,Adjustment of the dra 'n/c--Vered in paragraph 6 of thie
as cotter pins in both ends. The cotter
1.#1jesson. Make sure the dila
efitplugsfrom turning.
pins prey:ent the ad'

,

(3) The drag link connects the pittnan arm to a steering arm.
The steering arm is 'part of the left steering knuckle of the front axle. The
bail .joint that connects the drag ,link to-the steering arm should be inspected.
RS tapered stud is held in the steering arm by a nut whi,ch can work--loose.
Yout should also inspect the steering am n where it mounts on the steering
knuckle. It.is secured to the steering knuCkle with four studs and nuts.
Make sure these nuts are tight. A word of caution! If the nuts are found
loose, jack up both front wheels after the nuts are tightened. Then turn the
steering knuckle back said forth to make sure, it turns without a bind. If the
steering-knuckle turns with a bind, notify your support maintenance. unit.

The front wheels are tied together with one tie rod. The tie
roctisc-6imected, to each steering knuckle by a tie rod-end. Make s thorough
(4)

Inspect the tie rod,-ends
-b
inspection otthe tie rod. Make sure it is notent.
-for looseneSs in the ball socketS. Use-tlie same procedures used for the 1/4ton trucktpcheck for looseness. Make sure the tie'rocl'ends are-tight where
they mothat in the_steefing knuckles. Make sure-both cotter pins are in place
6-

--

the.tie_rod ,retaining nuts. Check the clamps o n each end of the tie rid
nuke
sleeve. Make sure the bolts are tigt... Above 'all, mt.
e surethere are no cracks or breaks in the meal parts: -.Check the dust Seals on
each tie'rodland make sure they,,arenot cracked or missing. Replace any
rin,:ssing parts. If theifijustable-Aleeve-is found loose, the toe-in must be

.

4,

checked as outlindi; par'arrapVklow.
.
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b.. -If all paitS look

opiational, turn the' steer-

.

ing wheel over its entire .
traveito check for binding. 11,."

If the drag link was adjusted= -,
during...ins
inspection. procedures.:'
;'
thid 'check can be very, irnportant. If the stetting
tu'rns easily in the, center
but binds on each side of
the center, 'you may have.;

BALL

BALL.

-

to replace some parts, This

:'":

.

'binding afttr drag link a-djustment indicates worn parts
0
in the all socket. If you
.
.
look at the accompanying .
illcstration_you Will see,-two drawings of 'bill sockets (drax Itnk joints).
Notice that the serviceaike crie -has a round ball. . The round ball can turn
easily between the ball seats when4he steering, wheel is turned. The ba4 in
the .unserviceable joint is wort] Ucessively. Itis not round. Once the drag
link is adjustt.d, the ball and seats Will be too tight when: the steering wheel
is turned away from its center position. The only cure for,this Pralem is
to replace sole parts. °Le 's find out what parts are replaped and how it's
thine. We will cover the eh iep steering linkage.
UNSERVICEABLE

SERVICEABLE

,

;lip

%

,

!.

.

--.

6. ° CQMPONENT REPAIR AND REPLACEMENT. Once yau learn how to'

,

repair the 1/4-ton trliclesteering4inkage, you should have 'little trouble with
the 2-1/2-ton truck: The steering linkage on the12-1/2-ton M34- and M35series truck'shas,less parts. There are only two tie rod ends, whereas the
1/4-tan truck has nye.,' The ,2-1/2 -ton does have the two adjustable drag rink
joints as indicated in the above paragraph. :Let's start witikthese j-oints-a,hdr.:
see first how they are adjusted,

..

b

r,

.
1
,

a.

,.'

.

4

/ .0

It is important that ti e:drag link joints are'adjusted-whin the wheels
are painting straight ahead. This is where most 'of the wear will take' place.
Mike sure the joints are lubiTCated before the adjustment is made. 'Then
follow these steps to' make the adjustrhent.
'S

Ir
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Remove the cotter pin in one end of the drag link. Then turn the ld"
adjusting. plug to the right (clockwise) until the plug bottoms. This means
until the plug stops turning in. Do not try to force the plug to make it tighter.
(1)

4:

COTTER PIN

PITMAN ARM
END OF

SPRING

DRAG UNK
SAFETY PLUG

COTTER PIN

ADJUSTING PLUG
DRAG LINK

SAFETY PLUG
SPRING

BAU. SEAT

BALL SEAT

1,4DJUSTING PLUG
STEtRING ARM

END OF DRAG IN

LUBRICATION FLYING
ORD E21668.
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(2) Once the plug bottomsturn it back until the first or second'
cotter pin hole in the tube alines with the slot in thtk plug. Do not turn back

more than 1/2 turn; than install a new cotter pin. This adjusts the ball
socket spring tension.

4

Do not adjust the ball joint on the other end of the -drag link yet.
Jack up both front wheels so thit there is no friction between the tires and the
ground. Then turn the steering wheel to: make sure there is no bind on either
side of the center point due to a worn flat ball. This was cover,ed,in'paragraph 5 above.
(3)

If there is no bind on either side of the high point,- adjust thd
ball joint on the other end df the drag link. Use the same method used on the
first joint. Once the adjustment'ismade, turn the steering,wheel and checks
again for a bind. If there is no bind the drag link is adjusted and serviceable.
(4)

t
b. Let's say once you adjusted the drag link balr pocIcet spring tension,
,1 the steering was tight on each side of the center of its travel. You disassembled
the joint on one end and found the ball flat oir each side next to the ball seats.
What should be repaired or replaced?
.

P0*-

(1) 'None of the parts should be repaired;,however, some should be'
replaced. Which parts are replaced depends on whiCh end of the dr' ag link the
flat ball is found.

.
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(2) If the -flat ball is found at t1* forward
ball socket, the pitman arm,must be replaced. If
the flat ball is found at the rear ball socket; the
ball axcl stud must be ,replaced. The ball and stud
at the rear of the drag link can be removed from
the "steering arm. Therefore, the steering arm
does not have to be replaced due to the worn ball
stud. Wgardless of which ball is worn, the ball
seats in the same ball socket should also be replaced. 9 They are pare of a kit. The it includes
_all_the inside parts of each end of the drag link as
shown in the accompanying illustration.

e
1

Mg:

2

3

4,

.Aajusting plug
2Ball seat
3Spring
4Safety plug
5Cotter pin

(

(3) Make we that when you
the drag link parts y6u lubricate
them with GAA 4grea e, automotive and artillery).

c. If the pitman arm has to be replaced, you should follow these
procedures:

(1)

First, remove-tre-

nut holding the pitman arm on
the pitman arm shaft. 'Then,

using a puller,' pull the arm of
the pitman,arm shaft.

PITMAN

ow) E2166t..1

(2) Next, remove the balYsocket parts on the pitman arm end of the
drag link. Then remove the,pitman.arm from the drag link.

,ret n,,I, /--
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Once the pitman arrp is removed, inspect the threads and
splines on the pitman arm shaft. If the threads or splines are not serviceable, the steering gear assembly must be replaced. If the pitman arm shaft
has no nicks, burs, or'other damage and is serviceable, you should prepale
to install the replacement pitman arm.
(3)

Olt SEAt

The steering gear must be positioned properly before the
pitman arm is installed. To do this, turn the steering wheel to the center
of its travel or madposition. You should remember from a previous lesion
that the midpogition is also called the high point'''. Once the steering is on
the high point, install the pitman arm. When properly installed, the pitman
arm ball should be directly bel5w the pitman arm shaft. In other words, the
arm should hang straight down.
(4)

(5Y Next, install the drag link and adjust the ball socket spring
tension as previously outlined in this lesson.
(6) The front wheels should be pointing straight ahead when the
steering is on the high poirit. If the wheels are not straight ahead the pitman
arm could be installed wrong. If the pitman arm is installed properly, check
ethe drag 'link and the pitman arm. If either is bent, the steering will not be
on high point when the wheels are straight ahead.
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As indicated earlier, the 2-1/2-ton truck uses one tie rod. 'The4137
tie
rod has two tie rod ends t one on each end of the tie rod. The center Section
of the tube type (hollow') tie rod is Threaded in each end. ,One end has lefthand threads and the other end has right-hand threads. The entire center
section of the tie rod therefore acts as a toe-in adjusting 'sleeve. It has the
same function as the short adjusting sleeve on the 1/4-ton truck M151. The
2-1/2-ton sleeve is split on each end so that the sleeve can be clamped to
the tie rod end. It is not split from end. to endlike the 1/4-ton truck/sleeve. -The tie rod or tie rod ends are replaced using theexacttsame procedures
d.

Used on the 1/4-ton truck.

e. You should now see that repair and replac(ement of the 2-1/2-ton
steering linkage are similar to the 1/4-ton truck. Next, let's see what can
be done to aline the front wheels on this truck.
7.

FRONT-WHEEL ALINEMENT. ,Alinement of the front wheels on the
2 -1'/2 -ton truck is limited to one adjustment, toe-in. Due to the front-wheel,
drive, caster arid camber are built into the axle. There is, therefore, no
adjustment made/to qaster or camber by any maintenance personnel. The
toe-in adjuitment can be made at organizational maintenance level, so let's
go,over the procedures.

a. Like the 1/4-ton truck and any other wheeled vehicle, check the
steering system condition before the toe-in is checked.
,(1) Check the wheel bearings, steering knuckles, and tie rod ends
far excessive play. If the steering knuckles are loose on the axle housing,
.notify your support maintenance unit. If the wheel bearings 'are' loose, _adjust
the bearings to remove the play. If any looseness is found in the tie rod ends,
replace the tie rod end. Don't foiget to check the tire pressure so that the
toe-in gage will work right.

If all steering parts are serviceable, you are ready to check
or measure the toe-in. Ypu can use the same type gage used On the 1/4-toin
truck to Measure the toe-in. Make sure the wheels are straight ahead before
you install the gage. Poiition it in front ofthe 'wheels and zero the gage.
(2)

Then move the gage to the rear of the wheels' and take a. reading on the gage.

The toe-in for M34- series 2-1/2-ton truckS with single rear,
wheels should be between 1/16 and 1/8 inch. The toe-in fore M35.-seiies .2-1/2ton trucks with dual wheels' should be between 1/16 and 3/16 inch: If the toein is incorrect, unlock both ends of the tie rod or adjustable sleeve at the tie
rod ends. Then turn the center section of the tie rod to lengthen or ihorten,
the tie rod; This is the same basic procedure Usect,on the '1 /4-ton truck.
(3)

70

The 2-1/2-ton truck has only one tie rod. This means
ans the tie
rod adjustme
annat be, used to center the steeringwheel. You learned in
an earlier 1 sson that the steering wheel can-be mounted in many positions.
This featur is used to center the steering wheel on the 2-1/2-ton truck.
(4)

If a toe-in gage is not available, you can measure the toe-in by
using anotlier method. This method is sometimes even more accurate than
the first method:, Let's see how it's done.
b.

-

,

Jack up the front wheels, one at a time, until they elear'the
floor or -ground." Hold a pencil against the center of the tire tread. Make
sure the,pencil does riot m ve to either side, and then turn the wheel by hand.
11)

Continue tyfrning the wheel until the pencil line"is made around
the-entire tire. If the pencil-is held as it should be, the lines.wzill meet when
the wheel is turned compietely around. Make Sure you mark or scribe both
(2)

tires in this 'banner.
(3)

Next, make sure the wheels are pointing straight ahead.and then

release and remby.e_th.e_jack.

(4) Now all that has to be
done is to measure the distance between the pencil lines with a tape
measure. Start at the front of the
wheels and measure the distance
(F in the accompanying illustration)..
The measurement should be taken
about halfway up the tire or on a
ors.
line with the housing axle.
(5) Then move to the rear of the wheels and measure the pencil
lines (E in the illustration above).. Make sure the measurement is taken at
the same height (on a line nth the axle housing). This measurement at
the rear of the wheels should be IRE) to 1/8 inch greater than the front
measurement for M34-series 2-1/2-ton trucks. It-should be between 1/16
to 3/16 inch'greater for M35-series 2-112-ton trucks.

.(6) For example, let's say you are checking the toe-in.on a Z71/2-

ton truck M35A2. This is one of the M35-seties trucks. The measurement

taken in front of the wheels is found to be 7Z inches. This means the measurement taken at the rear of the wheels should be between 72-1/1'6 inches
and 72-3/16 inches. For this example, we will say the pencil lineS at the
rear of the 'wheels were:72 .:1/8 inches apart. The front wheels, therefore,
have' 2-1/8"minus 72 or 1/8 inch toe-in. According to the toe -inn specifica=

tions (1/16 to 3/16 inch), this toe-in is satisfactory.
5 -26
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This 'method of measuring toe-in is more accurate than the first
method if a wheel is bent. This isPbecaiise the pencil line you make is straight
t,
even if the wheel is bent.
(7)

(8) If you have trouble seeing the pencil line on some tires, there.
is a way to help this problem. 'Hold white chalk against the same area on
the tire. Turn the wheel by hand and whiten this area of the tire. Then hold
the pencil in the same area and make the pencil line. It will be easy to see
using this method.
-

This lait methodof measuring toe-in can be used on many heeled
vehicles. To get the most accurate measurement, the lines should a ay,
be measured at about half the height of the tires. This point, as indicated
above, is on a line with the axle housing or cen,ter of the wheel hub.
d.

The 2-1/2-ton trucks have quite a bit more working clearance under
the vehicle than the 1/4-ton trucks. This additional room helps when you are
inspecting, repairing, adjusting or replacing steering linkage components. '
SECTION III. 5-TON TRUCKS
f

8.

GENER.AL.. Sdme of the 5--ton truck steering linkage is similar to the
steering links e used on the 2--1 /2-ton truck. Therefore, only the difference

will be covered in this part of the lesson. Let's first take a look at the 5-ton
linkage and see how itdiffers.
.

a.

The steering gear Ob. the 5-ton truck is.moitinted on the left frame
rail, just like the,2-1 /2 -ton. The 5-ton truck steering.gedr, however, is
mounted farther back On the frame rail. Due to this mounting location, more
linkage is needed to connect the steering gear to the front,wheels:
b.

The major difference in the
5-ton and 2-1/2-ton truck steering
linkage is the drag links. xf you look
at the accompanying illustration you
can,see how the drag links look.
Notice that there are two drag links an upper. one and a lower one. The
upper drag link connects the steering '
gear pitman arm to the rejay.lever..
The relay lever. has two ball-type
connections. The upper drag link connects to the upper ball. One end of the
*: lower drag link connects to the lowe,

UPPER DRAG LINK

PITMAN -ARM SHAFT

RELAY*LEVIRi
BRACKETt,

-'

4

NUT "j;

if

?OMAN `ARR4404r

LOCKWAST4FtZtri

Z.-

RE

Y'LEVER

JUST SHIELD

(4 RECXD);'

,

ballon the relay'leve. The other

LOWER DRAG LINK
ORO:F.43228

end of the lower drag link"donneCts to

the steering arm on the axle.

.
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The steering gear on'the 5-ton truck is poser assisted. You learned 194,
in an earlier lesson that it is called ittlwer steering. The power steering unit
. has a pitman arm like the mechanicarsteering gear. When the front wheels
are straight ahead, the pitman arm' points about straight up. If you look at
the illustration in the above paragraph you ctin see how the upper drag link is
angled. This is necessary to connect to the top-mounted pitman arm.
c.

d. The rest of the steering-linkage is basically the same as the 2-1/2 ton truck steering linkage. The tie rod ends, however, are different. On the
5-ton truck the tie rod ends can be disassembled and separate parts replaced,

e.

We have just learned how,to maintain the 2-1 /2-ton,truck steering.
linkage. Now let's learn the maintenance procedures on the 5-ton truck
steering linkage parts that are different than the 2 -t/2 -ton linkage. Let's
start witli inspection procedures.
9. INSPECTIQN. Make a visual inspection of all steering linkage part.
Make sure none of the.parts are missing, bent, or broken. Use the same

inspeCtion procedures used On\the 1/4-ton and 2-.11 /2-ton truck steering

linkages. Make sure you also check for oose mounting bolts on the power
steering unit and the relay lever bracket.
(
-

10. COMPONENT REPAIR AND REPLACEMENT, Let's learn how to repair
or replace any parts that differ from the 2 -1 /2 -ton truck.. We will start wi
the pitman arm.,
a. The 5-ton truck pitrrian arm has ttie same job and is mounted basically
the same as the 2-1/2-ton truck: The main difference, is that it is,mounted
pointing up rather than pointing down like the 2-1/27ton truck;
.

There is no repair to the pitman arra; however, it can be replaced.
The-upper drag link is conne-cted'to the pitman arrri ball with an adjustable ball
socket. It is removed following the procedures used .on the
/2-ton truck
(1)

drag, link.
(L) The liftman arras is also removed -from the pitman art? shaft in
the same manner as used on the 2-1/2-ton truck arm. ,Make ,sure the puller
is attached properly before the puller screw is tightened.
,

Like the 2-1/2t-ton truck, the steering must be positioned right
before the pitman arm is installed.' The steering wheel must be in the center
of its travel. The front wheels must also be- straight ahead if the drag link is
already attached to the pitman arm as outlined in the following paragraph.
(3)

A
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-(4)

t

1-`9&.
connecthe replacement pitman arm to the rear end-Of

the upper drag link. The ,adjUstment on the ball socket is slightly 'different
than tjle 2-112-ton truck. Tighten the adjusting plug until it stops.. Then
back it up until the slots, aline with the first cotter pin hole in 'the tube.
Make sure you install a nev, cotter pin.

(5) Next, with the front wheels still straight ahead and the steering
wheel centered, install the pitman arm,on the pitman arm shaft. It should
ti upward when the front wheels, are straight ahead. Make sure you
be poinng
tighten the nut securely..

b.

The drag links are both removed and installed in the same manner.
There id one precaution-. The drag links can be installed with either encrto
the front of the truck. One way is right and cute way is wrong. If you look
at the drag links you will find that the ball stud opening on one end is farther
from the end of that drag link end. Both ball stud holes are therefore not
equal distances frqm the draglink ends.

(1), To install the upper drag link properly, the end with-the ball
stud hole closer to it connects to the relay lever. The end with the ball
stud hole farther from the end connects to the pitman arm.
e

(2) To install the lower drag link properl3k,. the end with the ball
.

.

stud closer to it connects to the steering arm on thetfront axle. The end with
the 1pll stud hole farther from it connects to the relay lever. You can see
_an example of the difference in location of ball stud holes in the accompanying

it
Upper.Drag Link.

Pitman Arm End

4

401
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The relay lever Was not included in the 2-1/2-ton steering :fikage,
so let's sake a look at it.
d.

The relay lever.and
bracket are mounted on the frame
forward of the steering gear. This
is about the same location as the
,steering gear on the 2-1/2-ton truck.
The relay lever is mounted on a pin.
The lever has bushings and sealp
pressedinto e ch side of the lever.
The. bushing act as bearings between
the lever an the pin. If the bushings
become wbrn, the lever will tendto
twist in the bracket as the steering
wheel is turned back and forth. Worn
-bgshings mean the cover must,be
replaced.

:

(1)

BUSHING, RELAY LEVER

ti
--LEVER ; RELAY

SEAL, GREASE

O.RD E46937.

411

.

(2) To replace the lever, discoqnect both drag links at the relay
.lever ball studs. Then remove the lubrication (grease) fitting from the end

of the -pin.
114

Next, thread.a 3/8-inch National fine (NF) thread capscrew
the grease fitting hole threads FINGER TIGHT. Do not tighten with a wrench
or The threads will be damaged!
Then remove the tie bolt and
Pin
Capscrew
nut that clamp the bracket to
thd pine Hold the relay lever
z4131"
0
and pulrthe pirifrom the bracket
Groove
by pulling on the capscrew.
(3)

4

\:(

(4) Inspect the
pin. If it is worn where
the bushings ride, replace
the pin.

A

(N1

se
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1/4

lg1/45Before the relay lever is replaced, lubricate the bushings and
seals with GAA (grease, automotive and artillery). Then hold the-relay
lever in place in the bracket and install the pin. When installing the pig,'
maft. sure that the groove across the pin is on the bbttom. When the
pin is
properly in place, the tie bolt will fit in'the grdove.
.

(5)

.-

Once the pin is in'place, install thedtie
antinut. Then
install the upper drag li on the upper ball stud.' Install the lower drag link
on the loWer ball stud, djust the ball socket as outlined earlier in this
lesson.
(6)

a

..
'(7) Remove the temporarily installed' puller capscrew and install

t

'

die grease fitting. Lubricate the pin and bushings with GAA.
.

,

..

..

e.

The tie rod en on, the 5-ton truck can be repaired. This is not
possible
on the 1/4-ton o 2-k/2-tv.tru'cks. The 5-ton truck tie rod ends
.
are normally only replaced at oranizational maintenance' and repaired at a .
support maintenance shop. Just in case you are assigned, at a 'support maintenance shop sometime, let's see what the in4side of the tie rod yid loOkS
like.
I

(1) You can see an exploded view of.the 5-ton truck`tie rod end in
the accompanying illustration. Notice that,the stud (G) rides in a bearing (F).
The stud is held tight in the bearing by a spring (C) and spiiiig seat (D).* ,The
tie rod end inner parts are held in place by a snapring (A) and end
plug (B).
KEY
ITEM
A
Ring, snap, end plug

,B
"C

D

E
F
G
H

Plug, end
Spring, compression
Seat, spring
Washer, felt
Bearing, end stud
Stud, end

K

.KEY
K

End, tie rod

a

M
N
Q

R
S
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Spring, comprosion, tapered
Pin, cotter
Screw, cap

Tube, tie rod

T

Washer, lock

V

FR Ong, lubricating

U

1

ITEM

Pin, end stud bearing
Washer, plain
Seal, shield
Shield, stud

Nut hex

/.

The parts needed for this tie rod e come in-a repair kit. If /9,g,
you are-eventually assigned at support rriaintenanc , you may be required to
repair a tie rod end.
(2)

,

7

While assigned at organizational mainten nce leveryou'will
.eepla.ce the entire tie rod end, you 'should notice the o bolts (capsorews,,
R) in the illustration on page 29. They are used to'clam the tie rod end onto
the tie rod. If you remember the 1/4-ton truck tie rod, t e tie rod sleeve
clamped onto the tie rod erid. Keeping this in mind, eplac ment of die tie
Prod end is otherwise the same as the 1 /4 -ton truck. Once a e rod end is
replaced, the toe-in must be measured anyl adjusted, if neces,$ ry.1 Toe-in
is covered in the following paragraph.
(3)

1

11. FRONT WHEEL ALINEMENT. Due to the construction of the 5-ton(truck
front axle, toe=:inis the only alinement that can be,adjusted. This, you
let.rned, was also true with the2-1/2-ton truck. Toe-in adjustment'is made
using either of the same methods used on the 2-1/12-ton truck. When adjusted
correctly, the 5-ton truck front wheels should be toed-in between 1/16 and 3/16
inch. Like the 2-1/2-ton truck, .the,tie rod is turned to make the adjustment.
SECTION IV. TROUBLESHOOTING STEERINGtSYSTEMS
AP"

12: GENERAL. During this subcourse you have learned how both mechanical
and power steerings wbrk. You have also learned how to maintain the steering,linkage and how to maintain sortie steering gears. Steering systems, like
other rnehanical systems, can develop some.prot)lertf's or troubles. As a
wheeled iehicle mechanic you will be working with some of these troubles.
You must first find what-is causing the trouble. Then you adjust, repair,
repiace, or do whatever it takes to correct the trouble. This maintenance
action, as you have already learned, is called troubleshooting.. In an
earlier-lesson you learned of some unwanted steering factors that affected
steering. Let's see how some of those factors affect the entire mechanical.
steering syitems o f wheeled vIhicles.
13. HARD STEERING. Let's say that during a roaft test of a 2-1/2-ton truck,
you find it'hard tb steer. The steering wheel is hard- to turn or seems to
bind.
a. "'The first step in, locating this trouble is a visual inspection. Make
sure all parts are in place. Make sure the steering linkage is not bent. Make
sure the .tire presiure is npt low.
b. Don't overlook the possibility of the lack of lubricatioN Check the
lubricant level in the steering gear and the froni axle. Lubricat all steering linkage,points to include the steering knuckles.> Then try the steering
to see if the lubrication helped it. Ariother cause of hard or binding steering

4 5-32
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is a rnisa4ned steering housing and -acket. A good way toinspect.for this /97
stindition is to loosen the tnounting

the steering assembly to aline itself.

'Its acrd then retighten them. This allows

r.

If the trouble still exists';.the next best step is to'find outlf it is in
the steering gear or the linkage and steering knuckles (pivots). On the 2-1/2 ton and 5-ton trucks, .this can be done-by first disconnecting the steering gear
from the drag link at the, pitman arm. On the 1/4-ton'truck, disconnect it 'at
r between the pitMan arm and the idler arm.
the pitman'arrn and the rod
(c.

.

.

'1/4

(1)

Next, turn the steering wheel. to see if it stiir turns hard. If it
does, the trouble is some place in the steering gear, ft can't be in the linkage
or steering knuckled (pivots)bdcause they are disconneIP cted,. O'
At'
1k

(2) Itt's say that on a 2-1/2-ton truck the ,steering wheel turned
ar
free with the linkage 'disconnected. The trouble must be somewhere
in the
linkage or steering knuckles. Do not start removing parts 'yetti. Find out
where the trouble-lies:
.
,

.

.

4
a

(3) 'Make sure the-rear end of,the
'ink is free on the steering
'arm ball.- If it is,odisconnect one tie rod end. Them jack up both front
wheels. Try-turning each wheel back and forth as it wild move when, the
steering wheel is turned. If one wheel turns or swings hard, the steering .
knuckle is. probably binding. This is ajobtfor your support maintenance

) unit.

.%r

If both steering knuckles are free, check the tie rodinds to.:
. make sure the ball studs can be tur
in their sockets.
4

(4)

4

d.

By using-this step-by-step Method to check for the hard.:steeriag,
you will'not do more 4eork than is necessary to locate the trouble. Ifthe,
trouble is'in.the steering gear-,%;it can possibly be adjusted to correct the'

trouble. Yoare authorized to adjust the 2-l/2-ton truck steering gear at
'organizational level. If adjustment does not Ielp, the steering must -b)e
replaced,.

14. TRUCK PULLS TO ONE SIDE. Let's say-a operator complains that
his 1/4-ton truck M151ts pulling to the right. T ere'are many possible
causes for-this.problem. Some cause§ can be corrected easily.. Others
causes require a rot bf work. The mechanic generally starts with the
more probable causes first: This is especially true if the more probable
catise is easy to correct. For exam/pie, a bent frame or frame/body combination (M151) can make a vehicle punt.) one side. A low tire can also
make a-vehicle pull to one side. There is little doubt that the mechanic
would firbt look for a low tire. 'Let's go over some of the possible causes
aud corrective actions for this trouble - pulling to one side.
5-33
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a. Have you ever experienced a tire slowly going flat while you are
d'riving alone? In fact, the reason you suspected you had a low tire is that
the vehicle started pulling to one side. Check the tire presspre of all the
tires on a vehicle that pulls to one side. Make surge the vehicle is loaded
correctly. This can also cause the vehicle to pull in one direction.
,
'114

I,/

b.

Check for loose or missing parts. On the 1/4-ton truck M151 the
shims could have fallen out of the'front suspension. If you find this condition,
notify your support maintenance unit. When the shims fall out, the front end
or wheel alinement can change enough to cause the vehicle to Bull to one side.

(1) Any parts in a front axle that shift or move can cause this pulling

condition. For example:' on a 2-1/2-Ion truck, if the front axle U-bolts come

loose, the axle can shear off the sprikg center bolt head. This allows the
axle to slide, generally to the rear. fl the spring is not mounted properly
--7. the axle, the vehicle will generally pull to one side.

on
-11

(2) Sometimes if parts are roose, the vehicle will pull first to one
side and then to the other side. This condition is generally referred to as
erratic steering or loose steering rather than pulling to one side.

c. If a vehicle pulls to one side, don't forget about lubrication. If the
*-'''-'-steering parts are binding due to lack of lubrication, the front wheels may
hang ttp pointing to one side of the center. This would have a pulling effect
on the vehicle.
d.

Don't forget to look for bent parts or parts that are adjusted too

tigh \ his will also cause a pulling condition. Bent parts include the entire
font axle housing.

e. Dragging brakes or binding wheel bearings can also cause a vehicle
t-cpuit to one side. You can jack up one wheel- at a time to check for this
trouble.
.

15. ERRA4`STEERfNG. Earlier in this subcourse you learned that steer-

ing could develop a number of troubles. For example, it could work as it
should on smooth, level road; however, when the road is banked to the right
the vehicle pulls to the right. Where the road banks to the left, the vehicle
pulls to the left. When these condition's exist, we-say the steering is erratic.
If something is erratic it does not continue to do'the same thing. It doeg
first one thing and then another'.
a. Erratic steering can be due to loose parts. The loose parts prevent
the operator from ha ng full control at all times. For this reason loose
steering and erratic teering often have the same `-c-aus.es.
A
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Another cause for erratic steering is incorrect front -wheel aline-/97

ment. This is especially tette, on the I/4-ton truck with adjustable caster
and camller. If IlOti-iingkelse can be found causing the erratic steering
notify your suppOrt maintenance unit Of the trouble. They are authorized
to check and adjust the front-wheel alinement.

c. If thq vehicle is loaded, make sure that the load is not moving about.
This will cause a very definite erratic steering condition.
d. Erratic steering is sometimes' referred to as wandering, because
the symptoms are basically the same for both problems.

.

.
16. SHIMMY. This is one of.the most common proble'rns found in wheeled
vehicle steering systems. It is generallycaused by a bent wheel or something about the wheel and tire that is not in balance. If the bent or but of
baianceO'ondition is not bad, no khimniy is generally noticeable on the
steering Wheel.. However, if any steering parts are loose, aThlighf shimmy
dan cause' a serious steering problem. The loose parts alloy; the shimmy
to become worse, As a wheeled vehicle mechanic, you can often stop most
shim4ny by,repairing, adjusting, or replacing loose parts'.

'

-

4

a.

Shimmy can also become worse if the front-end alinement is not
correct., This; we have learned, with the exception of toe-in, is a job for
support maintenance personnel.
:tar>

b. Shimmy can allso be quite noticeable It the shock absorbers are
worn or weak. Shock absorbers can be replaced by organizational mainte-

ance personnel.

'Ow

o,

7.

c.

Another cause of noticeable shimmy is tires that are worn uneven.
. This is, especially true if the tires are cupped out. The only cure for a
cupped-out tire is to replace it./
4

cl

When you acre looking for loose parets, don't fcrrget to include the
wheel bearings. You will have td-j'ack up each wheel arid check the adjust rhent to see if the wheel bearings are loose or tight.

17. LOOSE STEERING. *When there is excessive play in the steering wheel,
the vehicle is said to haire.,looSe%pteering., Loose steering causes the .

operator to continuously fight the steering wheel._

0,

.1 the steering system
.Too much play.3.4

a.
can b.e traced to many parts.
A good w.;ay,to localize the trouble is to first turn the steering wheel to the
Midposition or high roint. Then have someone rock the steering wheel, back
and forth. The steering wheel movement should be just the distance of the
free plat. or untf resistance is felt in each direction. Look at the linkage,
starting aethe pitman arm shaft. If he pitman arm shaft does not move
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When the steering wheel is turned, the excessive play is in the steering gear.
If the pitman arm shaft moves,. follow this' linkage until you find where the
excessive play. Is located..
..

z.

.

Don't forget to look for loose mounting bolts. This includes the
front axle-to-spring U-bolts and the 'Spring' hanger bolts or rivets. Remember
i
any loose component's can cause loose steering.
b.

N.,

,

.

You should remember that a loose steering gear assembly can cause
a vehicle to oversteer. The vehicle turns shorter than the operator wants it
to turn. This unwanted steering factor is called dr,ive.
c.

.

V-

d. In reviewing the various troubles you will be troubleshooting, one
thing is evident: many of the troubles or unwanted factors can have the' same
cause. Do not start, repairing or replacing parts until you are sure where
all the trouble lies.. Sometimes yob. will-find that one loosb part is causing
more than one trouble. !Other times youlzpay find you have to repair or
replace'rriore.thati one part to correct one trouble or problem.
,

-SECTION V. CONCLUSION

.18. SUMMARY. Steering linkages don't really have too many parts, but they
are mighty important bneb. Probablys. good inspection is one of the most
important maintenance actions yOu can perform on these parts. As a wheeled
vehicle mechanic, you are authorized to repair or replace most wheeled vehicle
linkage parts. During this lesson you have learned the procedures for in- .
specting, adjusting, and repairing the steering linkage of r/4-ton, 2 -1/2ton, and 5-ton trucks. These linkages are representative of steering linkages
on most wheeled vehicles. You alsci_learned of some of the problems found
in wheeled vehicle steering.linkages. Armed with the information gained in
this lesson, you should have little, trouble troubleshooting steering systems,
to include power steering linkage.'
,

19. PRACTICE TASKS. The, appendix of this lesson contains a list of tasks
associated ,with steering linkage maintenance. They are representative of
the tasks you will be required to perform as a whealed_xeicle mechanic.
." Perform all the tasks listed. Be sure you are under .the supervisio'n of
art officer,,NCO, or specialist who is qUalified in the MOS when you practice the tasks-. If you find you are having difficulty in certain. tasks,
restudy the appropriate training material and practice the task§ until you
become prdficient,,in each one.

.
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EXERCISE
7

Note. - Questions 86 through 93 apply to the 1/4-ton truck M151.
86. Which maintenance step should be performed first onwehe steering linkage?
a.
b.
).c.

Inspection of thi entire steering system
Repair or replacement of all, defective arts
AdjuStment of e front wheel toe-in Wir
.

g"

87. Which statement is true in reference to inspecting the steering linkage?
a.
b.

c.

Lubricate all steering components before an inspection is made
A good Method to find looseness is to jack up both frdnt wheels and
tires, and then rock the steering wheel
If the steering gear isfc4nd to hive too much slack, support main,..
tenance should be notified -.

88. Wht action should a wheeled vehicle mechanic take if he finds a bent
tie rod on the left side?
a.
b.

.c.

Notify, direct support
Straighten out the bend
Replace the bent part

Akskwe

89. Which steering linkage condition can cause the right end of the pitman
arm-to-idler arm rod to move up and dowh excessively?
a.
b.
c.

Worn idler arm bracket bushing
Loose right spindle arm
Stripped pitman arm spline

90. What is used to retain the idler arm bushing in the pitman ar
arm rod?
a.

Threads

b.

Sn'apring

c.

Coil spring
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91.

.

What must be replaced if the tie rod end that connects to the pitman arm
is worn excessively
ao2
. in the ball socket?

Pit n arm -to .idler arm rod
Left t e rod assembly
c. 4.-Pitma arm assembly
a.

b..

92.

How far should-a replacement tie rod end be threaded into the adjustment
sleeve?
a. Until it bottoms against, the opposite tie rod end
b. 'Equal distance of opposite tie rod end
c. Use up all threads on the replacement tie rod end

You have just adjusted the toe-in on a 1/4-ton truck to the correct
specifications. After driving the vehicle, forward a few feet, you again
check the toe -in and find it to be wrong. ,Which condition can cause
this problem?

93.

a ti

a.
b.
c.

Bent tie.rod
Loose wheel bearings
Worn steering roller

Note. - Questions 94 throligh 98 apply to the 2-1/2-ton truck M35A2.
It/
94. The drag link ball' sockets are adjusted properly
when

.

the adjusting plug

is turned until it-bottoms and then

a.

torqued `to 30 - 35 kb-ft.

b.

turned back one full turn.
,
turned back to the first or second cotter pin hole.

c-.
fOn

, ,

.;`-'- ,

,.

-

,

00,

5; llow,can a worn drag link ball be detected once the ball socket is
a:djusted?

;

4

a.
b.

'c.
96.

\,

,

;
Sting wheel is hardt to turn-on
each side of high point

Ball socket is too loose when front wheels are not pointing
straight ahead
Steering.wheel turns too hard when the high point is crossed

In which direction does a properly installed pitman arm point when the
steering gear is in the midposition?
a.
b.

Downward
Upward

.

'c. Forward
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97. Which is the correct method to change the amount of toe-in?
r>

a.

Disconnect and turn °tie

nod end in the tie rod

Turn the entire center section of the .tie rod.
c. Remove the tie rod temporarily and turn each tie,' rod end in
the same direction an equal amount
.;
.

98.

Measuring between two pencil lines will provide a more accurate tOe-in
measurement than when using a toe-in gage if the vehicle his
fa.

b.

c.

loose Wheel bearings.
bent wheels.
worn' tie rod ends.

,

Note. - Questions 99 through 102 apply to the' 5-ton truck.
99. When assembling the steering linkage, the rear end of the lov;er drag
link connects to the ball stud on the
.

a.
b.
`c.

I

Jr'

100. Which statement, is true in reference to the maintenance-of steering
gear components?
a.
b.

/.

i

relay lever,
pitman arm.
steering arm'.

c.
w,.

,4

't

>

lime relay arm ball studs Can be replaced without replacing the

entire relay lever- 4
!,
The; upper drat link is positioned properly *hen the end with the
closer ball' stud hole'ils connected to the relay lever
\ 41
A ?fat Or worntman
iii
arm ball stud can be repaired properly by\
.

"filing dowri the side tk,n't4theiball is ,again round
-

,

,

.' the outer end of the relay
101. What fits in the, Stoove that is -cut across
..

.

.lever pin?

.

.

a.

Half moon key,

b.°

Tie bolt

c.

Snapring
Q

.

I.

$

i

it

.

i

<

102. Which toe-in measurement, in inches,. is within the 4cceptable range
for the 5-ton truck?
a,
b.

1/32
.1/8
1 /4
fn

,5-39 c
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Note. - Questions 103 through 105 apply to troubleshooting of wheele
steering systems.

103. 'During an inspection of a 2-1/2-ton truck you find that both fro t
tires have only half enough air pressure. If these tires are' lef in
this condition they will cause an unwanted driving condition ca ed
a.
b.
c.

shimmy.

loose steering.
hard steering.

104. As a wheeled vehicle mechanic, you are trying to locate the ca se of
a 1/4-ton truck M151 pulling to the right. An inspection of the vehicle
.
shows the caster and camber adjusting shims are missing on o
of the suspension due to a loose bolt. Which action should you ake to
correct this problem?
a.

b:
c.

Notify support maintenance of the condition
Install new shims and tighten the bolts securely
Trighten the loose bolt and see if the vehicle still pulls

105. A 2-1/2-ton cargo truck Opeiator complains that his truck pulls
first to one side and then to the other side. An inspection.of th
truck shows all of the following things wrong Which one is mo t
likely causing the operator's problem?
r

a.
b.
c.

Load of five drums of oil free to roll in cargo body
Both front tires 'severely cupped out
Shock absorbers% leaking on both front wheels
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0 AsZ

vehicle e/

a

1

Key,
A
B
C
D

E

Item

Item
F Adjusting screw
F.

Idler arm nrountiirg-bra:cket-

Pitman arm-to-idler arm rod

G

Steering column
Steering wheel
Steering column -to -dash
panel bracket

H

J
-

K

Steerihg gear assembly
Steering pitman aim
Spindle arm tie rod
assembly
Spindle arm 4
a

Foldout illustration No

Steering linkage components,
1 /4-ton truck
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'RESPONSE14;

100

Para 9b

101

TIra

103

Para 10

104

Para

106

Para 4a

o

7
we,

p'

2

`

109

*=,

7,

CORRECT. ' There is lese.clearancehetween
the

4worm.and roller at the midposition of the
steering wheel'S'tnalleli

;-

,044*.t

110

e
e

'.a.lAa

7a through 7c

112

CORRECT, Providing that4 the two itemste'Ompared
are of the same designr*such as ,gear or, vane.
,

113

Para 15c

116

CORRECT.' But, remember, that the teeth Cfthe
sector consist pf a double.ptobthed

117
119

.

'Para 12b
CORRECT.
Tfiisshape reduces thd'chances for air
being pumped into the system caused .by the tip of
the suction line becoming ,uncovered!-due to
sloshing of the liquid..

122

Para 14b(2)

123

Para 4a

r.
ere

124'

Para. 2

127

CORRECT.
-

This lengthens ,or qshortens the' tie

on the Wection it is turned.

Qne dire6tion increases the'tdeLdn, fOlereas the
other direction makes the'tpe-an 1pss.

ti

129

Tara 13a

*If your response is,not listed CORRECT, neer to the i
paragraph for the proper-answer.

^

4

4

1

244

131

CORRECT. 'This is the exact midVle of the recommended toe-in range. The wheels can also have
1/16 inch less or 1/16 inch more toe-in and still.
be within the recommended toe-in range:

133

Pat .a 3a

'Para 3k4).

134

136

Para "3e

138

Para 9
CORRECT.

141
'

45-

143

145

.

Being mounted in this position allows
the engine to operate the pump using V-belts.
CORREA'.
the pump

ti

This is directly aetermined by how fast
is

,,being driven.

Para 2a through 2c.

<

147

CORRECTS This type of steerin/ gear is commonly
used 'on larger true s and often contains two
studs that engage.* e cam to 'make it Wronger.

150

Para 2b

152

Para 7

15.4

CORRECT.

It's the only safe way to solve the

problem. 1r human lives involved, we can' t
take a dhan e,on questionable steering paPts.
156
159

)161

164

.

Para 5b
CORRECT.
Provjding there are no bent parts, it
will be in othis position any time the front
wheels are pointing straight ahead.' This is true
even if _it is improperly - installed on,the,shaft;
hoWever, the steering gear would not work as it
should unless it is installed properly.

CORRECT. >The valve is concentrie.with-the input
,shaft and lobated on' the steering gear.

Para3b:

,166

Para 10

167

Para 5'

170

Para 3a(i34)*

4

(Y

-7

2

215

,

173

Para 9a(6)

175

CORRECT.
You should first determine the condition of the overall system.
-.1>

177

CORRECT.

178

Para 12

179

Para 9b(4)

181'

Para 6a and. 6b

184

Para 4

The symbol for this part is used- in
hydraulic circuit diagrams just like the symbol
for a common ground is used in electrical'cirduit
diagrams.

186

'Para 10b

188

Para 13

1

)

191

CORRECT.
You did not have full turning control
of the ,vehicle. 'This it a dangerous si4uation
and the problem stiould be corrected at once.

192

CORRECT.
The wheel spindle will be pointed
,downward on i -s outer end,,thus placing i'he
center of the tire more nearly under this.,

bearitT,

194

CORRECT:, .6djusting shims are located between
this,` tem and the steering gear= housing.
Para

CORRECT. -TO have complete 'control of maximum'
pressure, however, the valve..Must be capable of
bypaasirig the entire output of
supply _pump.
199

Para 10c

200

CORRECT.: Flow through the valve in another
poition is shown by just imagining that another
section of the symbol is,placed tetWeen the
lines.

202
'.204

.

Para 3g
Para 3

,
205

Para 2d

I

216

206

4)?/0

Para 6
.t

207

Para 8e
V

Para 5d

e

Para Tb
213

'Pa'ra

11

ti

215

Para 11b

218

CORRECT. This diagram usually consists of an
outline of the vehicle showing the parts in the
exact spdts where they are located.

220

ti

Para.8b(1)

'223'

CORRECT1.

Remember, .the pressure per square inch
is distributed the same throl.whoUt a confined
liquid.

225.

CORRECT.
A vdhicle with this part worn and a
right wheel out of balance can develop 4
dangerous shimmy condition.
This condition can
Also cause extreme tire wear.
ti

/

227

Para 5
Para 50

.

233

235

//

.

231

Para 8a through.8c
.

Para 14d(4)
CORRECT.

This item is extended, hydraulically 'and
retracted by spring pressure or the weight of .the

work.

-

236,

Para 11

239

Para 5

241

Para 5

242

Para 2b

243

Para 4

245

Para 13b

247

Para 8b

I

17.

f

.

.

\
. 1

248

Para 8a

cP//

.

.

.

250

,

.

CORRECT.. There are- many other causes for this
condition--one orthem*beingllack of lubrication.
When you find this conditiOn,,use the method
described in the lesson to isolate the trouble.

...
,

253

'

Para 3

,.....,
.

256

.*

.

CORRECT.

This causes an automatic'steering
effect that is in the dire Zion the vehicle tends
to go. That ise, in the direction of forward
momentum, with a crosswind, and' down off the road

?...

crown.
.

259

CORRECT.

Tais pushes ,the wheels farther' apart at
the rear and erings them closer together in the

'

front. \

&

..

,

.,,,

V
.

,,CORECT.

26,0

'U

.

,

The highest pressure is 'obtained when
''':ct#e 34114p,l is'-held'against the steering stop, but
It-should only be held there momentarily.

,

"262
.

Para 6a

..-

,..

264

Para 12b'

266'

CORRECT.

.

.

t

By using this method both ends wind'
always be threaded in-the same distance. This
gives' equal strength inp the threads of each.tie
rod, end.

4

z

i,.
,.

268

Para 8c'

.4
A

271

*

Para' 14d
0

.274

Para 11

'276

CORRECT.
The liquid generally consists, ofa
blend of different substances instead of just oil
by itself.

'2771

Para 6

278'

Para 5b

279

Para 15c

281

CORRECT.
You atie not authorized toCmake ani.'
adjustments except toe-i9 on this vehicle.
Tighten the loose bolts'and ma15e a temporary
toe-in adjustment before the vehicle is dalven.

0'
,.
1

-

Q

282

Para 14d

284

Para 3b(4) and 5c

286

Para 15c

288

Para 8a

289

COR
all

Both valves are checki.valves which
the liquid to flow in one direction only./

CT.'

Para 7e
Para 3a

292
293

.

Para 6

295

Para'7

296

Para \9b(3)

298

Para 14a

299

Para 2b

301

CORRECT.

304

Para 5

307

Park 3a(9)

309

Ir!'the pid is positioned properly, the
retaining device should pass completely through
the bracket with a light push frorti the fingers.

.

CORRECT, Remember, howeVer, that the piston
movements are computed from the piston areas- not their diameters.

311

Para 4k

313

Para 8b(1)

316

Para 8

318

Para 15c

320

This symbol shows that the only purpose
CORRECT.
of the line is to drain or return liquid to the,
reservoir.

323

A decision will be made at this level
coRgtcT.
as to what should be done.

6

219'

4'
.1

J

1

324

Para ,15c

326

Para 3a

328

,Para 10b.

330

CORRECT.. T4pcis so steel balls will fit in lbe

cP/3.-

threads.
3f2

Parai 6d

333

Para 5

336

Para. 12

339

Due to slight differences in mpunting
CORRECT.
and adjustments on some trucks, the power pi.ston
may travel far enough in the full left turn posi
tion to expose a port in the cylinder wall, thus
The
allcYwing the escape of'hydrablic pressure.
of
iron
limits
the
piston
travel.
Pi

341

Para 12b

342

CORRECT.

344

-Para 9b

347

Pa'ra 13a

311

350

In comparing a hydraulic system. to an
electrical system, this unit will be comparable
to the battery.

This gives the wheels negative caster
CORRECT.
and will also cause the vehicle to tend; to steer
up the road crown.
Remember to take the reading with the
spring scale hooked to thewspoke at the rim of
the steering wheel.
CORRECT.

Para 3e
356

Para 12c

35

Rememberthe ad
CORRECT.
in place with a locknut.

360

Para 14a(3)

362."

CORRECT.

tment must be locked

Liquid flowing through this valve,
regardless of the amount it is opened, wears
against the entire sealing surface evenly.

7

220

Pai.a 3b

36.3.

.

.

This ca ses the hydraulic steering to
CORRECT.
act just like a drnirig effort was being Applied
-,to the steering wheel.

365

e

367

Para 3b(4) and 5c...

369.

Vara 14

371

CORRECT.
Re lacing\this part also provides new
mounting pons for two tie rod end ball studs

.

and an idle

.

'

arm bushing.

372

Para 5d

37 4

Para 6c

375

Para 10

376

CORREC .,.This is information that the mechanic
must now in order*to troubleshoot the system.

O

Mechanical advantage is al
gained
mec anically by the leverageof the jack
j
handle.
CORR CT.

'378

379

CORRECT. This makes it impossible to omit the
p tman'arm pointed in ,the wrong direct on.

382

ORRECT.
It'will sutipLy liquid flow under
pressure to the system any time a condition
exists that. lowers the main line predsure.

385,

Para 3a(8)

387.

Most of the wear occurs when the wheels
CDRRECTe
'are straight ahead. Therefore, when the joints is
adjusted in this ,position, as it should be, it
will be too tight when the wheels' are turned away
from straight ahead.

389

390

4

)

Para 7

,

If the relief valve..is a separate comCORRECT.
ponent 'it\ will have three lines connected' to it:

incomipg and outgoing high-pressure lines and a
relief line to the reservoir..
;

.

391

Para 14

8

1'

221

v4

.

4.

....

,.,

392

.

11

CORRECT.
The two parts are the steering arm and°213
wheel spindle. 'On a turn the angle formed by
these items causes the inside wheerto pivot
than the outside wheel.
CORRECT.

Remember, She shims cope in various
thicknesses 4o the adjustment can be accurately

393

made.
394

This steering gear contains a bearing
mounted roller that meshes with the threads of
CORRECT.

the worm.
396

Para 7g and 9

397,

CORRECT.
If the problem his not real bad and the
steering parts are tight,
may not be noticeable on some vehicles. However, in time the,
steering will loosen up due to this condition.

400

CORRECT. They are right-hand while the ones
inside are left-hand. The.right-hand ones are

very coarse-and have a self-cutting feature to
help during installation of a newspart.
402

Para 7

403

CORRECT.

By disconnecting this item at the
pitman arm, the load is removed from the gearbox
so any slight drag can be felt when making the
adjustment.--,
I

405

CORRECT.
This level will assure complete filling
of the hydraulic syslitem.and also allow for any
oil expansion in tithe system.

407

Para 2a through 2c

408

Para 15c

409

Para 9

410

Para 70,

412

Pa'ra 2

415

CORRECT.
There is a seal at each end of the worm
shaft and another at the outer
uter end of the 'pitman
arm shaft.

-4

416

.

.

Para 3a
4

222

09

N

.-417

CORRECT.
This provides the same leverage when
turning either -to the right or left.

'420

Para 7e

421

Para 4

.422

Para 9

..V46

423

CORRECT:
In this steering gear the worm is
called a cam and he sector a level'

425

The, wire
to this item pass under the
steering gear shaf and must be remgyed, in order
to move the wiring
mess out of the way, before
removing the steers g gear.

426

Para 5 and 15

427

CORRECT.
This valve
one extreme to the oth
r.
design.

429

Para 7g and (9

431

Para 13

432

Para 9b(1) and (2)

434

Para 2b

437

CORRECT.
Actually, this part is only compared to
about 1/6 of a nut.

440

Para 14a(S) ''

442

CORRECT.

444

CORRECT.

C ORRECT.

be quickly changed from
because of its simple

The changing of vehicle loads and
twisting of the vehicle over rough ground can
leave this assembly out of alinement.
However, the front wheels should point
straight ahead and the steering wheel be in
midposition before installation.
,

446

Para 3g(6)

448

CORRECT.
This is shown by thesarrow inside the
rectansle being out of line with the 'connecting
lines.
o

'451
452\i,

Para 8b
Para 14

10

223

'

454

CORRECT.
This eliminates any \binding and, due to '7
the- spring ipaide, still maintains a joint with
.no slack or free playr

457

Para 12c'

459

Para

460

Para 13b

463

Para 7e and 7f

46q

Para 13,

11

Para 3a(2)

1:0 468

'-471

CORRECT.

to1/4

The,faither away the tire contact is
moved from the steering knuckle pivot, the
greater the road shock transmitted. This is
because the wheel, tire, and spindle act as a
lever; and the longer the lever, the greater the
force sent' to, the suspension and steering
.linkage.

474

Para 3e

477

Para 8c

480

Para 14b

482

Para 11b

483

CORRECT.* This is because the liquid pushes on
twice as much area in piston B as it does in
piston A.

An".

Para 6

CORRECT. This system permits each front wheel to
pivot without moving the front axle.
488

Para 2
Para 7

The piston rod pushes directly on one
end of this item providing a power assist, while
'.\mechanical force supplied by the driver is
applied to its oppiosie end.
CORRECT.

.492,

CORRECT
These items: extend through the center
the wheel,hub and the wheels revolve around
them:

,

11

224

.

f

,

'

Para 3

493

ara 4b(2)

A96:

497

,

3.a(4)

'

4..

498

4k

500

Para 3a

*

4

,Pare 2.

50:1

502

CORRECT. ..This would

the same'effect as worn
linkage parts betweethe pitman arm shaft and
front wheels. This-type condition allows the

ma

504

distance 1.etwéen the .front wheels to change,
whi
herefore, changes the toe-in.

,Para 10f

505

CORRECT. This does not prevent the nut from
being removed at a later date.

508

CORRECT.

510

Para 14

512

Para 14b

513

Para 3g(6)

516

Pak.

518

Para 6a and 6b

520

CORRECT.

CPI

This permits the mechanic to install it
in the correct position even if some of the other
parts are slightly out of line or bent.
-

,

,

This retainer must be removed before
the born button can be pulled from the steering
wheel.

521.

CORRECT. This is'one reason for keepihg the
ltqui0 at the proper level.

522

Para 2b

523

Para 5

-524

ara 11

526

P ra 14d(4)

527

Pa a 5,

225
12

rl

tt
Ammor

529.
.

4P/7

Para 10

.

CORRECT. -Reiember the steering linkage must be
disconnected from the pitman arm when making this
adjustment.

531

,

Para 3b

'533

535

Para 3g_

1

4

\

536

tit

\

CORRECT.
Liquids can furnish a solid Connection
between two remote cylinders because of this
characteristic.
r

Para 11,-

537'

539

,

Para 41)(2).

541

Para 21i

545

CORRECT. .Be ,sure that the hollowed out (conga e)
side of this p.. t is facing the ball stud odbe'
the link is i stalled.

547

,

549

Para 5d

551

CORRECT.
This way the _compression springs will
be on the correct side of the ball, and there
411 also be the correct amount of cleai,anial
betweeh the forward ends of the drag.lipks.

553

Para 8c

555

\Para 3a(9)

557

Para 6d..

559

.

r

Para 9a(6)

561-

CORRECT.....Equal distribution of weight is
importaWif.the. vehicle is to, steer correctly.
If the lohd shifts to one side,.the vehicle will
probably pull to that side. ,,Always make sure the
load is secured before moving the vehicle.

562

CORRECT.
It is closed by a combination df
reverse flow and spring preisure or gravity.

563 9

'Para 9b(11)

-

-

.

COWCT. .This pressure test gage

565

5.,s

a component AP47,

Of "a

set that .is designed for'-the task and'iS:
available at support maintenance:
.

567

Para .14

57Q

Para 8c.

572

CORRECT.
The angles for these two alinehleht
-fsbtora-are determined from ,the same viewpoint
and both are measured in degrees so that they van:
be easily combined.
A front wheel alinement
specialist often-uses the included angle to find
out if.the wheel spindle is bent.
.

^

1..'

,ft

.

573

Para 9b.(1) and (2)
0

575

CORRECT. This maintenance function on1Wis

:

.4

particular vehicle is the responsibility of a.
higher category of maintenance. On some wheeled.
vehicles: you are authorized to check the adjust7
ments;.however, actual, repair isstill Made at
higher level.

,

a'.

577

CORRECT.

The drag link end of _this part swintis,

in an arc to move the steering linkage baok ant
forth in a straight line.,
Para 8a through 8c
579

Para 8

580

Para 2d

581

Para 12b

582

Para 2

.

-

.

i
This alinement factor is spoked of 11
.

584

CORRECT.

degrees and is the angle formed by two iMaginary
straight lines - -ore through the center bf the
steering knuckle pivots and the other straight
up
(/
and down.
587

'

.

CORRECT.

Make sure that once the ball, 'socket is
properly adjusted a cotter pin is installed
through the 'drag link end to prevent "the adjusting plug from backing out.
.

;

590

Para 5b

1'11:

a

f

I.

-

CORRECT.

591.

The thrust bearings at the ends of the,"24/
cam are spring-loaded sb that some moyement is
allowed by compressing ,a spring when i turning
'effort is applied to the steering Wheel.

I

594

CORRECT. Actually, this item is usedto,move the
sector closer to or ferfther away from the Worn',

595

Para 3

a.

.//

.

-

CORRECT.
Vehicles with a. front axlellaye oneof
these parts,while those with independent su.spensid have twoof them.

597

S

600

.Para 14b(2)

603

Para.3a(1)(c)

605

Para 6c

'607

PaA-13

'608

Para 5c
CORRECT.
This part,'however, provides rotary
movement only,.
If straight lin' movement, is
desired, a cylinder is used.

612

-

,

Para 10c

614.
.

615

Para )Of

.

.

I

617
.

,

-/

CORRECT.
If.the steering arms point tO 'the rear
they are angled inward in-the straight-ahead
position.
This causes,the spindles to:travel
different segments of an arc on turns, which
pivots the*inner wheel. more than, the outer wheel`.

.

CORRECT. The lines you/are
suring are
straight regardless of this conditioff.1 This.
method is generally used in comierbial shbps. when
toe-in must be set to close tolerances.

619

-

,

.

..)

Pari 3a(1)(o)

621

CORRECT.

624
..

But,
by a defec,tive.

emember, it could also be caused
teering gear and defective

steering knuck e. pivots.
627

CORRECT.
Th s is an undesirable effect of this
alinement factor.
0

'626

Para 5 and 15
.15

28

O
b

-

629

r

tPara 4'

Para7iand f

63.0

631

, Para 5b

634

CORRECT,
That Is beCluse this effect causes the
front wheels to-try to return to .the straight-ahead.pbsition after
turn.

4

I

Pra 9k,

635

636

_CORRE
Liquid under; pressure is enteri
oppo ate end of the cylinder.
CORRECT.
This is because s
replaced by rollitig trio on.°

'637

'638

Para 8

639

Para 11

642

Para 2

643

Para 9b(3)

644

Para ba

g the

g friction is

ti

ti

,)

Para 6

47.
'

648.

Para 8e

651

Para 3b

/

'657

,

:/

Para 3
Para 8

661

A

662'

Para a.

665

CORRECT.

3

log

669.

672
-'674

Two belts from the engine accessory
drive rotate the dduble pulley to drive the pump.
4..

Para 3a(2)

Para 3e
CORRECT.

You must know just what the system is
supposed to do and why each part is needed before
you can tell if thesystemis operating properly,
and, lnot, which part is not doing ,its job.

677

Para 6

679.

Para 14a

aa3
.1 I

682

Para 14'

64

Part 2

685

Para 11'''

688

CORRECT.' Although you may be tempted to discard
and replace, only the felt pads, the dust shields
are also discardedand new ones installed.

690'

Para 7a through c

691

Para 3a

'693

Para 11

0

7\
,

)

694

The tips of the black tatangles are
pointed inward to show,that oil is forced Ato
the unit.
Two trigngles show that the unit will
operate in two directions.

696

Para 5d

699

CORRECT.
This' offsets problems caused by uneven
Wear on the worm threads.

CO RRECT.

1

0
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Wheeled Vehicle Steering Systems

'Credit Hours

One

Objective

To test the student's overall knowledge
of material covered in this
subcourse.
tr

Suggestions.
,

1

.

Texts

.

.

.

.

Before, starting this examination,
review all lessons studied in this
subcourse.
Attached Memorandums
1

Materials Required

None

(Do not send itiese pages inuse the answer sheet provided for recording
.and mailing your solution. )
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MULTIPLE CHOICE

(See jnstructions on answer sheet, provided)

Note. - Questions 1 through 3 apply to figure 1.
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Figure 1.
Wheels. the mechanical advantage ratio of the hydraulic system shown?

a.
b.
c.
d.

2:1

3:i
6:1
9:1

2., How raany4ounds of force will be pushing upward on piston ',A if a
3-pound weight is placed on Piston A?

a.
b.
c.
d.

27
18
9
6

3.. How many ,iiiches will piston A move if piston B is pushed down 1 inch?

a.
b.
c.

4
3

2

d.
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4.

What action shOuld the organizatiogal mechanic take whene°an inspectionOW 7
reveals that the steering gear is binding on a 1/4-ton truck M151?
I

'a.

Replace the steering gear
Notify support maintenance
Adjust the steering gear
Install new worm and sector shaft bearings

b.

c.
d.
,./5.

,)

On which truck must the engine be remtved before removingthe

steering gear?

a.. 5-ton with a gasoline engine
b. 2-1/2-ton with a gasoline engine

c.
d.

5-ton with a Mack diesel engine
2-1/2-ton with a multifuel engine

a steering ac or is measured in inches?
4

a.
b.
c.
d.
7.

Toe-out
.

Caster
Toe-in
Camber

What type of diagram is the best aid to the, mechanic when troubleshooting a hydraulic system?
a.
b.

Block
Cutaway

c.

Graphical

d.

Pictorial
o

8.

What is being adj1ted in figure 2?
a.
b.

c.
d.

Backlash
Card bearings
Control valve ,
Column alinement

L

-Figure 2.
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9.

With the front wheels positioned properly, how should the steering
wheel be positioned to install it on the steering gear shaft of the

44,

2-1/2- or 5-ton truck?
b.

a.

d.

Note. - Questions 10 through 12 apply to figure 3 which is An_exposed ;Flew
of the HP 70 power steering gear.
..

Figure 3.
10.

Whit item converts the rotating. motion of the steering wheel to a
back-and-forth motion?
a.

1

c.

4

d.

6

b/ 2
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11.

What item meter's the flow of oil to and from the powef cylinder?

12.

What item converts hydraulic pressure to mechanidal force for turning
the wheels?
a.

2

b.

3

c.

4

d.

6

13: When will a slight oil leak in the power steering presdure 'hose be easiest
td locate?
a.

After the vehicle has sat for several hours without running
so the oil is cold
b. Immediately after a road test when the oil is hot
c. When the steering wheel is held against the steering stop
with the engine running
d. When the steering control valve is in the neutral position
with the engine running
14.

What is caused by an improperly adjusted steering control valve on
. the 5-ton truck?
a.
b.
c.
d.

Pulling to one side
Uneven tire wear
Shimmy of front wheels
Weaving back and forth

15. What is the likely cause of steering drive?

a.
b.
c.
d.

Unbalanced wheels

Loose steering gear mounting bolts
Pitted steering gear worm
Misilined column jacket
11
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16.

What should be replaced if the power steering relief valve is defective430
on a 5-ton truck equipped with a Mack diesel engine?
a.
b.
C.

d.
17.

Steering gear
Hydraulic pump.
'Control valve
Power cylinder

What is the lowest category of maintenance authorized to adjust the
steering gear on a 2-1/2-ton truck?
a.
b.
c.

Organizational
Direct support
General support

d.

Depot

Note. - Questions 18 through 41, apply toigure 4 which is a schematic
diagram of the HP 70 power steering hydraulic system.

C

Figure 4.
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18. What item is most likely to be at fault if the hydraulic pressure is 073
.too high?

19.

a,
b.
c.

2
4

d.

5

1

What condition will allow liquid to flow freely from th pump to the

reservoir?

a.
b.
c.
d.
.20.

Vent life disconnected
Cylinder fully extended
Control valve in neutral
Relief valve in normal position

To what part does liquid flow after flowing through the relief valve?
a.
b.
c.
d.

Pump

Reservoir
Control valve
Power cylinder

21... What occurs when the control valve is shifted to position A?

a.
b.
c.
d.

22.

Co ; finder extends
R -Uief valve opens

Cylinder retracts
Relief valve c oses

The relay lever o4 the steering linkage on the 5-ton truck is secured to
the relay lever br cket on the frame with 'a din. If the relay lever must
be removed, what is used to pull the pin?
a.
b.
c.
51,.

Capacrew

Puller
Brass drift
Hammer

23. Whit construction feature of the drag)link used on 2-1/2... and 5-ton
trucks can be used to identify the front end of the drag link?

1.

a.
b.
c.
d.

Location of the ball stud opening
Right -hand and left-hand threads at the ends
Size of the ball seat opening
Angle of the bend at each end
11,
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24. What statement is true concerning the drag link adjustment of the 2-1 /2and 5-ton trucks?
a.
b.

c.
d.

Lock the adjusting plug when it is screwed in tight
Screw the adjusting plug in tight and then back it out-1/2 turn or less
Turn the steering wheel in both directioniko free the ball andAyien
lock the adjusting plug
Tighten the adjusting plug until a slight drag can,be felt while
.
turning the steering wheel
.

25.

What is the proper procedure ft:h. decreasing the cam end play of the
steering gear on the 2-1/2Lton truck?
a.
b.
c.
d.

Remove shinis from between

e gear housing and upper cover
Replace the steering gear bea ngs
Turn the adjusting screw in the ide cover clockwise
Tighten the adjusting plug until it bottoms

26. When removing the steering wheel on the 2-1 /2-ton /35A2 truck, how

is the puller attached to the steering wheel?
a.
b.

Hub of puller is bolted directly to the hub of the steering wheel
Hub of puller is bolted to an adapter plate under the steering
wheel hub

c.
d.

Hooks of puller are hooked to an adapter ring under.the steering
wheel spokes
Hooks of puller are hooked under the hub of the steering wheel

27. What must be drained when replacing the power steering cylinder on

a 5-ton truck with a HF-64 power. steering system

a. Hoses
b. Steering pump
c. Steering gear
d.. Control valve

4

23 9
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Note. - Questions 28 through 31 apply to figure 5. It is a diagram of the a..13
steering system for the 1-1/4-ton Wick M715.

0

.

Figure 5.
a
10'
.
28. What item conyerts the output of the steering gear to a motion
that will
force the wheels right or left?
.

a.

1'

b.
c.

2
3
6

d.

29. What is done to increase toe-in?

a.
b.
c.

Lengthem 3

Shorten item 3
Lengthen item 5
d.' Shorten item 5
0

s',

30. (What alinement factor will be affected if item 4 is bent?

a. Caster

b. Camber
c. Toe-out:
d. Kingpin incliziation
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31.

Mott part, if worn, will cause too mucirslack between the steering wheel°231
the left fiont wheel but will not cause slack at the right front wheel?
.

INO

32.

The toe-in must be adjusted a
part on the 5-ton truck?
a.
b.
c.

r replacing which steering linkage

Lower drag link
Relay, lever
Tie rod end

Pitman arm
33.

Which steering linkage part is turned clockwise (left-hand threads)
when removing itfrom a 1/4-ton truck M15?
a.

Drag link end nut

b.

Steering arm
Adjusting sleeve clamp bolt
Idler arm

c.
d.
34.

What should'be done if the front wheels of a 1/4-ton truck 4151 are
pointed slightly to one side yfhen the steering gear is at midposition?
4'

a.
b.
c.
d.
35.

4w.

Reposition the steerinj wheel on the steering shaft spline's
Shorten one tie rod and lengthen the other one

Remove the pitman arm and install it in a different position
Adjust the worm bearing end play and the worm and sector
backlash

The toe-in gage must be between the wheels and at what location in
relation to the front axle when reading the - amount of toe-in?
a..

Top

b.
c.

Bottom

d:

Front
Rear
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